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I 3 SHOW YOU THE WAY TO GO, The Jackson. 

2 1 LUCILLE, Kenny Ropn 

3 20 SO YOU WIN AGAIN, Hot Chocolate 

4' S A STAR ISBORN.Banri Weind 
5 2 I DONT WANT TO TALK ABOUT R. Rod Seenn 

6 6 YOU'RE MOVING OUT TODAY. Cants Bayer Sepr 

7 14 BABY DONT CHANGE YOUR MIND. Gladye Knighl'6 The PI 

5 17 FANFARE FOR THE COMMON MAN, Elnon. Lake 6 Pal 

9 4 GOO SAVE THE QUEEN. S PIebla 

10 B TELEPHONE UNE, Electric Ught Orchastra 

II 7 HALFWAY DOWN THE STAIRS. Muppeb/ Jerry Nelson 

12 23 SAM, 011vA Newton John 

13' 9 AIN'T GONNA BUMP NO MORE, Joe Ter 

II 12 GOT TO GIVE RUP,Mar.InGeye 

15 10 THE SNUFFLE, Vin McCoy 

16 19 PEACHES/ GO BUDDY GO, The Strangers 

17 13 UDO SHUFFLE. Bw Scala 

is 15 TOO HOT TO HANDLE/ SLIP YOUR DISC TOTHIS, uSnave 

19 11 GOOD MORNING JUDGE, 10 

20 22 YOU'RE GONNA GET NEXT TO ME, Bo Kirkland / Ruth Davis 

21 16 SPOT THE PIGEON,Geaala 

22 27 OH LORI, Mewl 

. 23 18 OK,Rock Follbs 

24 21 GOOD OLD FASHIONED LOVER BOY, Queen 

2546 DO WHAT YOU WANNA DO,T. ConnWon 

26 30 NATURE BOY. George Benson 

V 29 BE GOOD TO YOURSELF, Fro nkie Miller 

25 37 BITE YOUR UP / CHICAGO, Elton John / Klkl Dee 

29 31 IGN PROVE IT, Tony 

30 47 FEEL THE NEED, Detroit Enl 
31 24 TOKYO JOE, Bwen Ferry 

32 35 CONE WITH ME, JeueGnen 

33 90 KYRILA.Drnla Rousso 

34 32 DONT LET GO, ManbattenTnnear 

35 29 JOIN THE PARTY. Honky 

36 26 0ISCO INFERNO,Trammps 

w 37 45 RHAPSODY, Four Ssoa 
38 - MA BAKER. BaMF M 

39 33 SHEENAIS AUNK ROC KA.Ranwn. 

40 411 SLOW DOWN, John Miles 

I1 - EXODUS, Bob Mareyl The Widen 

42 - I JUST WANNA BE YOUR EVERYTHING, Andy Gbh 

43 44 hi EVERYBODY HAVE TIME. Archie BNIL The Onl la 

44 

IS 

- WHAT IT IS. Gann Mims& TrudoIn Co 

- FARMER BILL'S COWMAN, The Worts!. 
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2 GOT TO GIVE R UP PL I, Mervin Gay. 
3 GONNA FLY NOW (Theme From 'Rocky) Bill Cone 

6 UNDERCOVER ANGEL Alan O'D.y 
4 FEELSLIKE THE FIRST TIME, Foreigner 

6 LUCILLE, Kenny Roger. 

1 DREAMS, Flwbvpod Mac 

7 LONELY BOY. Andrew Gold 

16 DA 000 RON RON, Sheun Cassidy 

10 ANGEL IN YOUR ARMS, Hot 

El JET AIRLINER. Ora Miller Band 

13 LIFE IN THE FAST LANE. Eadea 

17 MARGARITAVILLE, Jimmy Bulled 
15 LOOKS LIKE WE MADE IT, Bony Menlew 

18 MY HEART BELONGS TO ME, Barbre Stelaend 

21 I JUST WANT TO BE YOUR EVERYTHING, Andy Glbb 

19 00 YOU WANNA MAKE LOVE, Peter McCnn 
14 HEARD IT IN A LOVE SONG. Marshall Tucker Band 

35 I'M IN YOU. Peer Frampton 

s I'M YOUR BOOGIE MANI KC A T . Sunshine Band 

20 SLOW DANCN' DONT TURN ME ON, Addrbl Brother. 

23 NIGH SCHOOL DANCE. Sylvan 
22 LOVES GROWN DEEP, Kenny Nolan 

33 HIGHER AND HIGHER,RIts Coolidge 

35 WHATCHA GONNA DOT,Pebb Crulu 
9 SIR DUKE, SavN Wonder 

27 ARIEL Dean F nod men 

31 KNOWING ME, KNOWING YOU;Abbe 
79 GONNA FLY NOW (Than. From 'Rocky') ~nerd Fargueon 

37 YOU AND ME. Alice Cooper 

12 AINT GONNA BUMP NO MORE, Joe Tea 

34 YOU'RE MY WORLD, Helen Reddy 

36 LUCKENBACH TEXAS, Waylon Jennlnp 

26 WHEN I NEED YOU, Lae Sayer 

42 YOU MADE ME BELIEVE IN MAGIC, Bay City Rollers 

39 ITS SAD TO BELONG, England Dani John Ford Coley 

40 ALL YOU GET FROM LOVE IS A LOVE SONG, C.rpnter. 
24 COUJLDNT GET IT RIGHT, Clime Blow Band 

38 PEACE OF MIND. Bonn 
47 EASY, Commodores 

tl PEOPLE IN LOVE. IO4 
Ie BARRACUDA. Nwn 
43 YOU'RE MOVIN' OUT TODAY, Bette Mohler 

- JUST A SONG BEFORE I GO,Crwby.591H L Nash 

50 AMARILLO Nell 5.dake 

45 UPTOWN FESTIVAL 9r..nur. - THE KILLING OF GEORGIC. Rod Sleeaet 

- DEVIL'S GUN,C J. A Ca - NEON SITES, Adult Rhythm S.Won 

- TELEPHONE MAN. Merl When - BEST OF MY LOVE, Emotion. 
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Ponrolt/ CBS 

Aeandc 

Agents 
Eel** 

Soul Train 

Warner Bro. 
Wedhound 

Polyder 

COT 

Columbia 

1 VINCENT, 
2 TAKE ME BAK TIME, 
3 ROCKIN' ROBIN, 
4 METAL GURU, 
S AT THE CLUB, 
6 ROCK AND ROLL Pert 2, 

'7 CALIFORNIA MAN, 
B LITTLE WIWE. 
9 MARY HAD A LITTLE LAMB, 

10 LADY ELEANOR, 
10 Year. Ala Uune 2I') 

1 A WHITER SHADE OF PALE, Prated Hamm 
2 THERE GOES MY EVERYTHING, Eneelbert Humperdlnck 
3 CARRIE ANNE. The Noll lea 

4 SILENCE ISGOIDEN, TIM Tremolce. 
S WATERLOO SUNSET, TIM Write 
6 OKAY, Dees D.eand Co 
7 THE HAPPENING, The Supnne. 
B PAPER SUN. bunk 
9 SWEET SOUL MUSIC, Arline Conley 

10 THEN I KISSED HER, TN BeechBge 

15 Ywn 640 Uune 23'62) 
1 GOOD LUCK CHARM, Fhb Presley 
2 COME OUTSIDE, Nike Same 
3 I'M LOOKING OUT THE WINDOW, ChMRIEIWn1 
4 APICTURE OF YOU, Jos@roam 
S GINNY COME WELT, Brian Hying 
B LAST NIGHT WAS MADE FOR LOVE. say Fury 
7 I DON'T KNOW WHY, Eden Kan 
B AS YOU LIKE IT, Adam FNth 
9 NUT ROCKER, @8unite. 

10 GREEN LEAVES OF SUMMER. Kenny Ball .red Rumen 

5 Year. Ago (June 24'721 
Dm MacLean 

Sea 
MkSanIJacka n 

Tiles 
The Dnitan 
Gary OINar 

The Move 
TIM ~I 

Wlnp 
Lhdleara 

11C 'Disco) 'I'11í1 2e 
1 1 NM GONNA BUMP NO MORE, Joe Tea CBS 
2 6 SHOW YOU THE WAY TO GO.Jadaors Epic 
3 2 UPTOWN FESTIVAL. Shadowy RCA 

4 3 GOT TO GIVER UP, Mery In Gaye HaL 
5 19 YOU'RE MOVING OUT TODAY, Carole Bayer Seger Eloktra 
6 11 SLOWDOWN, bin Mlle. Demo 
7 14 YOU'RE GONNA GET NEXT TO ME, Be KVMond EMI Int 
B 4 THE SHUFFLE, V.n McCoy 144 L 

9 7 BABY DONT CHANGE YOUR MIND, Merl)" Knight Buddah 
10 - FEEL THE NEED, Detroit Orlon Ida ABanik 
11 - DO WHAT YOU MANNA DO,TLrsn.cson 7 
12 5 I CAN PROVE IT, Tony Eerie GTO 

13 - COME W1T11 ME, ice Green EMI 

14 - I FEELLOVE,Donre Summer GTO 

IS - THECRUNCH,Rah Band Good Earth 
16 9 DISCOINFERNO,Traminpa Mimes 
17 - MEDIA USA PUNK ROCKER, Remote. 9r. 
15 13 GOOD MORNING JUDGE,104 PNlllpa 
19 - UDO SMUFFLEBa Sou CBS 

20 16 TOKYO JOE, ry.n Parry Polador 

20 - PEACHES/GO BUDDYGO,The Weyer.UA 

I DEVIL'SGUN,C J 6 Company Werlbound 

2 I FEELLOVE,Donroa Summer Caubiarsw 
3 CDULD HEAVEN EVER BE LIKE THIS. IdN Muhammad 

4 MAGIC BIRD OF Fl RE,Saleeul Orchestra Salsoul 

5 I NEED A MAN, Grew Jonas Bam Junction 
6 GOT TO GIVER UP, Mery in Gaye Tenbe 

7 I FOUND LOVE,Love O Kisses Rel Vera 
B CERRONE'S PARADISE, Caro,. Malllpbr 
9 WHY MUST A GIRL LIKE ME, CLAUDIABery Salami 

10 GET ON THE FUNK TRAIN, Munich Machine Caublenu 
11 OR LOVE. First Choke Gob Mine 

12 DO YOU WANNA GET FUNKY WITH ME, Peer Barn TR 

13 BEST OF MY LOVE, Emotion. Columbia 
11 NO WHERE TOR UN. Drank Superior. Motown 

15 DISCOMANIA Worts 1121 Loren TE 

16 MAGIC IS YOU/MEDLEY, John D.N« 6 to Monster Orchestra Sam 

17 I GOTTA KEEP DANCING, Carrie Luca. Srunman 
le I CAUGHT YOUR ACT, Hua Corp Warner/Curb 
19 YOU CANT HIDE FROM YOURSELF,Trddy Pendegnn Phil Inl 
20 EXPRESS YOURSELF, NYC Community Choir RCA 
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Air SI11d 11111 ÍI 
1 2 GONNA GET NEXT TO ME, Bo Klr8l.nd end Rum Devon EMI 

2 4 SNOW YOU THE WAY TO GO, The Jackson Epk 
3 6 BABY DONT CHANGE YOUR MIND,Gbdy. Mehl Buddah 

4 I GOT TO GIVE IT UP, Marvin Gaye MoOsrn 
6 B DISCO INFERNO,Tnmmoa AO.nBc 
6 7 THE PRIDE,I.by@rothan Eph 
7 3 AIN'T GONNA BUMP, Jos Tea Epic 
5 11 WHAT IT IS, ClarW Momma Adele 
9 - DO WHAT YOU WANNA DO, TLonnecóon TX 

10 11 EVERYBODY HAVE A GOOD TIME,ArchI Bell Phillnt 
II - (ENTER CITY, al Larryb Band WMOT 
12 13 FEEL THE NEED IN ME, Detroit Emenlds Mande 
13 - EASY, The Commodore. Moan 
14 15 NATURE SOY, Cleo rp@anaon Warner@roe 
15 15 ATMOSPHERE STRUTT, rebid One ~pa 
16 9 UPTOWN FESTIVAL, Shalom*, Soul Train 
17 - I CAN PROVE IT,Tony (tone OTO 
113 10 THE WHOLE TOWN'S LAUGHING, Teddy Pendergrass /NIInt 
19 16 TRYING TO LOVE TWO, Willem Bell Moroary 
20 12 DANCIN', Crown Melanin ARalr ConMryo 

IIS S1111I'1'11' 1 20 
I 3 BEST OF MY LOVE, Emotion.Coamble 
2 4 EASY. Comme °n. Motown 
3 2 GOT TO GIVER LA Pt 1,1Aernln Gaye Tunis 
4 B SLIDE, Slave CoBlbn 
S S I DON'T LOVE YOU, Teddy Pendent.. Philadelphia MI 
6 1-BREAM TOME GENTLY, Medea P,Anklln Mantic 
7 - A REAL MOTNA FOR YA, Johnny Gutter Webon DJM 
5 6 HOLLYWOOD, RubsFeeknnd CAW. Khan ABC 
9 20 SUNSHINE, EM....bowl Roadsow 
10 11 DOLWANNA DANCE, Graham Coning Station Warner Bra 
11 12 I'M GOING DOWN, Rose Royce MCA 
12 16 THIS I SW EAR, Tynnne Doyle Coiunele 
13 17 IF ITS THE LAST THING I DO, Thera Houabn Taml. 
14 19 BABY DON'T CHANGE YOUR MIND,Gladye Knight Bu1deh 
15 7 WHODUNIT,Taeeres Copibl 
16 18 AFTER YOU LOVE ME, Herold Melvin L The Blue Note. ABC 
17 - SEE YOU WHEN I GET THERE, Loa Rohn Phlladelphb Inl 
le 9 GOOD THING MAN,Fnnk Lowe - lo: 
19 - YOUR LOVE IS RATED X,Johnnl Taylor Calumela - OUR LOVE, Della Mimicry 
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HOT CHOCOLATES Larry Fergosorl 

I YOUR SONG, Elba John 
2 MIDNIGHT TRAIN TO GEORGIA, Glady. Knight L The nip. 
3 THE IN CROWD, Bryan Ferry 
4 BROTHER LOUIE, Hot Chocolate 
51HEARO IT THROUGH THE GRAPEVINE, Mahan Gaye 

6 BABY LAVE, The Sopese.. 
7 SONOBIN THE KEY OF UFE, Move Wonder 
3 I WIT CIE LOVELY. Sevin Wonder 
9 LET'SOET IT ON, IM min Gaye 

10 EMMA, Hot CN..aUt 

..... ... .. , s 2 

star Breakers 
CENTRE CITY, Fah Larry'. Band 
THE CRUNCH, The Rah Band 
I KNEW THE BRIDE, Don Edmunds 
EASY, Comencdwa 
OLD SCHOOL YARD. Cat amens 
WE OO TOGETHER. Meat& Demon 
UNDERCOVER ANGELS. Mn O ay 

ONE STEAWAY,Tagna 

Adená 
Good Earth 
Swan Son 

Tame Moan 
IYnd 

ABC 
Mane. 
Caelbl 

:1 

Ci\ 

1 2 THE MUPPET SHOW, The Muppet 

2 I THE BEATLES AT THE HOLLYWOOD BOWL, 

3 3 ARRIVAL.AAoa 

4 5 A STAR IS BORN. Wundbadr 

5 4 HOTEL CALIFORNIA, Eagle. 

6 '10 A NEW WORLD RECORD. (bdk UBMOnleetre 

7 9 THE JOHNNY MATHIS COLLECTION. Jobe. Mo9os 

5 7 DECEPTIVE BENDS 104 

9 6 SHEER MAGIC, Acker BM 

10 11 EIODUS, Bob Money end the Mellen 

ll B STRANGLERS IV, The Wander. 

12 12 ENDLESSFLIOHT,Lao Sew. 

13 28 GREATEST HITS, Abbe 

1/ 17 DOOL DEN. GREATS, The S/adparr 

15 15 RUMOURS,Flwbord Mac 

16 14 THEIR GREATESTHITS 71.75. Eadee 

17 13 ROCK FOLLIES OF '77 

18 22 GREATEST urn. Smoke 

19 23 ATLANTIC CROSSING,Red Raman 

20 27 EVEN IN THE QUIETEST MOMENTS, Supe*emp 

21 39 I'M IN YOU, Pete r Frampton 

22 42 SLR DEGREES, Boa Scam 

23 32 KENNY ROGERS, Kenny Rogers 

24 - LOVE AT THEGREEK,Neil Diamond 

r 25 20 IN THE CITY, Jam 

26 26 IN FLIGHT,Georga Benson 

19 BOOK OF DREAM'S. Slave Miller Band 

2D 25 ALL TO YOURSELF, Jai Jones 

29 38 20 ALL TIME GREATS, Connie Francis 

30 35 THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON,Ire Floyd 

31 16 A NIGHT ON THE TORN, Reid Breen 
32 le ANIMALS, MN Royd 

33 31 TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS. 

34 - SILVER CONVENTION'S Slaw CoaNrnon 

35 - WISH YOU WERE HERE, IrA Floyd 

36 29 TIME LOVES A HERO. Lille Feel 

37 50 VISION.DynlMlene 

38 - ,COMINO OUT, Wanheten Tunal., 
39 21 PETER GARRIEL, Peer Gabriel 

40 57 TUBULAR BELLS. Mae Od1e10 

41 II W,EAKIN SUSPICION. Dr F.ayoid 

42 - I REMEMBER YESTERDAY. Donne Summers 

43 - HEAVY WEATHER, Weather Report 

44 U THE BEST OF THE MAMAS AND PAPAS 

N 30 SONGS IN THE KEY Of UFE. Save Horsier 

66 40 PORTRAIT OF SINATRA 

47 35 WORKS. Enersonlaka end Palmer 

w - THE BEST OF THE FACES 

w THE O. ASH 

rRTta. v 'n9A@Ae« Me. HnelaM 

50 24 19150, Cot %aewe, 
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Rive 

Hermes 

SSW 

Magnet 

Hew eel 

Went Bra 
ABC 

Want 
Charism. 

Virdn 

Levied Ante 

OTO 

SS 
Arcade 

Temle Moan 
Paladin 

Awns 
Was 

Me 

1 1 RUMOURS, Feebood M 

2 6 BOOK OF DREAMS, Save Miller Band 

3 3 COMMODORES 
/ 7 LIVE. any Manlier/ 

5 - F7A IN YOU, Peer Frerrybn 
6 5 HOTEL CALIFORNIA. Eagle. 

7 B MARVIN GAYE UVE AT THE LONDON PALLADIUM 

B 9 IDTSO, Cal Sterol. 
9 10 FOREIGNER 

10 4 ROCKY/ORIGINAL MOTION PICTURE SOUNDTRACK 

11 2 THE BEATLESAT THE HOLLYWOOD BOWL 

12 17 LITTLE QUEEN, Haan 

13 11 SONGS IN THE KEY OF LIFE. SUM Wonder 

II 15 HERE AT LAST.. , LIVE, Bee OMB 

1S 16 RIGHT ON TIME. El rotten Johnson 

16 14 BOSTON 

17 12 GO FOR YOUR GUNS,Isey BroOen 
15 13 A STAR IS BORN,Barbn Sb.WndB Ka Knatdhsnn 
19 22 NETHER LANDS, Den Fogelberg 

20 21 A REAL MOTHER FOR YA, Johnny Maher ~eon 
21 19 SILK DEGREES, Boa Sugp 
22 24 CONQUISTADOR.Maylurd Ferguson 

23 23 EVEN IN THE QUIETEST MOMENTS,Supartramp 
24 a OL' RATION ,Revlon Jenninp 
25 26 CHANGES IN LATITUDES, Jimmy Burled 

26 
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34 

3S 
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37 

3e 

39 

40 

AI 

42 
43 

44 

45 

K 
47 
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29 PART 3, KC L The Sunehlne Band 

25 CAROLINA DREAMS. Ment.11 Tucker Band 

30 GOLD PLATED, alma Band 
31 P. FUNK EARTH TOUR,Pedlament Llve 
33 KENNY REPS 

32 DECEPTIVE BENDS. 104 
36 TRAVELIN' AT THE SPEED OF THOUGHT,O'iy. 

35 CELEBRATE ME HOME. Kenny Logging 
34 TIME LOVES A HERO,LNde Feat 
39 I REMEMBER YESTERDAY Donna Summer 
40 SLAVE 

37 FRIENDSL STRANGERS. Ronnie LAMA 

38 IN FLIGHT. Gawp Braun 
V ENDLESS F UGHT, Leo Sewn 
42 A NEW WORLDRECORD,Electrk URN Os Were 
41 ANIMALS, Pink Floyd 
50 CAUGHT LIVE +3/Moody Blues - A PLACE IN THE SUN. P.do Cruse 
15 TEDDY PENDERGRASS. Pha.delphulnemaBonel 
47 NIGHT MOVES Bob Seger ó The River Baler Bend Capitel 
16 A ROCK AND ROLL ALTERNATIVE. Atlanta RNymm Section Ponder - LACE AND W111561 Y. Mho Cooper Warn. Bra 
20 WORKS VOLUME I,EIarson, Len and Monier MUM( 
49 A RETROSPECTIVE,LIna Rona042 Caprbl - CAT SCRATCH FEVER, Ted Nueent Epk 
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ÑE20.id 
Maidstone. Kent 

I ALWAYS suspected it 
and now my beliefs 
are confirmed. Jim 
nu Peanuts Carter, so 
- called President of 
the United States of 
America has no taste. 

Persuaded no doubt by his 
daughter, one Amy-ouch a 
delightfully southern name I 
always think - Carter, the 
madcap President invited 
Bad Company up to his 
White House pad for deep 
and meaningful dis- 
cussions. Whatever next? 
Johnny Rotten calling at 
number 10 Downing Street. 
or better still, attending a 
Buckingham Palace garden part,?,? 

My old friends The Fruit 
Eating Bears who play R&D 
with a new wave feel, had 
their residency at Croydon'. 
Scamps cancelled after their first appearance. The 
manager of the venue 
explained that although he 
felt that the band were very 
good he did not want punks 
In his establishment. Con. 

KEEPING BAD COMPANY . ,; 
Juicy , 

Luicy 
sequently he paid the Bears 
off for their three scheduled 
appearances. Question 
time, friends, do A&M own 
Scamps? 

And some more on the came 
kinda topic Radio 
Stars, who have just 
completed the Eddie and 
The Hot Reds tour, have 
been banned from the 
Colston Hall, Bristol, follow- 
ing an Incident when Andy 

AND SO to Alan 
Price's (top pied 
Jubilee Garden parry 
in dontown Win, 
bledo,,. Wotalot of 
fun. coconut shies. 
rrflc ranges. half the 
masic press, an 
overtired and rmo- 
tional Alan Freeman, 
a plump red - faced 
Bob Hams /bottom 
pied. yards of ale and. 
naich, Her Majesty 
(left) was there 
clutching a large 
balloon and swigging 
down her sherry like 
nobody's business. 

COZY POWELL got back into Formula 1 Saloon car racing at Silverstone on Sunday. Driving his 
three- litre BMW, he was lying in a useful fourth position when, 50 yards from the line, hr spun off 
the track. Flames leapt from the car as the gallant Powell jumped clear and made his way on foot 
over the finishing line. Undaunted, he'll be back in action at Brands Hatch next Sunday. Perhaps he 
should stick to drumming? 

Ellison jumped from the 
stage onto the back of a 
bouncer who was mis- 
treating over enthuslaetic 
membe re of the audience. 

The bouncer rushed to the 
back of the hall with Andy 
null on hie back and with 
microphone stW In hand. 
The ensuing fracas when 
other bouncers Joined In and 
gave Andy a good kicking 
was amplified through the 
PA system and it was only 
due to intervention by 
members of the audience 
that Andy was able to return 
to the stage. 

So what's new in Muppet 
land? 'Muppet Discs Go In 
Blaze' shock horror Tra- 
gedy me dears. 80 firemen 
were required to tackle a 
blaze at Pye's record 
factory in Mitcham. 50.000 
Muppet sleeve. and records 
were destroyed. A Mr 
Waldorf and a Mr Stotler 
are helping police with their 
enquiries. Meanwhile, crea- 
tor of the Muppeta Jim 
Henson has tab en on a flat at 
Hampstead, London - in 
F roghill Gardens! 

My East Anglian correspond- 
ent writes .. . 'My Dear, 
pondering over a large gin 
and tonic at the Norwich 
Folk Festival, I spotted a 
moat unusual sight - a 
Morris dancer with a safety 
pin in his ear,. . 

And my literary correspond- 
ent adds . . . 'Kenny 
Everett', Captain Meanness 
and the Krelia appears In 
book form next month. 
Kenny will be autographing 
copies at Capital Radio on 
September 29.' 

Enough of matters of little 
import. What have the BIG 
NAMES been doing/ How's 
about of Reg for starters. 
The old piano player came to 

the rescue after a group 
failed to turn up for a 
concert at Shorediteb 
teachers' training college in 
London. The etoodents 
phoned Fit at his Windsor 
mansion and he told 'em - 
"Get me a piano and I'll be 
right with you" and quick an 
you could say Melanie 
Green he was there and 
played a eel. A spokes- 
person for Ell commented, 
"The going rate for a 
concert like that is £65,000, 
but Elton enjoyed himself as 
much as the student." 

Meanwhile, pausing over my 
Moet champagne and 
strawberries and cream at 
the opening day of 
Wimbledon, who should I 
espy, looking rather out of 
place among all the 
Beautiful ones, but 01' built 
up shoes Adam Faith, 
desperately looking for 
photographer Terry O'Neil 
to arrange a photo session 
with Lonnie Donegan and 
Elton John. What can all 
this mean? Watch this 
space. Hello hello, what's 
all this then? Ms Blanca 
Jagger interviewed in 
American magazine Viva 

. "Mick Is not famous for 
being the most honest 
person." Did she care if 
Mick had affairs with other 
women? "It's not no 
Important for him. For melt 
Is. Somebody like Mick Is 
different. It doesn't neces- 
sarily matter one way or 
another ... But the girls 

. .one magazine had this 
cover girl who probably 
went to bed with Mick once 
and I know when he sees her 
he runs away.. . Hall the 
girls who say they had 
affairs with Mick actually 
did, I wonder when he would 
have time to see them all. 

It's very strange the 
mystique of women thinking 
they've made It Il they've 
slept with Mick. It's 
peculiar. . . It shows so 
much a lack of respect for 
themselves. He find. It 
repugnant, nothing could be 
less of a turn -on.' 

School's Out .. . The Feeler 
Brothers's ppewrancem'Top 

' Of 'The Pope' last week, 
provided Rah McIntosh, the 
youngest member of the 
band, with a welcome break 
from hie 'A' level exams he's 
currently sitting at Rayne. 
Park Grammar School. 
Would be mini - punks 
Eater are due to sit their U 
plus any day now. 

Bit and pieces . . Down the 
Speakeasy last Friday, well 
- known Irishman - about - 

town Van Morrison jammed 
with Dr John and Mick 
Ronson . . . Owing to 
problems of space the long - 

awaited Meal Ticket inter 
view will now appear next 
week ... Congratulations 
to Stuart Tomb of like fame, 
his good lady wife has given 
birth to twine, one boy, one 
girl - mother and bablee 
doing well . . . Steve 
Gibbons backstage at the 
Birmingham Berbarellae 
gig for the Heartbreakers 

Tina Charles' baby son 
to be called Max 
Blondle to tour Japan in the 
Autumn Fats Domino 
elgned to United Arllets . . 

f'hll Spector / Leonard 
Cohen album almost corn 
plated . Nell Young to 
tour US with Linda 
Rang tadt. 

Toodiew000, see y'all. 
PS: Did the IBA approve of 

the Sex Pisois' 'God Save 
The Queen' being played on 
Janet, 'Street - Porter's 
London programme/TT 

tt 

the brand new single from Iv : 

the ex -Bay City Roller 

z * 

She'd rather be with me 
F13715 
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SEX PISTOLS: 
BACKLASH 
AND PLANS 
Rotten and Cook attacked - 
Film with Johnny Speight 
TICE 'anti -punk rock 
/ anti Sex Pistols', 
movement took a 
nasty and disturbing 
turn over the week- 
end. 

On Saturday night 
Johnny Rotten was 
ambushed by six or eight 
attackers errned with 
knives outside a London 
pub, the Pegasus, High - 
bury. With Rotten were 
recording studio manager 
Bill Price and record 
producer Chris Thomas. 

.All received minor 
Injuries as they tried to 
fend off the attack. 
Rotten wee taken to 
hospital where he was 
given two stitches for an 
arm Injury that would 
have been severe had he 
not been wearing a heavy 
coaL 

On Sunday night, Sex 
Pistols' drummer Paul 
(bob wan attacked by six 
people outside Shepherd'. 

Bush underground sta- 
tion. He was hit on the 
back of the head by an 
Iron bar. The Injury 
required IS stitches and 
Cook wan allowed home 
after treatment. 

Virgin spokesman Al 
(lark commented: "Brit- 
ain Is not the place to be H 
you want m speak your 
mind. It looks an If punk 
rockers are In for a hard 
time." 

MEANWHILE the Sex 
Pistols are planning to 
make a film written by 
Johnny Speight - creator 
of Alt Garnett - and 
produced by Russ Meyer. 
Virgin told KM, "There 
are certain piano in that 
direction, but I'm not 
going to tell you any more 
at thin stage." 

Meanwhile, Johnny 
Rotten was quoted in a 
national newspaper as 
describing Johnny 
Speight's house as "Like 
some museum In East- 

bourne. " 
The Pistols' upcoming 

album has neither release 
date nor Ode as yet. A 
new single le likely to be 
put out first and It will not 
be taken from the album 
as the band do not believe 
in issuing singles as 

'trailers for LPs. 
Some more denials 

from Virgin: The album 
in not going to be called 
'Another Load of Old 
Bollocks From The Sex 
Pletols'. Clark added: 
"It's more likely to be 
called 'Olivia Newton 
John's Greatest Hits'." 

Jesting apart, he also 
denied the story carried 
by The Sun to the effect 
that the Pistols were to 
appear at a punk festival 
at Stonehenge m coincide 
with the Druids' festival: 
"The likelihood of the Sex 
Pistols appearing at 
Stonehenge Is com- 
parable to that of Vlaes 
Hill doing a season at 
CBGBe." 

STRANGLERS EXPLAIN 
THE STRANGLERS whose current UK 
tour finishes at London's Roundhouse 
June 28, switched their show lust 
Sunday from Liverpool's Empire to 
Eric's because "appearing In very big 
halls Is not in keeping with the band's 
policy towards audiences." Instead of 
doing one show at the Empire, the 

Stranglers did two shows at Eric's, one 
In the evening and one at lunchtime for 
those under 18. Support at the 
Roundhouse gig will be the Cortinas. 

The June 13, Stranglers show at 
Bradford was cancelled "because of a 
booking mix - up" - according to the 
local council. 
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PAUL COOK: IS smirches 
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'GYMNOPÉDIES NO.1' 
,'LIGHT FANTASTIC', 

MCA 294 

"Irresistible and enchanting. A hit" 
- MELODY MAKER Í ÍWU r 

SupP 
MCA RECORDS 

1 Great Pulteney Street. London W 1. 

TOURS TOURS J 

KRAKATOA: Walsall West Midlands College June 
25, Darlington Incognito 29, Worcester College of 
Education July 1, Chatham Town Hall 2, Brighton 
Alhambra 5, Birkenhead Mr Dlgbys 7, Ulverston 
Penny Farthing 8, Sheffield Tolley College of 
Education 9 and Bradford Princeville 10. 

BILL FREDERICKS: Nottingham Heart Of The 
Midlands June 22 - 25, Drury Lane The London Room 
and 28 -July 2, Liverpool Allinsons 3 - 9, Manchester 
Talk Of The Town North 17 - 23 and Blackpool ABC 
Theatre 24. 

BETHNAL: Added dates are Cambridge Corn 
Exchange June 24 (replacing Rosy, London) 
Swindon The Affair July 13, London Rock Garden 
August 4, and Accrington Lakeland Lounge 21. 

WINDOW: Fulham Golden Lion, June 22, Deptford 
Rachel McMillan College 23, Fulham Golden Lion 29, 
Blackburn Lode Star 30, and Dudley JB's July 1. 

VIBRATORS: Colchester College June 25, 
Chelmsford Chancellor 28, Harlow Tiffsnye 28, 
Swindon Affair 29, Leeds Polytechnic 30, Sunderland 
Seaburn Hall July 1, Dunstable California Ballroom 
2, Croydon Greyhound 3, Twickenham Winning Post 
8, West Runton Pavilion 8, Scunthorpe Priory Hall 9, 
Manchester Electric Circus 10, Wakefield Unity Hall 
12, Leicester Tiffanys 13, Coventry Mr Georges 14, 
Retford Porterhouse 15, Reddltch Tracy's 18, 
Birkenhead Mr Dlgbys 21, Liverpool Ertel 23, 
Stafford Top Of The World Ballroom 25, Cardiff Top 
Rank Suite 28, Plypmouth Wood's Club 27, Penzance 
Garden Club 28 and Ross On Wye Harvy's 2B. 

VIBRATORS 

Genesis live 
double LP. 

in October 
GENESIS, who this week 
play the BrItIM leg of 
their 1977 world tour, are 
planning a live double 
album for October re- 
lease. 

Mike Rutherford told 
RM that half the album 
has been recorded al- 
ready. And a spokesman 
for the band's publicity 

company added that they 
are recording extensively 
on thin tour. The band 
played at Germany's 
Offenbach open - air 
festival on Sunday des- 
pite a torrential down- 
pour which threatened to 
cancel the gig. 

See feature, page e. 

RODS GO MAXI 
EDDIE and The Hot Rods next single is to be 'Do 
Anything You Wanner Do' and Is set for release In mid 

- July. A spokesperson for Island Records said, '7t 
wouldn't surprise me if we put out a 1Z Inch limited 
edition." 

Not wan dug to miss out on the Great Singles Sealing 
Game, Horsfip. put out a new version of 'Power And 
The Glary' from their 'Book Of Invasions' album on 
July 15. with the first 15,000 copies pressed on gees 
vinyl. 

New Cars album 
RACING CARS' new 
album, as yet untitled, is 
set for late August 
release. Tracks will 
include 'Swampy' and 
'Tickin' Over' and the 
next single will also be 
taken from the album. 

As well as playing an 
extra date with Bad 
Company at Earls Court 
on July 3, the Cars will be 
playing their new mate- 

r lal at the following 
venues: Leas Cliffe 
Pavilion July 18, Woods 
Ballroom Plymouth 28, 
Winter Gardens Clee- 
thorpes 28, Pavilion West 
Runton 29, Top Rank 
Sheffield 31, Top Of The 
World Stafford August 1, 
Tiffanys Scunthorpe 2, 
Barbarellas, BfrmIng- 
ham 5, 8 and Reading 
Festival 28. 

BEACH BOYS SOON 
FURTHER annoonsmsta regarding the Beach 
Boys world tour this nunmmer are expected to be made 
any day now. 

Meanwhile, the band have appointed a new director 
Henry Lazarus of operations for their parent 
company Brothers Records Inc. 

He will be responsible for ail the Beach Boys activities, involving business, recording, concerts, tours, publicity and promotion. 

Darts go behind 

curtain ., 

CURRENTLY on a 
nationwide club and 
college tour, Darts are to 
play their first gigs 
behind the iron curtain 
this summer. A three 
week Yugoslavian tour la 
set to start August 3. A 
week of glen in Poland 
and Czechslovakia ls also 

planned. 
The band's current 

British tour has been 
attended with the follow- 
ing dates: High Wy- 
combe, Chiltern Rooms 
July 19; Newport Roun- 
dabout 20; Brighton 
Regent 21; Manchester 
Electric Circus 22; 
Middlesbrough Rock Gar- 
den 23; Coventry, Mr 
George's 28; and London 
Nashville 29, 30. 

4, 
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SCAGGS 
SHUFFLES 
OVER 
BOZ SCAGGS - currently charting with "Lido 
Shuffle' - plays two British dates at the end of July. 

Beth are at the Rainbow on July 29 and 50. Tlckete 
are 0.50. 0 and 1.2.50 and are available from the 
Rainbow and all usual agent. The Rainbow box oms Is now accepting pedal applications which 
should be accompanied by an SAE. Make cheques 
and postal orders payable to the Rainbow. 

The shows will be Selig ea' first Braise epees raises 
elm* 1071. 

ON FRIDAY, Anchor 
Records release the first 
In a aeries of 12 -inch EP's 
entitled 'Plus Fours'. 
They will be available in 
'deluxe' sleeves at 911p. 

The first releases are: 
Agee limper: 'Welcome 
To My Nightmare', 
'Department Of Youth', 
'Black Widow', 'Only 
Women Bleed'. Joe 
Walsh: 'Rocky Mountain 
Way', 'Turn To Stone', 
'Meadows', 'Walk Away'. 
The Mamas and The 
Papas: 'Monday Mon- 
day', 'Dedicated To The 
One I love', 'California 
Dreamtn' and 'Creeque 
Alley'. 

Further releases are 
planned In the near 
future. Say Anchor: "By 

Anchor 
special 
single 
series 
taking successful main 
line artists and releasing 
the four best tracks as 
opposed to one good one 
and three Indifferent 
numbers, we are attempt- 
ing to provide the best 
possible music for a 
reasonable price. " s 

tl IOW 

GENERATION X- amused interest 

Generation name 
new drummer 
GENERATION X have a new drummer, Mark Laff, 
Is. Said a spokesman for the band, "After auditioning 
14 drummers, Leff wan a breath of fresh air. He was 
chosen for his ability to batter his kit Into submission 
without the usual obligatory showmanship, but what 
made him a real man among boys sun falling to know 
the new wave manifesto and never having heard the 
Stoogs. " 

The band, who have aroused coreldereble Interest 
among major record companies, are expected to sign 
with one of them shortly. 

New look Generation X can be seen at Chutes 
Bristol June 27, Enfield Polytechnic 28, Winning Poet 
Twickenham 25 and Archis Manchester 30. 

Company hold 
extra Court 
BAD COMPANY - 
having sold out Earls 
Court July 2 date, will 
now play July 5 as well. 
Racing Cars and Metro - 
polls will again support. 

Tickets priced (1. 50, 
(2.80 and (3.50 are 
available by post - 
encase sae and make 

cheques, postal orders 
payable to 'Earls Court 
and Olympia Ltd Bad 
Company' - from Earls 
Court Box Office, War- 
wick Road, London, SW5. 

They're also available 
by personal application to 
the box office and from 
usual agents. 

WHITE AND KING 
AT HAMMERSMITH 
AVERAGE WHITE Band and Ben E King are to play 
Hammersmith Odeon July 22. Tleketa erode sale now 
from the bon office and usual agents at 0.00. I2. 50 
and C2. 

King will open the show with Ms own band, then 
A WB wind. their own set before King returns to guest win Menu 

Die new album 'Benny And Us', Maturing AMT, 
and King, la scheduled for July 8 release. 

at 

ALEX HARVEY 

Alex 
back 
in form 
THE SENSATIONAL. 
Alex Harvey Rand who 
headline the final evening 
(August 28) of this year's 
Reading Festival are 
once again WITH Alex. 

After hurting his back 
during last year's British 
tour, Alex was totally out 
of commission until now. 
However, following treat- 
ment, he is now 
completely recovered - 
apart from having to 
weara back brace. 

The band are currently 
rehearsing a completely 
new set and promise, 
"new songs, new presen 
tation, new eccentricity 
and enough of the old to 
keep the fans happy." 

They have appointed a 
new personal manager, 
Eddie Tobin and will 
headline the Belgian 
Witten Festival prior to 
Reading. 

NEWS 
IN 

BRIEF 

PHIL LYNOTT' Lizzy 
currently in Canada 
recording 

LIZZY, 
HEEP, RODS 

& ALEX AT READING 
THIN LJZZY are the Reading festival headliners at 
this year's 17th National Jan, Blues and Rock 
Festival on August 27. 

The Festival - which runs over August 28, 27 and 2s - Is being run as usual by NJF / Marquee and 
Reading Corporation. 

Limy are currently recording in Canada and 
Reading will be their only UK appearance before 
their lour towards the end of this year. 

Other artists appearing on August 27 wIB be 
Graham Parker and The Rwnour, Ilitreveat and 
Aerosmlt. Further names to be announced. 

Headlining on August ze will be Uriah (leap, wholly 
back from the United Staten on June 28. Also playing 
on the opening day are Eddie and The Hot Reds and 
Golden Earring. 

On the final evening, Sunday 28, The Sensational 

{ 

Alex Harvey Band will give their Srst performance In 
Britain for over a year. Racing cars are en Ism 
appearing and further bands are expected to be 
announced. 

The numbers attending will be limited in 50,000 per 
day. Weekend tickets for all three days are priced 
(7.95. Camping and parking facilities will be 
provided free for weekend ticket holders only. 
Tickets are available by post only from NJF / 
Reading Festival, PO Box tMQ, London W IA 411Q. 
Cheques end postal orders should be cussed and 
made payable to NJF / Reading Festival and sae 
must be enclosed. 

Applicants should allow 28 days for receipt of their 
tickets. Day tickets at M. 00 will only he available at 
the site (not in advance) subject to their availability 
on the day. 

THE J AM add three dates 
to their current tour: 
Shrewsbury Tlffanys 
July 12, Battersea Town 
Hall June 27 (The Boys 
to support). West 
Runton Pavilion July 
72. They have pulled 
out of Lincoln Drill Hall 
June 28. 

The O Band play 
London's Nashville on 
July 14 and 21. 

Donny Osmond has 
recorded the title music 
for current film release 
'Freaky Friday'. 

Judas Priest have left for 
an extensive tour of the 
States where their 'Sin 
After Sin' album has 
entered the World 
Record Chart at 188, 

Real Thing have an 
album 'Four From 
Eight' released next 
month and will headline 
the Harlow Free Festi- 
val on July 30. Other 
dates for the band 
confirmed this week are 
Oxford USAF Base 
(June 29) and london 
Bed ford College July 1. 

Lone Star have just 
completed their new 
album 'Firing On All 
Six', 

Brand X and temporary 
drummer Joe Blocker 
have parted due to 
'artistic differences'. 

Ken llennard replaces. 
Flamin' Grannies release 

a new single "teenage 
Head' on Kama Sutra 
June 24. It's taken Rom 
their album of the same 
name 

(,time. release a new 
single 'Post Mortem' on ' 

Casablanca June 78. 

"COLOURS AS PURE AND RICH AS 
A RAINBOW.:. INCREDIBLE 
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THE COSMIC LASER CONCERT 
AT THE PLANETARIUM. 
Mon-Thurs 8pm, 9.15pm 
Fri -Sat Tpm, 8.1Spm, 9.30pm 
Sunday ` Tpm.8.15pm 

ALL SEATS £1.50 
For booking enquiries telephone- 01-486 2242 
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f2{ DID YOU know 
:t11 that pigeons depos- 

it hundreds of tons 
of droppings on 
London's build 
Inge? 

"Flit}, tone on the 
Foreign Office roof 
alone, says Mike 
Rutherford Genesis' 
bass player knowl- 
edgeably. " 7tlere's a 
Bryn that specialises in 
exterminating the creat- 
ures They go around in 
vans spreading grease 
on buildings so the birds 
won't land and using 
Mlle to poison them. It's 
a terrible thing to do. 
but perhaps It's got to be 
done. It inspired the 
song 'Pigeons' on our 
'Spot The Pigeon' EP. 

"The song has some of 
our more down to earth 
lyrics There 'a also a 
number about prison 
and how your life is 
never complete again 
once you've been Inside 
fora period of time." 

11 he hadn't jollied 
Genesis then Mike 
might have ended up 
holding down a job at 
the Foreign Office or 
being something in the city. He talks In 
eloquent cultured tones, 
an ex - pupil of 
Charterhouse Public 
School who left with 10 
'O' levels and three 'A' 
levels. His father is a 
retired naval captain. 

At school Mike got 
together with Peter 
Gabriel. Tony Banks 
and Anthony Phillips. 
Steve Hackett replaced 
Phillips on gutter and 
Phil Collins came along 
on drums. They pre- 
pared a tape and 

1 

'Bands aren Y just a product any more, 
they're in control of themselves 

learned that Jonathan 
King, an ex -Charter 
house lad, was In the 
music biz and was 
coming back to visit the 
old school. 

"One of our grubby 
UIUe hands forced the 
tape on him", says 
Mike. It was a very 
lucky break. He chris- 
tened ua Genesis. I 
didn't like the name in 
the beginning and in 
America we had to be 
known as Revelation 
because there was a 
group of the same name 
over there. 

"So there we all were, 
1e years of age with an 
album. Mind you we 
had to borrow some 
equipment In order to 
record It and naturally 
our parents weren't 
very happy. But pretty 
soon they were behind 
us 100per Cent. 

Civilised 
"Later we began 

trekking all over the 
country. Looking back 
on It I don't know how 
we did It. We used to 
drive to Newcastle or 
somewhere and be back 
the same night. But the 
excitement of being in a 
band overshadow the 
difficulties." 

But Genesis were 
probably more civUlsed 
than other emerging 
bands. One story goes 
that they toured with a 
picnic hamper and a tea 
pot and they had their 
fair share of crumpet. "I can only say that In 

, 
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our early days we did It 
just like all the other 
hands," says Mike. 
Recently a lady from 
'Men Only' came round 
to Interview Phil and 
me. She asked us about 
life on the road and sex. 
Really there's not a 
great deal I could tell 
her, my wife obmee on 
the road with me. To 
many bands touring is 
like spoilt kids going on 
a trip. I don't try to 
change my lifestyle 
when I'm on the road. I 
like seeing the coun- 
tryside and driving 
round. I don't think my 
driving around America 
is approved of but 
you're just as likely to 
be killed crossing a road 
In Britain 

Genesis have just 
returned from a two 
month tour of the Slates. 

"We've always head- 
lined over there,'' 
continues Mike. "In the 
early days no band 
would let us support 
them because we used 
too much equipment. 
Rather than cut down, 
we decided to put on our 
show even though it 
meant playing to small- 
er audiences and losing 
a lot of money. 

"Genesis music lends 
itself very much to 
effects, some people 
might say that we go 
overboard with the 
lights but we use them to 
heighten the climaxes in 
our songs. The light 
show has been carefully 
planned and Is very 
tasteful, it's something' 

1 

e 

we've always wanted to 
put on. It was an 
exciting time when 
Genesis got together, 
bands were starting to 
write their own material 
and controlling their 
own destinies. No 
longer were big man 
agera telling bands that 
they would perform 
such and such material. 
Bands aren't just a 
product any more, 
they're in control of 
themselves. 

DiÍÍlcult 
Genesis are one of the 

only bands to have 
played in Brazil. 

"We played to a 
quarter of a million 
people," says Mike. 
'They came from 

everywhere to see us. 
The Government doesn't 
like rock bands and 
makes it very difficult 
for them to get 
equipment In and out of 
the country. I think that 
only Santana and Rick 
Wakeman have played 
there before. 

I'm not really into 
Brazilian music though. 
It's all rhythm and not 
enough melody, It must 
be all the coffee they 
drink. We had this 
really crazy football 
match on tour. We 
started late because the 
Brazilians aren't very 
timely people. Then we 
had some Americans in 
the team who Instated In 
picking up the ball and 
running with it. They 

Robin Smith was 

going to write a really 

nasty feature on 
-i. Genesis but just for' 

Mike Rutherford's mum 
he's written a nice one 
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MIKE RL THERFORD "Genesis liare u faceless image" 
thought it was silly 
kicking It around. 

"We could have made 
a lot more money 
touring the. States if we 
didn't make the sacri- 
fice of playing unprofi- 
table venues simply 
because we wanted to 
Introduce our music to 
an area. We have been 
in debt, In times past, 

"the lighting and road 
crew eat up a lot of 
money." 

When Peter Gabriel 
left the band, a lot of 
people said Genesis 
were washed up and 
finished. 

Compromise 
"We never thought we 

were," says Mike. 
"Remember we had 
about six months from 
his announced depar 
Lure to prepare our- 
selves for the change. 
We asked him at the end 
of that time if he wanted 
to stay but he still 
maintained he wanted to 
go. He wanted to leave 
because he wanted 
something fresh. Every 
band is a compromise to 
a certain extent. You 
compromise with the 
other memberi of th 

band because you can 
get, a lot of satisfaction 
from the music. But 
sometimes you just have 
to get .up and go. As u 
musician perhaps 
you're never fully 
fulfilled, there's always 
something else to move 
on to. 

"He'll never come 
back. It just wouldn't be 
the same, once a 
feeling's gone it can 
never be captured. We 
listened to hundreds of 
tapes after Peter's 
departure and then we 
thought why don't we 

use Phil? His voice is 
very similar to Peter's. 
He knew Chester 
Thompson and Cheater 
takes- over on drums 
when Phil comes to the 
microphone. He's 
played in Weather 
Report and Phil's a 
great fan of that band. " 

Were Genesis ever 
knocked for coming 
from an upper crust 
background. 

"In the early days we 
were a bit and It was 
annoying. I could never 
understand it, you ,can 
make music from 
whatever 'background 
you're from - anyway 
it wasn't that plush. But 
I'm never going to send 
my kids to public school - I've got a child 
arriving in October. I 
was sent away from 
home at the age of seven 
and It breaks up your 
family relationship. But 
It does toughen you up 
and that helped in our 
early days on the road." 

So, explain the Gen- 
esis phenomenon Mike. "I suppose we did 
build up something of a 
cult. Genesis don't tprn 
out wallpaper music. 
people have to work a 
bit in their heads when 
they sit down and listen 
to It. To a large extent 
It's also fantasy music, 
people can escape 
through it. 

"In the early days we 
used to be really 

'stubborn when we 
argued about our 
music. People just 
wouldn't back down 
over really silly,potnts, 
but now we've got over 
that, 

"I write songs In the 
moat boring places. 
Writers are supposed to 
go out Into the country 
and skip through the 

fields to gather In- 
spiration, but If I go to 
such places I get 
distracted. So I just sit 
at home and strum on a 
guitar until the Ideas 
come through. 

"My musical in- 
fluences are very 
widespread. I'm not the 
type of person who 
listens to one thing and 
nothing else. 

':We'll be bringing out 
a live album In October 
and it'll be a double, half 
of It's In the can 
already. A lot of our 
early stuff does benefit 
from being recorded 
live. I wasn't happy 
with the way some of our 
early songs came over, 
but now we've got the 
chance to capture them 
in an exciting way. 
we've really developed 
our recording and 
production technical- 
ities over the past two 
years." 

Faceless 
Genesis seem to have 

a quiet image off stage. 
You rarely read about 
their goings on. 

"1 think we have a 
faceless image." says 
Mike. We're a very 
satisfied band because 
we all contribute equal- 
ly. Okay, we had Peter 
as a front man, but I 
could never see him or 
Phil leaping about on 
.stage like Mick Jagger. 
1 don't mix a lot with 
people In the music biz 
although I have bumped 
into Yes. 

"1 wish I could get the 
garden together, but 
there never seems Lobe 
enough time. You won't 
print anything nasty 
will you? My mother 
enjoys reading articles 
about the band." 

::: 
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Sleeves on 
the coffee 
table 
'The Album Cover 
.Album The Book Of 
Record Jackets', soft. 
back 14.1M, hardback 
re. 50, published July 7. 
Edited by Hlpgncwis - 
themselves one of the 
leading sleeve designers - and Roger Dean, this 
Is the book for everyone 
who's ever thought that 
if the quality of the 
music inside was as 
high as the picture on 
the front their three or 
four quid would have 
been better spent. 

Open it at any page 
and the chances are that 
there will be at least one 
cover you own or have 
seen somewhere. , 

Extremely nom,. 

THAT'S NO YOLK: Joe and 
IYLVIA KRISTEL 
makes love accom 
panted by 10 cc - and 
there's other music by 
Elton John, tailor and 
Pink Floyd In 'The 
Streetwalker'. 

It's the latest French 
sex epic starring the 
lady of 'F.mmenuelle' 
tame who maintains she 
ri an Is to be a serious 
actress. But, yet again. 
she ends up taking her 
clothes off. This time 

: u 
prehenelve, it traces the 
development of sleeve 
design from the first 78 
jackets through to' the 
weird and wonderful 
Innovations dreamt up 
by seventies' designers. 
The quality of reproduc 
ton is flawless and one 
feels torn between the 
desire to cut out 
Individual pages for the 
scrapbook on the wall or 
keep It Intact as a coffee 
table job. 

Sections Include such 
straightforward cate. 
gorles as Jazz, Psy- 
ehedelia and Individual 
Portfolios - favourite 
here Is Hlpgnosls' own 

r 

Sylvia at play 
SyIvbs play's the part of 
a prostitute who falls in 
love with a businessman 
(Joe Dallesaadro) In 
Paris. He's your typical 
Gallic hero - enormous 
jaw and short heir. 

He meets Sylvia In a 
brothel where the young 
lady charge, extra for 
taking her sweater off 
because she doesn't like 
messing up her ex 
pensive hair do - 
Fortunately for us all, 

HEY. NOSE, THLRc'S A 
1 -00.16 -DISTANCE 

,'CALL FOR YOU/ 

r 

Edited by 

JIM EVANS 

1' 

.! 

tf 
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two pages - and more 
tenuously, Influence 
and Coincidence, and 
Devices and Disguises. 

The Bits You Love 'lb 
Return To? Well, there's 
a lecher's corner: 
several pages of nubile 
temptresses in various 
degrees of undress and 
the Devices section. It 
Blustrates the best of the 
recent themes from the 
wildly elaborate triple 
fold packet of The Who's 
'Tommy' to a plain 
triangle. 

Most appealing of all 
has to be this one 
pictured, designed for 
Halfbreed In 1970. 

MO. 

Left to right Dr John. Harvey Goldsmith. Van Morrison 

'...- 

"millo"" A 

VAN BRINGS KANSAS TO LONDON 
ALRIGHT, so we usually hear before most people 
what's about to happen In the music business. But 
recently at a hastily arranged receptive at the chic 
nlghtery, Monkberrye in London for Van Morrison, 
only a select few knew he was golog to perform But 
there were still some surprises In store. 

Mick Ranson was on guitar, Dr John keyboards, Mo 
Foster base and ,lo Van Hook on drum. die band had 
only been put together two days before, but with Van in 
complete control, everything went right for them on the 
six or seven numbers they performed - especially on 
Van's current single, 'Kansas Qty'. 

We thought It was all over when promoter Harvey 

Goldsmith got on stage. He said that H there wea 
anyone that wanted to play with Van, all they had In do 
was come backstage. 

Out ramo Van again, this time with Brian Auger and 
Pete Barden" on keyboards, Streetwalker Bob Tench 
and Rock Follies' elan Ray Russell on guitars with 
Roger Chapman helping out on vocals. 

Others lingering backstage were Graham Porker 
and two members of Yellow Dog, but there was no room 
left on stage. Van and friends played a few more 
numbers before the whole Ming was over. Hopefully, 
you'll be able to see the 'show" - as it was filmed by 
Granada TV for screening In the Autumn. 

Ahoy! It's a trip 
MORE DETAILS are now 
available for the 'Radio 
Nostalgia Boat Trip,' planned 
for Monday August 15. 

A specially chartered boat will 
leave Gravesend for a trip round 
the World War II forts In the 
Thames Estuary. These forts and 

Going 
to 
"work 
on an 
egg! 

he coughs up with the 
extra cash and there's a 
number of passionate 
scenes - Including one 
Involving a hard boiled 
egg. In between cavort 
ing around with Sylvia 
our hero learns that his 
wife has committed 
suicide and his son has 
drowned. There's noth- 
ing else for It but to shoot 
himself . . . Sylvia goes 
on plying her trade. 

The film Is sophls 

H1.0, M'DURDI.E YA BARN 
FAABARN? TERFOODLE 
MMBLUppOHyA FERDy 
KERrloaSTlli BLo114G. 

dusted soft porn, you 
don't have to rush 
furtively Into the cinema 
wearing your dirty 
overcoat. The plot Isn't 
as strong as some of 
Sylvia's other efforts 
(and that's not saying 
much) but there are 
some moments of 
superior eroticism. 
Still, even Ms Krlstel's 
exceptional body can't 
fully compensate for the 
weaknesses of the plot. 

e torts 
towers used to house Radio Sutch, 
Radio City, Radio Invicta, Radio 
King, Radio Essex, Radio Tower 
and Radio 390. 

An ex - Radio City DJ will gave a 
detailed commentary throughout 
the trip. Because the forts are now 
in a dangerous condition, It will not 
be actually possible to board them, 

The entire trip will take around 
10 hours, There will be a bar 
on board the specially 

ROBOTS IN 
MEN'S 
CLOTHING 
REMEMBER last year's chart album 
'Talcs Of Mystery And Imagination' 
which brought former recording 
engineer Alan Parsons to the fore' 
Well, stand by for his latest effort. 'I 
Robot' to be released next month. 

Written by Parsons. who worked on 
'Abbey Road' and 'Dark Side Of The 
Moon' and Eric Woofson. 'Robot' is 
"the story of the rise of the machine 
and the decline of man, whoth 
paradoxically coincided with his 
discovery of the wheel . . and a 
warning that ltis brief dominance of - 
this planet will probably end, because 
man tried to create Robot in his own 
image.'' Swallow that lot! 

Parsons' cast for the project 
Includes Allan Clarke, Steve Harley. 

Jack Harris, the New Pltiiharmonta 
Chorus and the,English Chorale and 
Stuart Tosh. 

SHWGGN F10UNNOG JATLOUZZ 
09.. UH... MMHNMPPLLN ? HIC ¡ 
yWHNfA ENIIERGETTO ANNA 
PLULINAnD Ode F'kP1tPt712a 1' 
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chartered boat and an evening 
disco on the 'way back up the 
Thames. The price of E12 per 
person includes lunch. 

Information and booking forms 
from Flashback '67, PO Box 400, 
Kings Langley, Herts. 

+ As we went to press, there 
was news that the trip might also 
be able to Include a trip around the 
MV Mi Amigo - the radio ship 
used by Radio Caroline. 

A right 
Flamin' 
mess 
LEGAL NEWS ... Dave Wilson, 18. 
and Dale Vernon, IS, of the group 
Flame have taken the mighty RCA to 
court to stop them from releasing 
product by an American band also 
called Flame. 

Last Thursday, an application fur 
an Injunction against RCA to prevent 
the release of records using the name 
of the American band Flame In the UK 
was heard In court. 

RCA won the right for the American 
group to be able to use their name In 
the UK, provided adequate provision 
was made to strews that the American 
group were American. 

Wilson and Vernon base appealed 
against the court ruling, as they are 
currently negotiating a new cootract 
with EMI and have a single due for 
release at the end of July. 

SOUNos LIKE ELVIS 
FlAS TMISTEts H15 

ANK(JI AGAIN. 

i 
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MID ATLANTIC. 
Sea all wee use piers 

A blue / grey heaving 
mss. Empty and 
wait a minute A Dlob an 
Me horlavt. Lanka like a 
flan of sass sort No. We 
a boat! A rowing boat at 
that with two lawn 
why It' the Blondlnl 
Brothers battling against 
the element, to their 
Customary do or die 
manner. 

So why the men against 
the sea bit? 

Simple. The BlondinIe - Mik Kaminski Blantent 
and Melvyn Gale Blon 
dint - are attempting to 
create yet another Flea 
world record, 

Let's Lace it, Whipping 
violins and cellos must 
get boring after a while 
even though you do play 
In a bend as big as ELO. 
Record breaking helps to 
relieve that boredom. 

Ahoy there! 
"Ere MIX. This rowing 

lark ain't all it's cut out to 
be. Me back's kiUBn' 
me." 

"Shut up and keep 
oaring," 

Broken 
"But why couldn't we 

have flown back from the 
US tour with Jett and the 
boys? 

"Coe we warns break 
the two men In a boat 
Atlantic crossing erne set 
by Freddie Mercury and 
Marc Bolan the other 
week don't we " 

"Oh. 'ere, that wasn't a 
bad tour we did was It. 
Fcrty five dates and half 
a million people can't be 
bad. And only six of them 
weren't sellouts. Even 
the pockets of resistance 
we experienced on the 
last tour were broken 
down." 

"Yeah. But it's funny 
how England still thinks 
of us as a singles band." 

"1 reckon It's because 
in the UK you gets lots of 
silly records becoming 
hits I mean, how can the 
Muppets get to Number 
One? ("Cos they bloody 
deserve it stupid. Bloody 
'ell, an ELO record is 
lucky to be released let 
alone make the charts" 
Jim Evans, Muppet 
maurauder). America's 
much more into rock 'n' 
roll." 

"We had some good 
bands supporting us on 
the tour didn't we. There 
was Steve }tillage and 
Wldowmaker and Little 
Feat." 

"Funny how Lowell 
George got upset like 
that. Do you know he 
actually thought we were 
tampering with the sound 
system to make us look 
better than his band." 

"Yeah, and the joke 
was It was our sound 
sy term " 

"Well he got the 
ultimatum - either leave 
the tour or get sacked. 
And Little Feat left. " 

Tempest 
"The laser show went 

down well didn't it. I'm 
glad we only use them on 
certain songs to enhance 
not to detract. I think we 
must be the only band to 
use multi -coloured lasers 
operated from the side of 
the stage by one man and 
s joystick. Amazing." 

"Looks like a storm 
blowing up Melvyn. Put 
your Pac.a.mac on. ' 

The tempest is quick 
and merciless. The boat 
capsizes and MIX and 
Melvyn disappear in the 
deathly swirl. 

So let's leave the 
Atlantic and head east to 
the ~ale yes wheremen 
are men and yaks love it. 
Soaring sculpture carved 
amain by aching aeons. 
Empty and ... hold on. 
What'll that over there on 
the mountain side? No. It 
can't be Yea, It's The 
Blondinis Scaling the 
south face of Everest. 
What you up to now lads? 

RIVER DEEP 
OUNTAFI HIGH 

'Well, we're on this 
long lay off so we decided 
to have a go at the south 
face of Everest record." 

"And we ain't doing too 
well. " 

"Quit moaning and 
keep that rope between 
your legs." 

"It's funny ?Mk, but It's 
at times like zeds you 
wonder where you're 
going to," 

Up this mountain." 
"No. In life. I mean, 

what does it all mean? 
Only a few years ago 
there I was studying cello 
at college, then Into 
ballet, opera, y'know the 
whole bit, Then Hugh 
McDowell, who I knew 
from the old days, rang 
up and asked me to join 
ELO. Four times I 
refused. Then he men 
Cloned a trip to the States 
and I was hooked. Before 
that I could never 
envisage a cello in a rock 
band. I mean, the nearest 
I got to It was playing In 
the Carpenters backing 
group.' 

"Yeah, I know what 
you mean." 

But I never felt 
uncomfortable when I 
Joined the band, even 
though I began a whole 
new style of living. " 

"I had a basic classical 
training as well y'know. 
But playing In orchestras 
with a bunch of other 
violinists bored me. I was 
more Into jazz and 
enjoyed the freedom that 
offered. So I jumped at 
the chance of joining ELO 

Camp 
"Watch out for that 

loose stone Mik,.,!" 
"Aaargh. !" 
"Hold on, I've got you. 

The rope Is firmly 
fastened, just find a 
foothold. " 

"Phew. Thanks Melv." 
"Don't mention It Mik. 

That's teamwork." 
"No Mely, that's The 

Blondinls. " 
Later that same day the 

magnificent pair pitch 
camp on a narrow ledge 
half way up the south 
face. It's cold, very cold 
but the Blondinls keep out 
the ragger dagger wind 
with a small fire and a 
sackload of conversation. 

"D'you know some- 
thing MSc. That close 
shave this afternoon has 
really made me start 
thinking about the future. 
See, I think you're in a 
better position than me. 
Let's face It, you're up 
there in the top bracket of 
rock violinists. If any- 
thing wan to happen to 
ELO you'd be alright. 
Me? Well, how many rock 
cellists are there? I'm In 
an extraordinary position 
and I really wouldn't 
know what do do If that 
situation ever arose. " 

Mik, his face blurred 
through the flresmoke, 
gnaws on an apple. 

"Right, I know what 
you mean. Especially 
with the next album 
looming. It looks like It's 
gonna be a double and 
there's even talk of 
having a complete suite 
on one side. That's the 
sort of album that could 
either smash or flop, no 
hall measures. Of course 
it's possible {rat things,. 
could go stale. I suppose 
looking to the future I'd 
like to have my own 
band. I could never go 
back to classical music. 
It's too restricting." 

"There's no way I'm 
gonna go back to living in 

or the amazing adventures of the Blondini Brothers. 
bed and breakfasts all 
over the country seven 
days a week after staying 
In Hiltons In the States. 
Once you taste the good 
things In life it's difficult 
to go back to playing In 
the Brighton Symphony 
Orchestra. But that 
doesn't mean to say I'm 
that well off. Jeff Lynne 
and Bev Bevan are the 
only ones who have got 
record contracts. It 
would be nice to know that 
things are progressing 
well financially." 

"And another thing 
What's that nolee?" 

"Omigod I It sounds like 
an avalanche!" 

A million thunder rocks 
slap down the mountain- 
side obliterating the 
campsite and the Blon- 
dinls in one crunching 
mass. Is this the end of 
the brothers? Have they 
finally got their rocks off? 

Come wIth me now two 
miles above the earth. An 
azure void pumped with 
cotton wool. Empty and 

from behind a cloud 
a balloon appears. And, 
yes, you've guessed it, 
The Blondlnl Brothers are 
inside looking a little 
worried. 

"Somehow Mik, I don't 
think this attempt on the 
balloon altitude record 
a very good Idea. " 

"Why not Mely?" "I can't stand 
heights." 

"Keep quiet and throw 
out another sandbag." 

"Mik, do you ever get 
fed up with the criticisms 
levelled at the band? 
Y'Imow, 'ELO are limit- 
ed' and all that we've 
got seven members 
in our band'and just one, 
the keyboard player, can 
change the whole sound. " 

"We're labelled be- 
cause we have strings, 
that's all. You try and tell 
me that 'Telephone Line' 
and 'Living Thing' are the 
same. I think all our 
albums have been a 
progression." 

"We usually get 
slagged for obtuse things. 
I'm not sure most critics 
don't really know. I've 
got to the stage now where 
if the band get a bad 
review I think that can't 
possibly be right." 

Bang 
"And then there's those 

people that think Jett Is 
too much of á per- 
fectionist. He's a per- 
fectionist In the studio, on 
stage he's easy to work 
with. So ELO might be his 
baby, but that doesn't' 
mean he's not open to 
suggestions." 

"I don't think we should 
try and keep swaying the 
public simply because it's 
In to play In a certain 
way. Ultra simplicity Is 
out as far as ELO Is 
concerned." 
"But that don't mean to 

say we can't rock on 
stage. People seem to 
think lust because you 
play a cello or violin you 
must remain motionless. 
Rubbish. We bop with the 
beat of ern You were the 
ti rst person to use an 
exploding cello, weren't 
you Mely. " 

"Right. Here it in now. 
It's gone wrong so I 
thought I'd bring It with 
me and have a go at fixing 
it while we're floating 
around up here. " 

"What' that knob on 
the cello for?" 

"Not Don't touch that 
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Vullmtors 
on tour 

25th June Colchester College 
26th Chancellor Hall Chelmsford 
28th Tiffan s Harlow 
29th Swindon Affair 
30th Leeds Poly 
1st July Seoburn Hall Sunderland 
2nd California Ballroom 

Dunstable 
3rd Greyhound Croydon 
6th Winning Post Twickenham 
8th Pavilion West Runton 
9th Priory Hall Scunthorpe 
10th Electric Grcus Manchester 

12th 
13th 
14th 
15th 
16th 
21st 
23rd 
25th 

26th 
27th 
28th 
29th 

Unity Hall Wakefield 
rtffanys Leicester 
Mr. George's Coventry 
Porterhouse Retford 
Tracy's Redditch 
Mr. Digby Birkenhead 
Eric's Liverpool 
Topaf the World Ballroom 
Stafford 
Top Ronk Suite Cardiff 
Wood's Club Plymouth 
Garden tub Penzance 
Harveys Ross -on -Wye 
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WE SAINTS: basically a pop group 

THINK OF Australia 
Think of Bondal Beach. 
Think of Fosters lager. 
Think of big butch 
lifeguards sunbathing on 
their surf boards. Ned 
Kelly. Botany Bay, the 
penal colony. Punks. 

Punks? 
Nab, not punks. Yes, punks. 

Australia has a punk band, but 
aren't really aware of their luck 
(depending on how you look at 
It). And it's anybody's guess 
what'll happen when they end 
out. 

If they get the British press out 
there, If they lay hands on a copy 
of the Sunday People or a similar 
publication, they might start 
erecting the barricades. Because 
the Saint. are going home soon 
(I've enlisted saying they'll be 
marching In) and will be 
recognised for what they are. A 
new wave band - and it's 
nothing to do with Bendal'e 
surfers. (Right, that's all the 
terrible jokes o ut of the way). 

The Sainte have been playing 
around Brisbane since they were 
formed a few years ago, but it's 
only recently they've started to 
hit. They made a demo tape and 
sent it to Britain ('cos they'd 
heard about the growing feeling 
towards new wave) and got 
Immediate - and strong 
reaction. Next thing they know, 
there's this guy from EMI stood 
there with contract In hand. 

"We weren't really flattened' 
with the tape," said lead vocalise 
Chris Bailey. "Because we did It 
In in day and a half - and that's 
quick loran album " 

The album is released here - 
titled '(l'm) Stranded' - as is the 
single of the same name. Even 
releasing the album was 
something of a conscious 
searching decision, because the 
band was reluctant to get drawn 
into establishment rock and roll. 

"We were told we had to sign 
quickly or .. . well Britain 
seemed like Mecca at the time. 
We thought about It and I knew 
that they were going to make 

money out of me so I thought IL 
take them too." 

aims Is dearly rmoomlertable 
in the strrormdings of the record 
company. In hart he only bloke et 

ease onstage, where you don't 
notice the nervous movements 
and he looks less like an untidy 
schoolboy (in his sneakers, 
Wafer and drilled tie). 

Rut how le It that there hi 
parallel new wave force on the 
other side of the world. I didn't 
know Australia had the social 
problems (or the superstar 
hierarchy In the music biz) that 
(seemingly) spawned the miel. 
cal backlash In Britain. 

"There are a lot of 
tnleconoept ions about Australia," 
said /brin. "There are lures, 
people who are poor, not 
everyone spends the weekends 
surfing. Australia isn't a 
classless society, it has to have 
the haves and the have note. 
There are lots of immigrants who 
have a hell of a time; there are 
the people who've been there for 
years who work In factories and 
there are the executive.. And 
there are the Aboriginals, who 
are at the bottom of the pile. 

Octopus 
"You see there's no' direct 

enemy, just a great octopus like 
mass. It's hidden and insiduoue. 

"That's what worries me about 
what's happening here. The 
people in the new wave bands 
have become stars and there 
should be no stars. There seem. 
to be some welred social circle, 
you have to look a certain way. 
talk a certain way to become 
accepted. 

But I don't think new wave is 
pessimistic - It came from 
outside the music Industry that's 
all. Yes, It's inevitable that 
they'll get accepted by the record 
companies, but I hope we don't 
get sucked In. The top groups 
have a decision to make before 
staying with this. 

"Whatever new wave started 
out as, it's changed. We're 
basically a pop group, although 
we're aware of politics. I don't 
want to become a spokesman on 

politico. I've noticed that rood of 
the political dun has gone nut of 
the windownow " 

New wave haven't anything Ilbe 
the strength in Australia It bas 
Isere. And that means that the 
Saints must stand out radlcalb 
from otter bands there, 
Judging by the hysteriaover Ike 
music seems to evoke in some 
members of the public, it would 
SOOT likely the band would rouse 
in for a bit of stick. Have they 
been banned from any venues? 

"Quite* lbw," said Carla. Btu 
I think we were wilder in 
Austral is than we were here." 

Does the ban come from 
indting audlmoes' 

"No, lack of audiences. We 
used to dear out venues. We'd 
come on and everybody would 
leave. Our debut gig in Sydney, 
147 people walked out. Rut the 
people who stayed had a great 
time." 

What about the fans" to this 
country It'. become an occupa- 
tional hazard to be spat at 
onstage. How are the 'Sainte 
doing In the spit stakes? 

"No, no one spite at us, we're 
not that popular. I don't know, 
maybe they're scared of us.. No, 
you'd better not say that or well 
get some huge guy come op and 
Knee he's not scared. 

"You got more to be scared of 
from coppers than you have from 
fans. The pollee in Queensland 
are rough, tough and ready." 

And Britain? What about 
impressions of Britain? (brie put 
his hands over his head and gave 
me a passable Impression of Big 
Ben. Thanks. 

"Er, it's very polite," be said 
(London, not Big Ben). "'like the 
provinces better than London. 1 

prefer Glasgow. rye seen better 
groups there than In London - 
like The Jolt and the Self 
Ab . The Jolt especially 
were tremendoue. " 

It's a pretty damning comment 
to be told we're polite. But It's 
good to find an Australian (albeit 
an immigrant one that comes 
originally from Ireland) who 
prefers his own country to ours. 
ROSALIND RUSSELL 

rRécord 
Mirror 

£5 

So you think 
you can do 

better than us! 
Well, here's your 
big chance ... 

... because soon 

ecord Mirror 
CALL BE COMING TO TOWN 

Yes. Record Minor will be touring around the 
country bringing you a lovely programme of 
bands, discos, films, competitions, plenty of 
gee away,. Tarhins, badges, stickers and free 
angles. 
But before we set off we would like you to 
thrnk of a suitable name for the tour. We 
would also like you to design a special badge 
which Moil be used for T-shirts, stickers, 

/ 
/ 

/ 

\ 

ad'77' 

LLI 
NAME 

ADDRESS 

7 - 
Record 
Mitrur 

50 
- 

: 1? . Cu, our Ms comp 
Coupon wish your d 

a send n re the addles. 
below. 

-04110~ 

badges etc. - in fact for every part of our 
publicnyl And for the most original idea we 
have a C50 cash prize to be woof 
Together with a special Record Mirror gift 
pack and FREE tickets to a venue of your 
choice on the Record Mirror tour. For three 
runnorup winners we have a set of sae current 
LPs - and tickets es well. 
All you have to do is start thinking of a good 
tour name for Record Mirror When you have, 
try your hand at destgreng a badge using the 
name Cut it out and send to us at: Record 
Mirror Tour Name, PO Box 16, Harlow, Essex 
CMt7 ILA Closing date for envies is July 1 

when everyone on Record Mirror will choose 
the winner and runner-up winners. The 
winning name and design well appear in 
Record Mirror, issue dared July 9, 
Anyone can enter - so make sure you do 
right nowt 

I 
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JAN AND DEAN: 'Side- 
walk Surfln" (United 
Artists UP 36271). 
Skateboards are all the 
rage so, natch, UA have 
upped and re-released 
this summer fun sound 
from the sixties. Penned 
by Brian Wilson who gave 
them their American 
number one hit 'Surf City' 
In '83. With the Beach 
Boys coming over here at 
the end of July and the 
aforementioned craze, 
this single should chart. 
Dean Torrance is now a 
graphic designer, while 
Jan Berry has not 
regained all his faculties 
after his nearfatal car 
crash in '88. Their last 
live reunion in '73 was not 
exactly a success. Care- 
ful as you go on those 
boards 
MARY MACGREGOR: 
'For A while' (Arlola 
America AA 114). While 
Jan and Dean's surf 
sound is energetic and 
fun, this young lady's 
sound is clean - almost 
country - and almost 
clinical, at the same time. 
Taken from her album 
'Torn Between Two 
Lovers', It doesn't have 
an Immediate impact, but 
should gently make Its 
way up the charts, as the 
bees buzz from flower to 
flower and, 'ello 'ello - 
who are these drunken 

VITAVOX LIVE SOUND AWARD 
For the best new British group in live sound resident in the UK 

Sponsored by 
VITAVOX LIMITED 

WESTMORLAND ROAD 

LONDON NW9 Ohl 

ENTRY IS NOW 
° FOR 1977 

NOMINATIONS 

The Award is open to any British group in any 
category of music, who did not reach the top 50 
albums or singles charts in the 12 months to 
March 31st this year. 
Initial entry is by taped recording at a live 
performance. Semi-finals and finals will be 
judged live at special events. 

FIRST PRIZE includes the Vitavox Award silver 
trophy to hold for one year, plus commemorative 
trophy, a pair of Thunderbolt speaker systems 
valued at £1,000, and an introduction to a top 
London agent. PLUS studio recording time 
presented by Horizon Studios, Coventry. 

SECOND PRIZE Includes equipment to the 
value of £750. 

THIRD PRIZE includes equipment to the value 
of E250. 

For details write to: Patricia Schooling at 
27/28 George Street, Richmond TW9 1HY or 
phone 01.940-9748. 

CLOSING DATE FOR ENTRY IS 
MONDAY AUGUST 1st 

oafs being booted out of 
the Rat and Firkin... 
THE WURZEL6: 'Farm- 
er Bill's Cowman' (EMI 
2837). Good wholesome 
farmyard entertainment 
They're back to parodies 
after falling dismally 
with a non -parody. This 
time they've put their own 
rural- ramblings to 'I Was 
Kaiser Bill's Batman'. 
It's alright If you like this 
kind of thing, but it would 
be much better if the 
lyrics were more vulgar 
and dirty. They've 
already done it on 'Top Of 
The Pops'. It's in no 
danger of being banned. 
Expect the Sex Pistols to 
bring out a cover version 
any day now. Let's all 
shovel it together. 
CONNIE FRANCIS: 'V- 
A-C-A-T1.O-N' (Polydor 
2088 824). Yeah. The 
sixties answer to punk 
rock has been plucked out 
of the cupboard, dusted 
down and Inflicted on the 
nation's ears. Sock It to 
'em Connie, it could 
happen all over again for 
you. 
VERA LYNN: 'Who's 
Sorry Now?' (EMI 2639). 
I am. Dame Vera has 
been running amok In 
Nashville. This could 
mean trouble. 
THE ALBION DANCE 
BAND: 'The Postman's 
Knock' (Harvest HAR 
5128). Harmless fun with 
deep and meaningful 
catchline 'Every morning 
as true as the clock, 
Somebody hears the 
postman's knock'. Sing - 
along number. Could be a 
big - despite (or, looking 
at the charts_ because of) 
the Inane lyrics. 
ALAN PRICE: 'Meet The 
People' (Jet UP 36274). 
'Jarrow Song' revisited 
with different lyrics. 
Climaxes in a seemingly 
endless series of 'la la 
las'. He should get down 
to doing something new. 
BARRY B1GGS: "Three 
Ring Circus' (Dynamic 
DYN 128). And this one 
sounds exactly like his 
last one. Side shows, 
circuses... all life is in 
the singles charts. 
LITTLE RIVER BAND: 
'Help Is On Its Way' / 
'Changed And Different' /- 
'LA In The Sunshine' 
(EMI 2692). Leading 
Aussie rock outfit with a 
maxi single that's not 
bad. Fairly commercial 
sound, reasonable harmo- 
nies, melodic - Did I say 
rock? 
LITTLE RICHARD: 
'Good Golly Miss Molly' / 
'Rip It Upl' / 'By The 
Light Qf The Silvery 
Moon'..(Creole CR 140). 
This guy could rock, 
before he sold out to his 
own ego trip. 
GARY GLITTER: 'A 
Little Boogie Woogle In 
The Back Of My Mind' 
(Arista 112). Tedious, 
monotonous. repetitive. 
Seems he's a shade stuck 
for Ideas, torn between 
cabaret, middle of the 
road and rock. This 
really la a nothing single. 
HELEN REDDY: 'Long 
Distance Love' (C*pltol 
CL 1588). Superior track 
from the 'Ear Candy' 
album. Like the voice / 
song / arrangement She 
ought to stick to singing, 
not joining the State 
Highways Commission in 
California. Pop and 
politics don't mix. 
MANFRED MANN'S 
EARTH BAND: 'Spirits 

,'talented guitarist when he 
put, his mind to It and his 

!old lady has a pretty 
voice. Could catch on In a 

big wa 
BREEy. ZE: 'Let Ms 
Believe ICs Like Heaven' 
(State STAT 58). Lead 

I singer Glo Macart has a 

sweet voice. Eurovlslon 
style / big production 
number. Nothing oriel. 

.r7 
A 1 

Ina!, though. 
MASS PRODUCTION: 
'Wine Flow Disco' (Cosds- 

Ilion K 10988). Energetic 
I disco fodder. Powerful 
¡brass section. Taken 
from thise band's 

album debut 'WelcomeT To 
lOur World'. 

- DONNA FARGO: 
HELEN REDDY Was Yesterday' (Warner 

Bros K 18910). Dunno 
In The Night' (Bronze when Kenny Everett's 
BRO 42). Some old compiling his next 
rockers never die, they 'World's Worst Wireless 
lust keep on churning out Show', but this sloppy 
pieces of vinyl that get to lkln' country sentimen- 
worse as the years go by. tal song should be a 

But not old Manfred. He strong contender. Sud - 
keeps going and every denly my legs gave way. 
now and then, springs to a 

new lease of life. Like CJ AND CO:_ 'Devil's 
'Blinded By The Light' Gun' (Atlantic K 10951). 
which took America by Goodenuff disco number. 
storm. This single - Get your rocks - or 
another Bruce Springs- whatever - off to this 
tein number - Is a most down at the local dive. 
enjoyable sound. Careful HIGHLIGHT: 'Cantor 
production and arrange- nla' (EMI 26298). A 
ment. Should bee blg hit Dutch trio (In the 
RICO: 'Africa' (Island Pussycat vein) singing 
WIP 6399). Reggae type about California and 
chant, quite catchy trying to flog the end 
though because of its product in Britain. Could 
repetitiveness, because of be an international hit - 
its repetitiveness, be- ha ha ha. Apparently, 
cause of its repetit... this was getting played a 
GUYS 'N' DOLLS: lot on Dutch radio until 
'Mamacite' (Magnet the advent of the recent 
MAG 98). Bland, sugary- sieges when the Govern - 
pop, usual harmonies and ment ordered. gentle 
non -harmonies. OK If you soothing music to be 
l ke.this kind of thing - I played non-stop 
don't. ENCHANTMENT: 'Sun- 
SMOKEY ROBINSON: shine' (United Artists UP 
'Vitamin U' (Motown 38288). Nothing enchant. 
TMG 1076). OK, so this is log about this. SouL 
more soul fodder, but you There's not much more 
have to hand it to this you can say about IL 
dude, he puts a lot of 
feeling Into his songs. 
OSIBISA: 'The Warrior' 
(Bronze BRO 41). Funky 
jungle juice. This hand out t'album. Singer 
always could like they're sounds like he could have 
enjoying themselves, a mean voice. 
Won't be a big hit, but WIDOWMAKER: 'What 
might dent the lower A Way To Fall' (Jet UP 
echelons of the charts. 88263). Heavy rock. JOE AND VICKI Powerful backing. pow^ 
BROWN: 'All Things erfulvol're. Maybe they'll Bright And Beautiful' make it with this one. 
(Power Exchange PX Hope so. 
261). If I remember LES PENNING: 'The 
rightly. Joe had some- British Grenadier,' (Poi' 
thing of a hit with this ydor 2068 692). The old 
hymn some years ago and marching song given the 
it's a regular request on Mike Oldfield Tubular 
Radio One's 'Junior Bells treatment. As 
Choice'. He's a pretty catchy as Oldfeld's 'In 

Dulce Jubilo'. A hit. 
FLICK WILSON: 'Rock - 
in' Chair' (Ultra PPU 

.. 1001). Reggae number 
with some story about 

%.«.4 some dude wantin' some 
Chick to be his rockin' 
Chair - whatever that 
might mean - sounds a 
shade lewd, 
FRANK JENNINGS 
SYNDICATE: 'It's So 
Easy Telling Lied (EMI r 2812). Having become the 

sl brat country group to date 
to win 'Opportunity 
Knocks', this outfit have 

a I been putting out naff 
rd singles at a rate of knots 

1) I That's a bit unfair 
actually, they're not that. ' bad quite good ii 

a you're into country. I 

suppose. 
SALENA JONES: 'You 
Take My Heart Away' 
(EMI 2846), Taken tram 

LIME RICHARD 
the It film 'Rocky . Bli 

v 

MINK DEVIL -LE: 'Span- 
ish Stroll' (Capitol CLX 
103). Like it, must check 
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WOODY WOOD- 
MANSEY's U -Boat 
have: paid their 
dues on the club 
circuit, supported 
Urfah Heep on a 
European tour, not 
yet had a hit single, 
a loyal band of 
supporters and just 
released their debut 
album. 

Their music Is. energet- 
ic Lock. Not punk, not new 
wave and at times blues 
influenced. 

Comfortable 
Woody, you will recall, 

joined up with David 
Bowie in 1870, recorded 
tour albums with him and 
received a gold disc for ' each - 'The Man Who 
Sold The World', 'Hunky 
Dory'. 'Ziggy Stardust' 
and 'Aladdin Sane'. After 
splitting from Bowie In '73 
he reformed the Spiders 
from Mars with Trevor 
Bolder before forming U - 
Boat. 

Over to Woody who 
says: "Music has not 
made me rich by today's 
standards, but I suppose 
I'm comfortable. " On 
refords: "This Is the 
most enjoyable album 
I've been Involved with 
since Ziggy Stardust. 
Regarding singles, every- 
one said we should have 
put out 'Ooh la La,' - I 
don't know, It right still 

CK ON 
happen. Recently we 
spent a week trying to 
write a potential hit and 
just couldn't get It 
together. it's best to just 
write what we feel." 

The tour with Uriah 
Heep. 'At first we weren't sure of the 
audiences, but we got 
good receptions in Britain 
and In Europe it was 
Incredible. There was a 
lot of affinity for the name 
In Germany - they were 
chanting 'U -Boat' long 
before we came on 
stage. " How did the name 
come about? "A friend 
suggested It and I've 
always got off on things to 
do with the sea." 

And David Bowie? 
"Most of the time he knew 
what he wanted, but there 
were clashes. He wanted 
a very poppy sound. He 
didn't want a Buddy 
Rich, rather someone to 
tap out a 'B'. We 
eventually came to a 
compromise. He was 
very changeable from 
day to day. He used to 
throw out a lot of Ideas to 
get our reactions. Basi- 
cally It was a good 
partnership. His music 
was better then than It Is 
now. 

"Much of 'Low' went 
straight over my head. 
Once he was very 
consistent, but now he 
only shines through on 
odd tracks. He always 
did better playing with 
people who understood 
the concepts of his songs, 
people who could add and 

Jim Evans talks to U Boat's Woody Woodmansey 

, 
n 

'11 
/ ic j 

magnify his Ideas. Most 
play with him now either 
for the money or so they 
can say 'I played with 
Bowie'. 

"Yes, he has Influenced 
me. I like to think I've 
learnt from his good 
points. We like to pick up 
on anything, even lines 
from other people's 
songs." 

Punk rock / new wave? 
"Punk's strength Is the 
groups. Not just the 

Top pit: U Boar. 
above Woody 
Woodmmnsey 

music - but the 
movement. It's based on 
certain truths, but there 
are a lot of Iles there as 
well. They're right In that 
energy did go out of a lot 
of music, but not all of It. 
Punks generalise. A good 
thing about punk is that It 
should make a lot of 
musicians realise what 
they've lost out on. 

"A number of bands do 
get off on the machine 
thing - spending months 

in the studios getting 
technical perfection. 
There should be an 
important balance be- 
tween the techniques used 
and what the artists want 
to get across through 
their playing. 

Incentive 
"Punk was really 

created by the politi- 
cians. Two years ago 
they were responsible for 
all the big bands leaving 
the country for tax 
reasons. 

Incentive Is vital for a 
band and everyone. Kids 
are out on the street 
because they can get 
more on the dole than by 
working. When I worked 
In a factory, I didn't do a 
lot of overtime because It 
wasn't worth It. The 
system's wrong." 

"You've got to be 
prepared to work In thus 
business though. The 
good acts are always the 
guys who are prepared to 
serve their apprentice- 
ships on the pub / club 
circuit, even if you're only 
playing to audiences of 
50. You learn something 
every time you perform. 
If you've never done that 
you can't be a stable 
performer. 

"We've done the clubs 
and built up a following. 
That and our feel for the 
audiences and the music 
made our stage act what 

.it Is. Good mudc will 
always get through - 

years ago bands like Free 
went through the mill and 
got to It In the end. You've 
got to keep playing and 
OR the audience, get them 
all off on the music. 
That's what it's all 
about." 

Woody Is reported to 
have the biggest drum kit 
In the world. How does he 
consider the role of the oft 
- criticised drum solo? "I 
don't look at It In terms of 
a 'drum solo'. Many 
drummers go through 
their solo routine just to 
show off. Others try to 
Impress other drummers 
who are In the audience. 
You can entertain by 
playing justone drum. 

Impress 
"I first got off on 

drumming through danc- 
ing . . . there's a lot of 
everything in my drumm- 
ing. I have never 
modelled myself on any 
particular drummer, 
though I like Sandy 
Nelson and Mitch Mit- 
chell. I'd love to be able to 
play standing up, al- 
though there's problems 
with the bass drum - but 
I'm still working on it. " 

Finally: "The more 
time a band spends 
together, the more the 
imagination runs tree. 
You can never reach the 
end of the road in music. 
Ideas are unlimited. U - 
Boat are cruising In, 
under or over the new 
wave!" 
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Roxy, reaches parts 
other clubs can't 
VARIOUS ARTISTS: 'Live At The 
Roxy' (HARVEST) 

TENSION - CREATIVITY - SLAGS. A 
formula to bear In mind when 
considering the last six months The' 
Roxy phenomenon began on December 
1/ when the West End disco - two floors 
two sores - opened Its doors to a banned 
music. Generation X played that night 
to a very empty house. Seven days later 
The Heartbreakers met with better 
success and from January I through to 
April 23 the NEW bands featured every 
night. This album was recorded on four 
nights on a 21 track mobile. And that 
means good reproduction. Microphones 
were hidden In every part of the club - 

yeah even the toilets and, as the press 
handout accompanying the album 
points out: "The net result of all this 
care was that music was played and 
people behaved as they would any night 
of the week." So what have we got? 
Eight banda 12 songs and authentic 
chat. So authentic that It's inaudible 
most of the time unless you happen to 
have an exceptional stereo. Snippets - 
"Most of these new wave bands are 
nice, well spoken blokes. " "Do you 
come here often? It's really nice. It's a 
really nice atmosphere.' "I wanna 
riot." "Are you on the guest list?" 
Bands - Slaughter & The Dogs, The 
Unwanted, Wire, The Adverts, Johnny 
Moped, Eater, X -Ray Spex, Buzzcocks. 
Impressions - Buzzcocks impress. 
Two numbers 'Breakdown' and Love 
Battery' Indicate a future. Slaughter & 

The Dogs just make It, The Adverts 
border. Eater have seen better days 
and when you're 18 that says 
something, The Unwanted are awful 
but it was their debut gig and the rest 
fall into an indifferent trip. But this 
isn't an album to review on a purely 
musical basis. It's down to reviewing a 
feel and that brings me back to the 
formula. See, tense situations have a 
habit of producing creative people. 
History bears that out. And that In 
turns throws up a lot of no good assholes 
too shallow to be original themselves 
but shamming dreams by catching the 
regular bandwagon out of platform 
two. The contemporary word for them 
Is 'poseur' and The Roxy eventually 
excluded everyone but their kind. This 
album is full of empty statements ("I 

.wanna riot" after a few lagers at 75p a 
pmt) and breathless Indecision. "You 
ain't hip if you pose at The Roxy 
anymore" says the guy from Eater and 
adds, though It's taken out of context, 
"Everybody knows that you are just a 
bunch of fakes." The new wave milieu 
is essentially a rough, inharmonious 
thing and this album Is an attempt to 
smooth the edges and make it a 
digestible, marketable product. Mikes 
in the toilets!? In its way the record is a 
pose confirmed by the last,excerpt of, 
conversation In the fade out. There's 
this guy in the toilet who looks down 
"Oh, they ain't bugging us . . " But 
despite all that, give It a ILten. 
Personal choice Is what it's all about. 
+ + + Barry (kiln 

NEIL SEDAKA: 'A Solo 
Concert' (Polydor 2872 
034) 

And I do mean solo, 
Double record package of 
old spud face at the 
Palladium earlier this 
year. Just one man and 
his plano over four sides 
of dud dullsvllle. An 
orchestra is sorely 
missed. Okay It might 
have been nostalgic and 
all of that on the night but 
as a record It just don't 
score on the old rapport 
level. Sedaka of '81 was 
okay. 'Next Door To An 
Angel', 'Calendar Girl', 
'Breaking Up Is Hard To 
Do', 'Happy Birthday 
Sweet Sixteen' reflected 
the diluted idlosyncracies 
of the day. They're all 
showcased on this album 
as he does one of those 
kitsch retrospective walk- 
abouts together with the 
later hits like 'Laughter 
In The Rain', 'Love Will 
Keep Us Together' and 
'That's When The Music 
Takes Me'. This album is 
a con because there's no 
way a Sedaka fan 
wouldn't be disappointed 
with the bleakness after 
seeing the impressl''e list 
of songs on the cover. + + 
Barry Cain 

DAVE MASON: "Let It 
Flow' (CBS) 

Dave Mason is still very 
much around the rock 'n' 
roll scene and continues 
to progress and improve 
from his 'solo' hlghepots, 
the albums 'Dave Masons 
(CBS 1071) -and 'Split 
Coconut' (CBS '75). His 
backing band now seems 
fairly settled. Mike 
Finnigan on keyboards is 
an admirable replace- 
ment' )or Jay Winding 
who toured Europe with 
Dave last time around. 
Mason's particular brand 
of rock reminds me of 
Eric Clapton in his 
mellower moods, notably 
on the agreeable 'Sea- 
sons' where his husky 
lead vocals are backed by 
the harmonies of Stephen 
Stills' and Yvonne Elli- 
man. Best arrangement 
must be on Mason's own 
'Then It's, Alright', horns 
providing an excellent foil 
for the various leads. 
Guitarist Jim Krueger 
shows he'has more than 
one talent, by writing two 
of the. numbers and 
providing the lead vocals 
on 'What Do We Got 
Here?'. Mason's already 
well established In the 
States and this 'offering 

SPUD 
BASHING 
should help reestablish 
him hire in his own 
country. In his time, 
Mason has played with 
the likes of Jim! Hendrix, 
Delaney and Bonnie, Eric 
Clapton and Stevie 
Winwood, and he's 
obviously picked up 
various Influences along 
the way, but his own, now - 
matured style is very 
much his own, And his 
writing's come a long way 
since he wrote Traffic's 
big tilt 'Hole In My Shoe'. 
As the album title says, 
Mason 'lets it flow' 
flowing being the best 
description of his music. 
A good -album. + + + Jim 
Evans 

HAWKWIND: 'Quark 
St'angeneee And Charm' 
(Charisma CHS 4008) 

The last of the cosmic 
warriors are back from 
the great beyond. If 
you're a Hawkwind fan 
then the band root 
whatever they do, but the 
rest of us can only shake 
our heads in disbelief. 
'Spirit Of The Age' has a 
'Sliver Machine' type of 
build up, preceded by 
weird and wonderful 
noises. Most of the album 
consists of the standard 
Hawkwind rhythm pat- 
tern but 'Quark Strange- 
ness and Charm' does 
sound remarkably like 
the Stranglers. Hawk - 

wind attempting cosmic 
new wave - arrgh. + + 
Robin Smith 

THE O'JAYS: 'Travelltn' 
At The Speed Of Thought' 
(Philadelphia Inter- 
national PIR 81977 ) 

This reminds me of 
'Reaching For The 
World', the last set from 
Harold Melvin and the 
Bluenotes. It represents a 
marking of time without, 
any significant step' 
forward. Like Melvin's 
album It's nice but I 
wouldn't rush to put It on 
my turntable. The best 
tracks are two ballads, 
'Feelings' is the kind of 
song Teddy Pendergrass 
might have sung with the 
Bluenotes, full of impas- 
sioned lead vocals, a tour 
de force of singing with 
Eddie Levert really 
delivering the goods. The 
other is 'We're All In This 
Together', slightly more 

+4++ ear It 
+++ Given apls 

++ GIe 11 s mas 
+ Uehrseshk 

uptempo it's a typical 
O'Jays message song 
with a gorgeously effec- 
tive group of chorus. The 
rest Is a mixture of great 
singing but average 
dance rhythm tracks and 
one Iñmentable excursion 
into the musical regions 
that are Inhabited by 
people like Johnny 
Mathis on the last track 
on side two. Overall title 
is a very worthwhile 
record, I'm looking 
forward to the next. 
+ + + Geoff Travis 

MARTHA REEVES & 
THE VANDELLAS: An- 
thology' (Motown STMT. 
12000) 

One of the better 
compilation albums. 
Whatever happened to 
MR & V? Well "Martha 
has begun a solo career 
which has already re- 
ceived critical and public 
acclaim." Oh really, well 
what about "Lois Is a 
third of Quiet Elegance, a 
successful female group 
in America. " Well fancy 
that And "Sandra is 
enjoying life 'as a 
housewife." Imagine. In 
other words none of them 
are doing much. Anyway 
dance music sublimity 
squeezed into 18 tracks 
like 'Heatwave', cur- 
rently -undergoing a 
revival by The Jam, 
'Dancing In The Street' 
surely ranking as the 
dancehall delight of the 
sixties, 'I'm Ready For 
Love', 'Jimmy Mack', 
'Honey Chile', 'Forget Me 
Not'. Ironic that their 
first hit back In '83 was 
'Come And Get These 
Memories'. 'cos now the 
songs included here have 
lapsed Into that one note / 
one memory flickstream 
of consciousness. + + + 
Barry Cain 

fir 

STEVE STILLS 

CROSBY, YTIIJL AND 
NASH: 'ERN' (Allaaele 
K303í) 
'Forgive me it my 
fantasies might seem a 
little shopworn. I'm sure 
you've heard it ail 
before'. Well, he said IL 
Stephen Stills, that la. On 
ht. song, 'Dark Star', But 
Is he right? Are these 
tracks merely retreads of 
old Ideas, or have our 
three folk heroes some- 
thing new to tell us? WeU, 
yes - and no. There are a 
lot of uncomfortably 
familiar songs on 'CAN'. 
To be honest, I'm bored 
stiff wills the interminable 
saga Of their woman 
troubles. You'd think 
that, after all this time, 
they'd have learnt some- 
thing, but no - tt seems 
they still don't under- 
stand us- Stills In 
particular is having his 
troubles - as he says Is 
'Fair Game' ('you never 
know what she'll decide, 
you're fair game').' íe 
ones you never notice are 
the ones you have to 
watch. She's pleasant 
and she's friendly while 
she's looking at your 
crotch'. Well, gosh( But 
let's not be too hard on the 
fellas. They have man- 
aged to retain their own 
styles. And each of them 
has produced his quota of 
interesting numbers 
even Nash, who I've 
never thought much of, 
comes up with 'Cath- 
edral', about his dis- 
illusionment with reli- 
gion. 'I'm flying In 
Wlncheéter Cathedral. 
It's hard enough to drink 
the wine. The air Inside 
just hangs in delusion'. 
Stephen contributes 'Run 
From Tears', a 
song full of desperation 
and bitterness which 
finally bursts out with the 
words 'I'm drowning, I'm 
fighting; Something Spec - 
tal In Me Is Dying', with 
spitting, crackling elec- 
tric guitar alongside. Arid 
Crosby .. -well, 'Shadow 
Captain' is a goodie, but 
my favourite Is 'Anything 
At AII'-a neat tittle song - 
'Anything you want to 
know, just ask me, I'm the 
world's most opinionated 
man'. But In the long nm, 
Maybe all this talk of 
lyrics really doesn't 
matter that much. Cros- 
by, Stills and Hash's real 
talent is writing me- 
lodies..t.et's face it -these 
guys could record the 
Yellow Pages, and make 
them sound oretty. This'll sell minions. 
+ + + + Sheila Prophet .. - \ \ N. \ i / \ \ . \ \ Their -Summer Smash ---a new hit single produced by JONATHAN KING \\ \\;\\\\ 
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Write to Mailman, Record Mirror, Spotlight House, 
II Benwell Road, London N7 7AX 

I I..)1 

PUNK- IT'S 
A REAL 
KILLER 
Some say yes, some say no, but 
the letters roll in AFTER READING that 

letter In Mailman last 
week, sent In by that 
cretin Chris Tomlin I 

:::-:--1 - ' would just like to say I 

11."If" 
,.u" 

<±<85°t - .. 

:eft 

... r _.,,r-`-; 
C .4aAis .w:_p. 

x' 'Sr.1v-- c 
1111 von 

have l011e 
married 

Io M. 
Tampax tampons? 
Of course you don't. 'flint', just 
a myth. 1 anlllax tampons are 
de-igned to -llll Carl IV through 
the came opening that channels 
inenairual Ilow from your hotly. 
They're oaf' to use right from 
Ike day you fir -I .tart Ia 4 i ng 

your iherio(I. 

So if you've been waiting to try 
Tampax tarnl)onh, wail no more. 

Tiro Internal protection more women trust 

TAMPfnA,N^XM, 

sauna Clatr WI TAMPA, UMR110, MAVAMT aAtalaMlat 

think punk rock is a real 
killer!! It expresses Itself 
quite openly, no crap 
about how wonderful and 
romantic the world Is - 
just pure facts. I think the 
Sex Pistols, the Jam etc 
should not be slagged 
but worshipped for 
speaking openly. Here's 
one RM reader who's 
willing to buy two copies 
of the mag weekly (so you 
won't lose that Imbecile's 
money). And con- 
gratulations on producing 
the world's greatest mag. 
Keep It up kids. 
A fan from Kenton, 
Newcastle Upon Tyne. 

How about making It 
eight copies? 

Do you 
understand? 
THEY CAN smash up 
their telephone boxes, 
You Can't break the 
Heartbreakers 
Or laugh off the 
Ramoneo. 
Sex Pistols are banging 
Rod are having a 
Damned good clash 
with plenty of Jam on It. 
Household names are the 
essence. 
Who can Strangle that. 
Jimmy Kerr, Springbeig, 
Glasgow. 
Or indeed understand 
It? 

ACROSS 

!,/. 
8 

Variety is the 
spice of life 

IN THE two and a half 
years I have been getting 
R11 I have never been 
angered so much. How 
dare that unmentionable 
creature (Chris Tomlin) 
have the nerve to 
complain about this 
paper. 

If he's read past the 

/''I 

JOHNNY ROTTEN: 
what have l done to start 
all these letters coming 
In? 

.V 1 
s r' t 

ijhb t may/ 

' 
.r J l2 

Í 

1A 
h 

first few pages where the 
new wave banda were 
featured he would see this 
is the only music paper 
that offers á variety of 
different appeals In 
music: soul, punk, disco, 
reggae, rock an roll and 
sometimes even MoR. 
Name any music of 
current popularity and it 
will probably be featured 
In RM. 

If he reads back at old 
copies of RM he will see 

Pisavotd 
1 Judas end his (wally 

ire churchmen (7). 
7 A month with Meo 

Tempo's partner (5 ) 
s Zoppa can he quite 

outspoken. (5) 
9 This Is a record! (4) 
10 "I'm A ---' 

(Beatles) (5) 
11 What difference 

one makes (3) 
12 Capital entertain 

meet. (5) 
14 Clifford T. Is la 

hospital. (4) 

17 It happens In the 
Seventies. (5) 

1s Jane or Peter? (5) 
19 Real men needed for 

Who Shaw, (7) 

DOWN 

I City where some 

sin 
ers spend "7" 

5) 
2 Csprl, (or example. 

3 11ow he's killing me 
with has song. (s) 

4 A parlaer for Crofts, 
(s) 

5 Dory tears round to 
see Mungn Jerry 
man, (3,11 

t Captain Rock group. 
(C) 

5 
1 2 3 4 

6 - 
7 8 u 10 

11 

12 13 14 15 

16 

17 18 

. 

11 Hook or Feelgood, 
perhaps. le) 

13 One from the Steve 
Miller hook^ (5) 

15 German group la car 
wash reeled. (5) 

16 Alice Cooper his R 

with whiskey. (4) 

LAST WEEK'S SOLUTION 
ACROSS: 4 Harper, s Sall, DOWN: I Hannah 1 Proby, 
7 .Ann -n, s Bonnet, 9 There, 3 Pise, 5 Punk Rocks', s 

10 Clock, 13 Dancer 15 Sunflower, 11 ('limas, it 
Wall, is Mims, 17 Marian. Tramp, 14 Adam. 

that Rod Stewart has had 
three or four colour 
posters (three In the last 
year in tact - Mailmen) 
and the punks have only 
had two. Why doesn't he 
clear off and read another 
paper and leave this to 
people who really want to 
read It. He'll soon come 
crawling back. 

If the paper did not go 
with the times, I for one 
would not read it. Where 
the paper loses old men, It 
gains more young readers 
which I'm sure the editor 
would prefer to have. 
John Galllgan, West- 
erham, Kent. 

We love yt.. 

It's what 
you want 
I'M WRITING this in 
reply to Chris Tomlin who 
asks: "What's the bloody 
idea of having these so 
called new wave bands 
featured In this paper 
every week?" I'll tell him 
what the Idea is - it's 
what the buying public 
want. Record Mirror has 
never been in better form 
and It Caters for all tastes 
In music. And another 
thing, I don't suppose RM 
gives a damn whether 
people like CT of 
Swadllncote buys their 
paper or not. Thanks for 
the smashing interview 
last week with the Sex 
Pistols. 
Claire, Aberporth, Dyfed. 

Play the B side 
INSTEAD OF banning 
the Sex Pistols' 'God Save 
The Queen', on radio, why 
not play the B side 
Instead? Like_ when they 
played 'Go Buddy Go' by 
the Stranglers instead of 
'Peaches'. What's the 
point In having a record 
chart tf they can't stick to 
it This record is the best 
selling single this year, so 
why ignored? 

The DJs should play 
what we want, not what 
they want. after all it's 
the people who buy the 
records. We can't see 
what all the fuss la about. 
Any other time none 

takes any notice of the 
Queen, but just because 
it's the Jubilee they all 
change. If they don't like 
the record, they can 
switch off. 

Punk rock is here to 
stay so why not enjoy It' 
Keep putting H In your 
paper. 
Irene And Roger, Kings 
Norton, Birmingham. 

Just ordinary 
people 
THANK YOU for the 
Interview with the Sex 
Pistols (KM June 11th). 
It simply confirmed my 
opinion of them as 
ordinary people who are 
trying to make relevant 
comments about society, 
but who have tripped over 
their secondary school 
education on the way, 

Let me first stale I like 
music as diverse as the 
Ramones to the Supreme! 
and keep an open mind 
about all music. How. 
ever, I feel that someone 
should tell the Sex Pistols 
to belt up or think before 
they speak. 

Sure. I think the Pistols 
do have many relevant 
social comments but the 
sooner they start arguing 
about them Intelligently 
and leaving the Queen out 
of their criticisms, the 
better It'll be (because 
like it or not, the Queen Is 
still more popular than 
Jonny Rotten). Then 
they'll find the youth of 
Britain is behind them, 
An Intelligent Punk 
Loyalist. Watford. 
DIdn't know there was 
such a specie! - come 
back In a year when I've 
worked it out. 

This is our turn 
TO ALL the moaners, 
leave RM alone. Punk is 
good, the words mean 
something. RM is the best 
when it comes to crazes 
You've had Abbe, the 
Rollers, Bowie and T 
Rex. Now it's our turn. 
Mark Redding, Newbury, 
Berk!. 

A surprise on 
the tube 
FIRST OF all let me say 
I'm not a punk rocker, nor 
a punk hater, but I 
thought the Interview 
with the Sex Pistols was 
very funny and agreeable 
at the same time. Also I 
thought you gave Chris 
Tomlin a great lecture 
about his biased letter. 
Lastly I'd like to thank 
the person, who three 
years ago jef a copy of 
Record Mirror on a tube train from Caledonian 
Road station, I've bought 
every one since. 
Trey, of Whitney fame, 
London. 
As We so near the 

of lee, It was probably one 
of the staff (drunk 
again 1) 

First cut is the 
deepest 
I AM writing In 
admtraUon of the way you skilfully handled the 
letters from Chris Tomlin 
and someone called 
Samantha. I thought such 
sharp wit had died out 
with the black death. 
You're not a relation of 
Malcolm Muggerldge by 
any chance are you? With 
such a command of 
hyperbole, satire and 
sarcasm It's a wonder you 
get anyone writing to 
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you. What do you eel for 
breakfast? Broken etas.? 
Keith Brett Adeyfeld, 
Harriet Hempa cod, 
Yeah. and If this Is 
surname to be sat caatic, 
bow'd yea like to be force 
fad? 

Punk this, 
punk that 
I AGREE with Chris 
Tomlin (He's getting 
more mentions than the 
Pistols - Ed). Record 
Mirror used to be good, 
fab. even great but now 
It's gone punk mad. Punk 
this, punk that, I wish 
they would punk off. Also 
I think Rosalind Russell's 
opinions of records is 
lousy. God save the 
Queen and long live the 
New Musical Express. 
Who? - Ed), 

Ike Carr, Manchester. 
1 don't think you're too. 

spectacular either sweet., 
heart - RR 

Send Pistols to 
Uganda 
THE SEX Pistols must be 
very sick people to insult 
our Queen. At least she Is 
netlike that pig Idi Amin. 
She could be evil and send 
plotters to be shot. She 
doesn't 'cos some of us are 
avulsed people. Send the 
Pistols to Uganda. 
Colin Mien, Broxbow'ne, 
lie rte. 

You'll have to lay off 
watching the news. Col, 
you're going over the top. 

Is it 

learned what the true 
definition of music really 
Is - the sweet sounds of 
decent understandable 
lyrics NOT punk groups 
with their monotonous 
row they call music. This 
can only be described as 
moron rock. 
R. BreaCb, Kepley, 
Surrey 
Riiney, you sound like 
soy dad. 

Cancel- this one 
THE excruciatingly 
biased opinion of your 
Journalists in favour of 
the Sex Pistols (when 
most of us common people 
can see them for what 
they really are - loud 
mouthed and obscene) 
has led me to an 
inescapable decision. 
After several years of 
loyalty I have cancelled 
my order for Record 
Mirror, I am not a 
particularly patriotic sort 
of person, but applaud the 
decision of the BBC and 
the IBA in not allowing 
the single airplay. 
D. Robinson, Maidstone, 
Kent 

Byeeel 

Keeping it clean 
I HAVE to agree with. 
Chris Tomlin (him, 
again??? -MM). You 
have now lost 30p. And 
what' do you mean saying 
punk rock is music. Even 
a three eyed moron could 
play better than any of 
them So you tan keep 
your paper and shove It 
where you would put this 
paper. 

ITS ABOUT time some of. C. Pitt, Hampshire 
your readers (the young- I'm glad we're losing 

moron rock 

FEEDBACK ,answers ywtr questions. Semi your 
letters to: Record Mirror. SpoWght House, 1 

Ben well Rrwd;'London, N7 7A X. Please don't Benda 
%tamped addressed envelope as we cannot a tower 
letteíw I nil N d na I ly. 

Be Bop Deluxe 
COULD YOU give me a 
hp -total! the albums and 
angles released by Be 
Bop Deluxe? Roy 
FFrthing,, i aeds. 

',ALBUMS; 'Axe VlC- 
tlm' ;(Harvest SHUT. 
6131, 'Futuramal,(Har 
vest SHSP 4045), 'Sun 
burst'Ftnish' ,(Harvest 
SHSP )053). 'Modern 
Ifuale (Harvest SHSP 
40M1). 

SINGLES; 'Jet' afar.. 
vest HAR 50e11. 'Be'tween 

The Worlds' 
(Harvest HAR 5091), 
'Made In Heaven' 
(Harvest HAR 50981. 
'Ships In The Mght' 
(Harvest 'HAR 5104). 
'Kiss Of Tight' (Harvest 
HAR 5110). 'Hot Valves' 
(harvest HAR 5117). 

Nowe now? 
Who was the girl who 
recorded 'Harry Is My 
Love'? 
Nick Howe, Slough, "on other than 
Catherine Howe. 

Eagles 
COULD YOU give me 
the birthdays of I the 
Eaglgs? Eagles tae, 
Norwtth. 

For .Come **range 

reason, their manage 
meet would only give us 
their dates of birth not 
the years. Glen Frey 
November 0, Don 
Henley July 22, Randy 
Melsner March 18, Joe 
Walsh November 20, 
Don Felder September 
21. 

Kursaals 
COL7.D YOU give me 
the address of the 
Kursaal Flyers' fan 
club?,, Angela Newry. 
London, 
They haven't got a tan 
dub but for Information 
write to Customer 

'Relations, CBS Records, 
1711,9 Soho Square, 
London WI. , 

Olivia . 

I WOULD like to know 
the,address of the Oiivfa 
Newton John fan club, 
liked Harrls,,llrlstol. 

Write to MCA In' 
corporsted, 100 Unlver 
sal City Plaza, Unlver 
sal City, Oallfornla 
k1an/. 

Mr Big 
COULD YOU tell me the 
address lit the Mr Rig 
Fan club' Stns Joplin, 
theithoo 

Write r/o Charlie 
Cook. a Harps hood. 
Rumtrartown. Oohed. 

the kind of unrefined 
person that mends toilet 
paper through the post. 

Having doubts 
QUITE RECENTLY I've 
begun to have doubts 
about you and your 
comrades on RM. I now 
believe it's because you 
rot are always inter 
viewing those greasy, 
dozy slobs the Sex Pistols 
and that you'rek bunch of 
puffs (SIC). If it wasn't 
for the publicity you give 
them In your 'Sex Pistols 
Weekly' they'd be un- 
heard of. I dare say 
they'd still be licking the 
dirt off the streets of 
London's East and West 
Ends. The thought of the 
Sex Pistols makes me 
puke. If this carries on 
you'll lose :bother buyer - and you're not getting 
my address. 
Furious Sex Pistols 
Hater, Co. Durham. 
Why have you got an 

obsession with puffs?' 

Punk Mirror 
COME OFF it Record 
Mirror. I can remember 
when you were a decent 
music paper. You should 
be given the new title 
Punk Mirror as each 
week there's more than 
enough about punk rock. 
Don't forget there's some 
of us who're not into that 
trash. Brighten up your 
paper with a poster of 
Liverpool Express, or do 
they have too much talent' 
for your paper? 
Ian. Ay rehire. 
No, it's not that . , , how 
about this week's punk 
poster instead? 

Call that a'drawing? 
WHO DOES that bloody slily old tart Sheila 
Prophet think she is 
saying Slade are trying 
too hard when she 
reviewed their brilliant 
album. They've been 
going for 11 bloody years 
and are still going bloody 
strong. I have included a 
drawing of Sheila Pro- 
phet (a bloody master- 
piece) and a picture of a 
bloke Called David Brown 
who gave Slade's C]Irtsl- 
mas single a miss. So to 
Sheila Prophet and David 
Brown, get stuffed 
tan Miller, Swindon, Quite a good likeness of Sheila but David Brown's golesnj, hair 

Involves 
no art 

WE READ your news- 
paper every week and we 
enjoy most of the articles. 
Rowever, we do not 
support your extensive 
coverage of punk rock. 
Punk rock is to music 
what the hippy Is to 
society. II Is a type of 
music which Involves no 
art or creation of any 
kind. It is merely a form 
of rebellion against 
conventional music by the 
people who cannot com- 
pose creatively them- 
selves. 

If the current charts are 
spiced with punk records 
this Is only because it Is a 
new form of sound and at 
the moment it Is 
provoking controversy. 
Fortunately, it Is a 
passing phase which will 
sink without trace when 
the public Inevitably 

realise they are being 
deceived. Punk rock Is 
not a new wave of music, 
Punk rock is bunk. 
Handel Diamond and Pete 
Lochart, Southpark 
Road, Ayr. 

That's what our own 
Robin Smith said about 
the Beatles a hundred 
years ago. 

Money for 
nothing 
SEEING AS punk rock Is 
the latest thing (which I 
don't like) people should 
not put it down. But I 
can't understand why 
people put up with the Sex 
Pistols, Apart from 
looking like a set of bloody 
fairies, they've made all 
that money for doing 
nothing, Long live Quo! 
Quo Freak, Torquay. 

Yes, Quo and anyone 
else who sells records, 
including the Pistols. 

You can 

keep it 
AS I live in Aberdeen I do 
not get the chance to see 
many groups. I have, 
however seen Eddie and 
the Hotrods, the Jam and 
the Clash. If these are the 
best groups punk rock 
can offer then you can 
keep It. At last the public 
are recognising Genesis - at least they can play 
their instruments and 
sing. And they don't 
make insulting records 
against the Queen. 
Althoughthe English will 
not believe It, the Scottish 
National party does not 
want independence from 
the Queen, only the' 
English government. 
Flemish McTavish, 
Powls, Aberdeen. 

Juat remember who 
cut whose head off. 

Short 
YOU'VE REALLY 

done It this time. If Rock 
Follies isn't stick, what 
the hell is It? I've just got 
the LP and I think Ito 
brilliant. Ask that Sheila 
Prophet to listen to It 
again will you. As for 
calling RM Punk Weekly, 
I think It's a fab idea and 
I'm going to Jon Chris 
Tomlin, you're gonna be 
30p short next week. 
J. O'Connor, Whetstone, 
Iondoe N20, 

Another one bites the 
dust. 

Pig 
I'M FED 'up with Jim 
Evans (la he a male 
chauvinist pig?) (Yes - 
RR and SP). (Definitely - JE). It's not my fault 
he was born deaf. Why 
doesn't he retire? 
Sue Halmos. Freckleton, 
Preston, Lanes. 

Pardon, -JE 

o I am 14 years old and HARD n at the Does most embarrassing 
times. I don't seem able 'M 

ES t 

ELP 
to control then,. I am too 
embarrassed to go to a - THE COLUMN THAT -- doctor and am getting 

You're sexuallyaroused very worried. Are there o 

his 
DEALS WITH YOUR Answered any drugs or medicines I or excited, but there can 
PROBLEMS by Susanne Carrell can take- What can I do? be other reasons. An 

Paul, Didool, Oxon, erection can happen O 
7 anywhere and at any time 

Lay off any drugs or - when you're sitting on 
medicines - you're going a boneshaker of a bus, 
through a perfectlyleaping around in the 

natural stage of physicl school gym, watching ' D 
development. .411 boys Tom and Jerry on the box, 
have exactly the same or simply because you're 
uncontrollable, and often consciousof it. 
embarrassing, ex Stay cool- Tensing the 
perlences in their early "W mach muscles tightly[ 1r FRIEND and I went Is between 15 and 19 years tails in the phone book). teens and sometimes can help, or you could try to a girl friend's of age. Although many Most clinics open from MI later, concentrating on some, birthday party recently. females show no symp- am to 7 pm on weekdays Normally the penis thing completely differ- We both got very drunk toms at all, the first stage and 10 am to l pm on becomes erect when eel and I slept with a guy who of gonorrhoea shortly Saturdays. 

I haven't seen since. My after Infection le a 
periods have been coming discharge, accompanied I If any other readers 
on time, so I'm not by a burning seesadon know that they've had 

I am writing in deeper- 'your pride or trove away pregnant, but I have been when passing water. contact with an infected 
aeon. There is a girl at from en..,..,nt.or one etrt,getting a vaginal dls- Your best course of person, or even suspect 

my secondary school who 
js a very good friend. We 
Wkdk home together and 
discuss such topics as 
work, weekend activities 
aid even boyfriends and 
girlfriends. 

The trouble is obvious - I'd like to go out with 
her and have mentioned 
this to ale my friends 
numerous times, I'm 
Worried that If I try to 
turn It into more than a 
normal 'walking home' 
relationship. it will 
destroy our friendship, or 
at least make it 
embarrassing 11 she 
refuses. How can I ask 
her for a date? 
Eric, Northwest Eng 
tend,' 
Easy - wet Lake your 
courage in both hands 
and DO IT. Would you rather chance a blow to 

Too shy to ask 
In your life without ever enarge roe some ame. 
asking her out'? She walks'very worried as I'M 
home with you, doesn't afraid that I may have 
she? And that's Mat the VD I'm 18 by the way. 
time to bring the LINDA,Liverpona, 
conversation around to Vaginal discharge is 
thechance of a date. not necessarily a sign of 

Weekends seem to be a venereal disease, al - 

mutual talking point, so though of course It can 
next dine you're walking be. It's quite usual for 
home, steer the converse- most girls to have a small 
tion round to what she's amount of colourless 
doing nest weekend - white discharge in their 
maybe, there's a film in early teens. But if the 
town you'd both like to discharge you've had has 
see, or something. Yoe only come recently and Is 
know more about her yellowlsh In colour, it's 
interests than I do- H you possible that you do have 
keep your approach u minor vaginal Infection 
casual and friendly and which your family doctor 
she does refuse, you won't could dear up quickly, 
feel half so embarrassed. You must accept that 

You've got a sound you may have contracted 
friendship, and you could some form of VD and take 
do worse than chance steps to find out for`sore. 
your luck and build on It. Bear lo mind that the 
Remember, a Taint heart pion common age for 
never won far out lady. girls to catch. gonorrhoea 

action is to go along to should your nearest VD clinic, be, you MUST take 
attached to your local action now. H VD germs! 
hospital. They are there are allowed to remain 
Whelp you - not moralise within the body, the 
- and all tests and eventual results ain't loo 
treatment are given free pretty' (ionorrboea can 
of charge and In complete eventually load to -liter. 
confidence. lily and other side-eff ects 

in both men and women. You don't need 
a3 y)hIiis 

Syphilis ran ake up to 10 doctor's letter to go along, years tu develop, but w1 and your confidence will eventually wreck your be respected. Three test" nervous system, brain are made at Intervals, and arteries. and If they prove positive, 
treatment in simple and Further information on 
effective. Once cured - types of venereal disease 
there's no more hassle. Is available from the 
The only information you Family Planning Assn 1 
will need to give the clinic alien, 27.55 Mortimer 
are the names of anyone Street. London Wt. On 
you've had sexual contact request, they will send en 
with, so they can be Info packed set of 
Contacted and also.leeflets - 'What You 
treated. Should Know About 

Ring any large hospital Sexually Transmitted In 
or your local Public (actions'. (Enclose an 
Health -Department (de- sae). 
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G LNERIS return to London DUI week for three concerts 
at Earle Court on Thursday. Friday and Saturday. 
Alter that they're off to Europe for an extensive totir so 
thin Is probably the tut time they'll play here for at 
learn another year. Their special guest le Richle 
Havens whole making hie Mt appearance here In four 
year.. 

Do you remember Nell Diamond! If so, you'll he glad 
to know that he's playing the London PaUadlum from 
Thursday to Sunday. featurtng hie 'Love At The Greek' 
stage show, 

A bit before your time' Then you'll probably be more 
Interested to The Stranglers who are on the last leg 
l neck?) of their major tour ending at the Roundhouse 
la -olden with two shows on Sunday 14 pm and 8 pm). 

Seems like all the big action (as such) Is 
concentrated In Landon this week, but there are still 
many worthwhile bands Such as George Hatcher, the 
Kureaais. Low Lewis (pictured), Ultravoil and the 
Damned / Adverts package doing the rounds right 
now. 

Wednesday 
JUNE22 
RRIORTON, Sussex Delver- 
stty 166755). Fier Imam. 
ILFORD, King.. Brandy 
IPSWICH, Gauenont 1535411. 

BIRy Connolly 
LEICESTER. Batley. 

1264621, Gerry and the 
Pacemaker 

LONDON. Breeknoek, Cam- 
den Road, Urchin 

LONDON. Dtngwalle, Cam 
den Lock 101-267 4867), 
Rongalator 

LONDON, Golden Lion lot - 
382 39424 Fulham Road, 
Window 

LONDON. Greyhound, Ful 
nam Palace Road 101.305 
(15261. Sunday Rand 

LONDON. Hope & Anchor, 
Upper Street lot -159 4510). 
Sounder 

LONDON. Man in the Moon, 
Kings Road, XRay Sp.x 

LONDON, Marquee. Ward. 
our (01437 06031. 
Strider 

LONDON, Music Machine, 
Camden High Street 101- 
187 042810T Moore Jenny 
Darren 

'LONDON. Red Cow, Ham 
meremlth Road. Lurker. 

LONDON, Rochester, Stoke 
Newington High Street. 
Ckayeon and the Argonauts 

LONDON. Speakeasy, Mar- 
garet Street 101-580 8810) 
Metro -pone 

LONDON. Windsor Castle, 
Harrow Road. Fracture 

NORTH%ICH, Four Ways 
Inn Chester Road. Geno 
N ashington 

WATFORD. Baileys (590481. 
Johnny Nash 

Thursday 
JUNE 23 
ABE STILLER Y. Metropole, 

B urlesque 
BATLEY, Variety Club 

¿475228). Jimmy Ilelns. 
BRIGHTON, New Regent, 

Went Street. Krakatoa 
BRISTOL. Granary. Welsh 

Berk 128247), Krasy Kul 
CAMBRIDGE. Corn Ex. 

change 130371. Alberto Y 
Los Trios Paranoia. 

CLEETHORPES. Winter 
Gardens (629231. Stan 
glee. 

COVENTRY. Mr Georges 
1275291, Little Acre 

(OVEN TRY. Warwick Um- 
venity 1203591. The Darts 

DEPTFORD. Rachel McMd 
tan College. Windt).. 

(11011 w YCOMBE. Nag. 
Head (2)750), Ciuyson and 
the Argonaut. 

HI DDCKSFIELD, Pol- 
ytechnic (222500. The Jam 

LEICESTER, Baileys 

TIME Mfonnatkln Mee. 
was correct at the time 
of going to press but h 
may be subject to 
change so we advise 
you td check wtdl the 
venue concerned be- 
fore travelling to e gig. 
Telephone numbers 
are provided where 
possible. 

1264621, Gerry , and the 
Pacemakers 

LEICESTER. The Univer- 
sit) (50000), Tom Robinson 
Band 

LIVERPOOL. Polyleehnle 
1051.230 2581). City Boy 

LONDON, Albany Empire. 
Creek Road (01.692 07051. 
Strutter. 

LONDON. Breeknoek, Cam- 
den Road. Sklnfllks 

LONDON. Dingwalls, Cam- 
den Lock (01.267 4967), 
Pirate. 

LONDON, Earls Court 
Stadium. Warwick Road 
101.385 12001, Gen 
e.islRiehie Havens 

LONDON, Gut livers Plcadil 
ly, Rlkkl and the last Days 
of Earth 

LONDON, Hope and Anchor. 
Upper Street 101.369 4510), 
The Saints 

LONDON, Kensington, Rus 
sal Gardens 101403 3245). 
Better Crabbe 

LONDON. Marquee, Ward. 
our Street (01.437 6603), 
After the Fire 

LONDON. Music Machine, 
Camden High Street 101- 
387 04281. Trapeze / Iron 
Maiden 

LONDON, Nashville. North 
End Road 101.603 8071), 
Kursaal Flyers 

LONDON. Palladium (01-437 
7373), Nell Diamond 

LONDON, Roxy, Neal 
Street, The Electric Chair. 
/ Alternative TV 

LOUGHBOROUGH, Town 
Hall )319141. George 
Hatcher Band 

MALVERN, Winter Gardens 
( 27001 Ileartbreekers 

MANCHESTER. Rafter, Ox. 
ford Street, Aswod 

MIDDLESBROUGH. Town 
Hall (45432). 'O' Band 

NEWCASTLE, Mayfair Ball- 
room 123109), Slack Alice 

NEWCASTLE, Tiffany's 
1612526 (, Ultra vox! 
OXFORD, Nee, Theatre 
1445411, Billy Connolly 

PLO MOt Ill, Woods 
12661191, Heron 

1'L1 MOI TM, Drake Club. 
MIS Drake. Gene Wash. 
ington 

PENZANCE, Carden (2475), 
Damned / Myrrh 

ST AUSTELL, Classic 
Cinema 137501, Dead End 

1 
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Kids 
TIVERTON, Motel. Not. 
WATFORD, Batley. (39048), 

Johnny Nub 
YEOV7LTON, Heron Club, 

JALN Band 
YORK. Goodrleke College, 

Gonsole. 

Friday 
JUNE 24 
ANDOVER. Country Bump- 

kin 148181, Real Thing 
BATLEY, Variety Club 

14752281, Jimmy Helm, 
BIRMINGHAM, Barbarelles 

1021-84394131. Clyson and 
Me Argonaut. 

BIRMLNGH AM. The Univer- 
sity 1021472 1841), George 
Hatcher Band / Little Acre 
/ Hooker 

BOREHAM 060013, Civic 
Hall 101.953 1644 ), Stretch 

BRIGHTON, Alhambra 
(278741, Amarorbludeº 

BRIGHTON, Bucanneer 
166906), Flying Saucers 

BRIGHTON, Top Rank 
1238051, Archie Bell and 
the Drell, 

BRISTOL, Hippodrome 
12994441, Billy Connolly 

BURTON ON TRENT, 76 
Club, Pete Brown's Bark 
'1'o The Front 

CARMARTHEN. Trlmty Col- 
lege 17071), Trapeze 

CAMBRIDGE, Corn Ex- 
change 13937), Screarídng 
Lord Sutch / Romantics / 
Bethnal 

CLACTON, 101 Discotheque. 
JALN Band 

CR ANFIELD, Lancheslt'r 
Hall )Bedford 7502581. Jet 
Ilurrt. 

CRC VON, Spillers, Fruit I,g Bean 
DUut.EY, College of Educe. 

lion 15117411, Liverpool 
Enprre" 

EDINBURGH. Herlot Watt 
University (031-229 35711, 
City Roy 

EGIIAN, Royal 'Holloway 
College 14455 I 5984), 
Kursw.l Flyers 

EXETER, The Universally 
1779111, Damned r Adverts 

HEREFORD College of 
Education 485725), heart. 
I,reakrea 

KEELE, The University 
13711, Caravan 

LEICESTER, Baileys 
128182), Gerry and the 
Pacemaker% 

LONDON, Breeknoek, Cum - 
den Road, Trouper 

LONDON, Dinewells, Cam. 
den Lock 101.287 4967), 
David Parton hand / 
Italy ton 

LONDON, Earls Coati 
Stadium, Warwick Road 
101.365 12001, G,nese. / 
Itlehle Havens 

LONDON. Greyhound, Fab 
ham Palace. Read (01-385 
05241. The Shakes 

LONDON. Marquee Ward. 
nor Street (01.437 00113) 
The Pollee a Lurkere 

LONDON, Music Maehlnn, 
(aanalen High Street lob 
)e7 04251, Jtmns3 Helen / 
Beck) Million 

LONDON, PelMdlunt I U7.07 
73731 Nell Diamond 

LONDON. Rochester, Btoka 

1 1 

Newington High Street (0)- 
249 01981. Strutters / 
Tooting Frootles 

LONDON, Roxy, Neal Street 
101 838 4811 ), The Saint. / 
Neo 

LONDON, Royal College of 
Art. Kensington Core (01- 
584 5020 I. Rooga later 

LONDON, White Hart, 
Devonshire HIll Lane, 
Crony Cavan n the 
Rhythm Rockers 

LONDON, White Horse. 
Church Road, Willesden, 
Cadillac 

MANCHESTER. -E lee trig 
Circus, Collyhuret Street 
(081.205 9411), Shanghai 

MATLOCK, Pavilion. After 
the Fire 

NOTTINGHAM, The Univer- 
sity, Hugh Stewart Hall 
155912), O. Band 

NOTTINGHAM, Trent Pol- 
ytechnic 1811481), Alkut- 
raa 

OXFORD, Corpus Christi 
College. Hung,. Jerry 

OXFORD, New College, 
Rat Inc Car. 

READING, SL Andrews 
College. Strider 

READING, Town Hal) 
1559111. CMmurons 

RETFORD, Porterhouse 
149811, Sassafras / Bitter 
Suite 

SCARBOROUGH, Penthouse 
(632041, Ultravns I 

SHEFFIELD, The Unlver- 
sity (24076), The Dart. 

SOUTHAMPTON, The Uni- 
versity 15562911, Tom 
Robinson Band / RunriB,g 
Sore. 

SWINDON, Brunel Rodms 
131384), The Jam 

TIIATCHAM, Hamilton., 
Desmond Decker 

UI'PER YFORD, All 
Ranks Club, Geno Nanh 
ington 

WATFORD. Baileys 1398481, 
Johnny Nash 

NEST RUNTON, Pavilion 
(303), Jenny Ilaan's 1Jan I 
Urchin 

WINCHESTER, King'Alfred 
College (62811, Consoler. 

Saturday 
JUN E25 
AYLESBURY. Friars 1845158 

86009), Kursual Flyers / 
Illusion 

BATLEY. Variety Club 
14782281, Jimmy James 

BEDFORD, College of 
Education, Burlesque / 
Iloudini 

BIRMINGHAM, Barbarellaa 
(021 .643 04131, Ch yson and 
the Arganut. 

BIRMINGHAM, Hippo. 
drome 1021.700 63071, Billy 
Connell) 

BIRMINGHAM, Hopwood 
W o,terside Club, Little 
Ave 

BIRMINGHAM, The Unh er 
sllY (021-472 18171, (lira 
van 

BRACKN ELL, Sport. Comise 
15420131 Strangler, 

BRISTOL, GraJwry W'el n 
Rack 128347). No Dice 

CIlELITEv11A.M. 1',wn Hall 
1236901. George Inward 
snit 

DUOIAiO.JB'.-r 51357, tamo e 

C 
(vu 

l 

Lew Is Band - 
DUNSTABLE. California 

(628041, Archie Bell ,ind 
the Drells 

FOLKESTONE, Civic Hall 
153193), Alberto y Lo. 
Trios Paranoias 

GLASGOW, Queen Margaret 
Union 1041-337 86971, City 
Boy 

HASTINGS, Pier Pavlllon 
1122566), Dead End Kids 

HEREFORD, Balls Park 
College, Heron 

HIGH WYCOMBE, Nags 
Head (21758), Pete 
Brow n'a Back To The 
Front 

LEICESTER, Baileys 
(20452), Gerry and the 
Pacemakers 

LEICESTER. The Unlver 
ally (50000), Radio Caro 
line Roodshow 

LLANDRINDOD WELLS, 
Grand Pavlllon, Heart. 
breaker 

LONDON, Bouncing Ball, 
Peckham High Street. 
Desmond Dekker 

LONDON, Dingwallº, Cam. 
den Lock 101-217 4967), 
Sassafras / Smiler 

LONDON, Earls Court 
Stadium, Warwick Road 
(01-385 1200), Geneslo / 
Burble Havens 

LONDON, 100 Club, Oxford 
Street (01.636 00381. Bob 
Kerr'. Whoopee Band 

LONDON, Middlesex Pol. 
ytechnlc, Cock fosters, FBI 

LONDON, Music Machine, 
Camden High Street (01- 
387 0428) Stretch 

LONDON, North East 
London Polytechnic, Web 
'ham Forest, The Sluices 

LONDON, North East 
London Polytechnic, Buz, 
:cocks / The Full / Verbal 

LONDON, Palladium 1m-417 
7373), Nell Diamond 

LONDON, Roxy, Neal Street 
101 636 851.1 P. The Saints / 
Mean sweet. 

LONDON. Upstate. a1 

Ronnie', Frith Streél 101 
139 0747), B,,.. 

LONDON, Wandsworth 
Town Hall, Goitee lee / 
Tom Robinson nand 

LUTON, Kingoway Tavern, 
Crazy Cavan e' the 
Rhythm Rockers 

MAI.VERN, Winter Gardena 
127001, The .lain 

MANCHESTER, Electric 
Circuit, Coilyhursl Street 
11)61 20514111 'Walked 

MANCHESTER. Mayflower 
Club, Rlreh Street, Mar. 
vets 

MIDDLE.SBR000H, Rock 
Garden, Alter the Flee 

NO TINOHAM, Beal Club 
01690321, Jenny Hun'. 
Uon 

PORTSMOUTH. Polytech- 
sIc, %hutting Stevens and 
the sunsets 

SHEFFIELD. The Uniere 
ally (240781, Warren 
harry 

WALSALL, West Midlands 
College of Further Educa- 
tion, krokutoa 

WATFORD. Bailey. (380461, 
Johnny Nash 

WEST BROMWICH, Town 
Hall, Shanghai/Bowler 
Crabbe 

NEST RUNTON. Pavilion 
(203) Dart./Pinto 

WIGAN, Casino 14)0041. 
Donated/Adverts 2 

WISBECII, Football Club. 
Plying Aces 

Sunday 
JUNE 26 

BIRMINGHAM, Barbarellas 
1021.643 8413), Rath 

BLACKBURN, King 
George. Hall, Qty Boy 

CHELMSFORD, City Tav- 
ern. Plummet Airlines 

CHESTERFIELD, Blue Bell. 
Alter the Fire 

CORK, Macroom Castle, 
Rory Gallagher 

CROYDON. Greyhound, 
Park Lane, The Jam 

DONCASTER, Outlook Club 
164434). Burlesque 

DOUGLAS. Palate Lido 
(46711, Dead End Kids 

GUILDFORD, Clvlc Hall 
167314), Caravan 

LEICESTER, De Montfort 
Hall (27932), Bllb Con- 
nolly 

LONDON, Lion and Key, 
Leyton High Road, Crazy 
'n' the Rhythm Rockers 

LONDON, Palladium 101.437 
73731, Nell Diamond 

LONDON. Roundhouse, 
Chalk Farm Road (01.267 
25641, Stranglers/Cortlnas 
1100 shows ) 

LONDON. Sound Circus, 
Kingswuy (01-405 8004), 
Archie Bell and the Drell» 

LONDON, Torrington, Lodge 
Lane (01445 4710), ADM. 
IRS 

LUTON, Caesar. Palace 
151357), Johnny Nash 

MANCHESTER, Electric 
Circus, Collyhursl Street 
1061.205 94111, Dam- 
ned/Adverts 

NOTTINGHAM, Playhouse 
115671), Gordon Glllrap 

SHEFFIELD. Top Rank 
(210271, Streleh 

STEVENAGE, Leisure 
Centre. Mango Jerry 

JUNE2? 
BD4MING(IA.M, Merma. He 

eon 
B RISTOL. Chut5, park 

Sneer, Oenenaao X COVENTRY, Traceys, Rork bland Liao 
DONCABTE R. OutlloOY 

1 1 4 4 3 4 1 it r longue l/l audio' 
JACKBDALE, Grey Topper, 

I Leabroska 31751, Wane; 
Days 

LIVERPOOL. Philharmonic 
Hall (001.709 37/191, Seat. 
fold 

LONDON, Battersea Town 
Hall The Jam 

LONDON. Breeknoek, Cam 
den Road, Scarecrow 

LONDON, Dingwall., Cam- 
den Lock 101.267 1867), 
Hooker 

LONDON, Hope and Anchor, 
Upper Ott -eel 101 359 15101, 
was 

LONDON, Marquee, Ward. 
our Street (01437 06031, 

George Hatcher Rand 
L ONDON. Music Machine, 

Camden High Street (m 
187 04281, Gloria Mundt 

LONDON, Rochester, Stoke 
Newington High Street 101 
249 0198), Urchin 

LONDON, Upstairs al 
Ronnles, Frith Street (01- 
41907471. Ana aorbl.des 

LUTON, Caesars Palace 
(513571, Johnny Nash 

MANCHESTER, Free Trade 
Hall (061634 0943), Billy 
Connolly 

PLYMOUTH. Castaways. 
Real Thing 

PLYMOUTH, -Top Rank 
(824791, Rusreocke 

JUNE 28 
BRADFORD, St Georges 

Hall (32613), Dam- 
ned/Adverts 

CARDIFF. Top Rank 
1265381, Ilusseoek. 

CHELMSFORD, Chancellor 
Hall (658431 O. Band 

CROYDON, Scamp., Fruit 
Eating Bean 

ENFIELD. Middlesex Poi. 
ytechnlc,Generation X 

HULL, Tllfanys (282601, 
Alberto y Lost Telo. 
Paranoias 

LINCOLN, Drill Hall, The 
Jam 

LONDON, Breeknoek, Cam- 
den Rood, Roster Crabbe 

LONDON. Golden Llon, 
Fulham Road 1.01-385 
39421, Salter' 

LONDON, Greyhound, Fut. 
ham Palace Road 101-355 
0526), landscape 

LONDON. Hope and Anchor, 
Upper Street (01.359 43101, 
Lew brats Band 

LONDON, 100 Club, Oxford 
Street 101-636 0933), 
Dartn/Zoot. 

LONDON, Kensington, Rus- 
sell Gardens 101.603 32a5), 
Clmarons 

LONDON, Marquee, Ward - 
our Street (01-437 6603), 
Oty Boy 

LONDON, Music Machine. 
Camden High Street 101- 
387 04281. Crary Cavan 'n' 
the Rhythm Rocker. 

LONDON, Railway Hotel. 
Putney, Johnny Moped 

LONDON. Rochester, Stoke 
Newington Hlge 2treet 101. 
249 01981, XTC 

LUTON. Cuesurs Palace 
151357 ), Johnny N deb 

MILFORD HAVEN. FED 
Centre. Dead End Kids 

NEWCASTLE. New Tyne 
Theatre, Jack the lad 

SCUNTHORPE. Tlffanys 
(26451, Bur lesqur/Houdlnl 

SHREWSBURY. Tiffany!) 
1587881, U Ilra vox t 

SEE IT! 
VETERAN session guitarist Herble 
Flowers, the Dead End Kids and dancing 
Paul Nicholas guest on this week's session of 
'Get It Together', brought to you on 
Wednesday (4.20) 

And, come Thursday, It's lime (Or more 
hard climbers and fast droppers In yet 

mother edition of 'Top Of The Pops', (7 30 
BBC 1), introduced this week by flaxen - 
haired James Savile OBE, 

Kermit the Frog, Fouls Bear, the lovely 
Miss Piggy and the rest of the gang hog peek 
- viewing on Saturday with further 
experiments In searing psychological 
terror, (5,15 LWT15,45 Anglia, Southern. 
ATV). 

Meanwhile the ultra -cool Foote installs 
pigeons on the roof of his pad, man, but gets 
l up to his neck when the ceiling caves In; 
'Happy Days', (5.15(5.45). And for the ant/ 
punk clean machine brigade the New 
Seekers are back, guesting In the new late - 
night Saturday series 'Make The Music 
Speak'. (10.45 BBC 1 

More of 'That's ' !steel, Flvepenny 
Piece In yet another repeat of the 'Camera 

when rnthey take'. Nook tesocialfoibles nd 
fables up North 

ITV offers a stronger brew with Too)' 
Ricers thriller 'It's Daly Hoek 'N' Roll 
Tuesday 00) Richard O'Brien, author of 
'The Ror RorrOr Show', playspop 
Superstar Ave Head. k(g11413+d as he 

leaves a concert. 

HEFRF1! 
EVER WONDERED where canned muzak 
comes from - why It's here and what it's 
doing to your brain cells? Find out with 
Bernard Falk, Wednesday Radio Four. 
(4.05), 

U you live in the Birmingham area and 
latest the latest news and views on new 

bands, latest releases and national gigs 
tune in tO BR MB's 'Rock Show' Thursday (B 
pm) 

Highlights on Radio Luxembourg this 
week include Stuart Henry's 'Sound System' 
Friday, when Big S takes you through from 
midnight with a selection of the best-selling 
contemporary albums 'from the Top 20 progressive chart. 

Lone Star and Andy Fayrweather Law broadcast live in a three hour demonstration 
of the use of quadrophonics in rock Radio 
One Saturdey (2. 30) Even if you don't have 
quad listening facilities, you can catch the 
grog in glorious stereo later, the regular 
In Concert' slot features an action replay of 

soperscot Rod Stewart recorded at the 
London Olympia during bits last tour, (6, 30) 

loto early American pop? Part three of 
'The Everty Brothers Story', Studer Kkdlo 
One, (5.151. hits the period when P611 and 
Don signed seven figure contract with the 
newly formed Warner Brothers company 

Aussle punks. The Saints, our very even Stranglers, Lsmpll ht and lb ibine Country hand are Die Godtrey'i grails On 
Bedrock', BBC Radio New-c(stle f? I' Onwrds) no Monday 
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WADDYA SAY to four 
soother guys to whom 
the stars and stripes 
mean only what they've 
seen and suffered in 
steaming New York 
backstreeLs? 

Hey Johnny, what's 
the main thing you miss 
about your hometown? 

"Hahahahahahaha!" 
He huddles up in the 
front seat of the band's 
van erupting Into a 
pinnate paroxysm. 

Ever felt stoopid? 
"That's neat," he says. 
"Everything man, ev- 
erything." 

And then you get to 
thinking - they've just 
played to an half empty 
hail In St Albans, It's 
dirtyralning, It's 2.30 In 
the morning and the 
hand's still sober, It's 
cold, they're on their 
way back to London 
downers - and I ask 
that question. Gonna 
keep schtum. 

"I wanna relate to you 
but that's an 

English song and 
England Is a million 
miles away from New 
York. 

The Heartbreakers 
are a bit special. An 
insular band In a heavy 
London climate mush 
ewIse. Yet they're 
holding their own 
despite being intensely 
alone. And they're 
magic. 

Okay, so this night 
they did a gig at the St 
Albans Civic. (Scene. A 
frozen pizza pub. The 
guys are congregated 
around a tirrtstained 
table. The show is an 
hour away, They begin 
to form in band 
alliances to protect 
egos. Tonight It's 
Johnny Thunders and 
drummer Jerry Nolan 
versus Welter Lure and 
bassist Billy Rath. ) 

Johnny - And I think 
we should change our 
name to The Junkies. 

Jerry - Yep, he's 
right. 

Me - But you won't 
get no airplay at all with 
a name like that. 

Johnny - Who needs 
it. The name will 
provoke a reaction. The 
Heartbreaker. has too 
many other con- 
notations. 

(Waiter and Billy 
remain quiet. Antagon- 
ism to the air. Johnny 
and Jerry decide to spilt 
fora meal on their own. 
The Junkie interlude is 
over for anotherday,) 

Chinese Rocks' 
should have been 
maaafve. Blame sound 
quality. It's one of the 
muddleit records you'll 
ever hear. A mess up In 
the tape / vinyl 
transition. The song 
possesses all the hall- 
marks of a Meanie rock 
'n' roil record and It's a 

sad bas. 
The band aren't what 

you could describe as 
happy. A lot of in - 

fighting and breakneck 
friction has led to a 
certain amount of 
dismay. They're home- 
sick and who can blame 
'em. It's not often a 
band geta held up by a 

gunman in a Leeds hotel 

Bring freezer,a IelíAiHOVS 
you're gonna need it' . 
Report: BARRY CAIN Pictures: ERICA ECHENBERG 

THE HEART- 
BREAKERS 
(make that THE 
JUNKIES) 
St Albans and 
Birmingham 
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71)P TO BOTTOM: Walter Lure with lots muon and 
dad. Heºrfbreakerz dancing in Si Albans. Sound check 
at gig. Hilly with fan and Walter raking it easy 

room and also threat- 
ened by a maniacal 
bomb merchant. 

Right, here we are at 
the Civic Hall. To get 
the right atmaephere a 
young guy Is beaten 
mercilessly outside by 
some heavies 'cos he's a 
little drunk y'know and 
falling into a few 
people. 

A weak turnout. The 
band know it and there 
ain't as much In- 
spiration as there 
oughta be. 

An audience split., 
The curious and the 
ginger nuts. The latter 
are kids with bright red 
hair who beat each other 
'cos there's the right 
kinda music on stage 
and what else is there to 
do in St Albans? Make 
that the UK. 

It's a throwaway 
night. The band ain't 
happy with their per- 
formance, Jerry ain't 
talking to nobody after. 
He's flaked out on a 
Joanna in the corner 
probably dreaming of 
the 24 hour city. 
Thunders asunder. 

A pensive journey 
back to London. Dis- 
armed and unattached 
and ungrateful. It's 
flaming June and It's 
raining. 

Cut. A little thing 
entlUed 'A Night To 
Remember'. It's, not 
often in this game you 
get to see a band on a 
certain night who come 
on so strong they make 
your heart melt. A show 
you want to freeze and 
take home with yob to 
defrost every time 
you're feeling 'hung up 
about soul raids and 
Insecurity. 

Well boy, this one had 
everythigg. 

First off, a meal in 
New Street shópping 
centre where the toilets 
close early arid the 
trains run on time. 
Disillusionment reigns. 
Nobody says much over 
their food, but let's face 
it, the food ain't much to 
talk about-. Sloppy 
omelettes and produc- 
tion line sauces. 

And no, you ve gotta 
be kidding It's STILL 
raining? Birmingham 
hot just about makes it. 
Birmingham wet is 
nowhere at all. 

Barbarellas can be an 
indeterminate gig. Lim- 
bo land haunted by 
transfixed stares and 
recalcitrant moods. But 
tonight that's all gonna 
be squashed by rock 'n' 
roll - Heartbreaker 
style. 

But the show very 
nearly didn't material- 
ise. The band sweated it 
,out In the spacious 
dressing room declaring 
their intention to call It a 
day, pack their bags 
and head west. 

Seems to have been a 
combination of two 
things - finances le: 
they want more money, 
aitd disappointment at 
the turn out in what Is 
after all the second 
biggest city in the 
country. if you can't cut 
it In Birmingham where 
can you? And what a 
statementthatte, 

Agonising moments - abounded A handful of 
brides waiting at the 
disco altar while the 
grooms paced the 
backstage floor wonder- 
ing whether to take the 
plunge. 

They dived. In the 
best possible way. With 
a triple somersault and 
a double twist, 

SPLASH! 
"Hl," Johnny in his 

Most, effective drain 
trawl. "We're The 
Heartbreakers from 
Noe York Ceety and this 
is:Chinese Rocks' " 

Jerry Nolan once 
said: "Ain't nobody 
gonna hear the 'Chinese 
Rocks' single until we 
got It perfect." What 
went wrong? Hearing It 
live for the first time 
since playing the single 
only confirms the 
tragedy. The snake pit 
degradation of the lyrics 
is rooted out by the 
cannibalistic double 
guitar of Lure and 
Thunders. 

Thunders caricatures 
the demon drugged up 
rookie between the 
numbers, lounging on 
each word until it dries 
up, ruffling the hair on 
the back of his head with 
both hands like he's all 
mixed up y'know. Rock 
rookie personified. 

Every song is a 
potential hit. Every 
song denotes a simple 
feeling. Every song Is 
demonstrative of the 
four individuals with a d 
capital 'I' that make up 
the unit known as 
Heartbreakers (or Juh- 
kles if Joltin' Johnny 
had his way). 

'Get Ott The Phone', 
'All By Myself' clear 
favourite for the next 
single, "This one's for 
the Birmingham Police 
Department," he 
mocks. 

't 'Can Keep My Eyes 
On You,' 'I love You', 
'Born TOO LOOSE' and 
not 'To Lose' the 
erroneous title on the 
record. 

Hocus pocus time. .A 
made in New York net 
designed to capture time 
has been thrown over 
t -he crowd. They 
struggle like fish in the 
throes of death and 
clamour for more. Who 
said 'Rock 'n' Roll 
Suicide' killed itself? 

First encore. "You 
asked for' it," warns 
Johnny. "If ya wanna 
pass the hat around all 
donations will be accept- 
ed." And crack into 'Do 
You Love Me?' 

Blondle Nolan is a 
blur. Rath cruises with 
his eyes creating a 
reliable foundation for 
the rest to gutºaze on. 
Lure sings / plays like 
there's no next second, 
let alone tomorrow. 

Hey Baal. You Just 
can't let this end! 

Second encore. 'Take 
A Chance With Me' and 
a stroke of genius 
'Chinese Rocks' repris- 
al. 

It's so good it hurts 
that's no Joke. 

Mr Deeply they've 
gone, watcha gonna do 
'BOUT IT? Shrewd nut 
he Is too. Clash and 
'Police And Thieves' 
That just pacifies the 
murdurous crowd, 

Right. I gotta go now 
'cos it's time to unfreeze 
that memory. Yous can 
have one of them too 
It's simple. All you 
gotta do Is bowl along 
and see The Heart- 
breakers when they're 
in town. You won't 
regret It. 

If you do you're deaf 

Manfred reigns 
in the rain 
MANFRED 
MANN'S EARTH 
BAND 
Offenbach 
MEIN GOTT, es rrent 
katren and dachshun- 
den. Do what? That's 
right guy'. It bleedln' 
bucketed down all over 
this open - W festival at 
Offenbach football eta. 
dium a few Worn/Ares 
outside Frankfurt. 

One of the earlier 
bands on this bill were 
Lake, a name to prove 
most appropriate. The 
lake that really mat- 
tered was the one 
rapidly gaining depth 
on the tarpaulin roof 
over the stage. 

It all started just after 
John Mlle. neighed his 
set. Manfred's road 
crew were busy setting 
up the band's gear, 
when, as they had 
threatened all after. 
noon, the heaven. 
opened. Herr Noah 
rushed round the back to 
complete his art. The 
tarpaulin sprang many 
leaks, roadies rushed 
round with brooms and 
buckets and the 'promo- 
ters began to look 
agitated, but the kids 
were alright. Patiently 
they waited. 

Two and a quarter 
hours late, Manfred 
Mann's Earth Band 
took the stage, with the 
precipitation now down 
to a mere heavy drizzle. 
Enthusiastic? Those 
20,000 kids were going to 
enjoy the set come what 
may. Conditions like 
that, breed a kind of 
spirit, a determination 
to enjoy themselves. 
And the band were up to 
It. Well up to it. 

From their opening 
number 'Wait 'Til 
There's A Yawn In My 
Ear' from the 'Roaring 
Silence' album, the 
band were blowing and 
the kids were with them - all the way. 

Dave Flett Is an 
admirable guitarist, 
breaking out into short 
trips of his own when 
necessary and Manfred, 
hopping from one foot to 
other as he tickled his 
various ivories, still has 
much to give. 'On The 
Road To Babylon' built 
up to a noisy pulsating 
Muse, ending with a 
suitable keyboard break 
from the maestro. 

'Spirits In The Night' - the new .Ingle and a 
big production number 
saw the band slipping 
into top gear with Chris 
Thompson's vocals 
fronting the powerful 
rhythm section of Chris 
slade on drums and new 
man Pat King on bass. 

As a front man, 
Thompson was so 
energetic while neither 
showing off nor stealing 
the scene. He was at his 
beat on 'Father Of Oay, 
Father Of Night'. 

'Blinded By The 
Light' sent the kids 
crazy as hands raised 
above heads, they 
clapped, swayed and 
sang along and Thomp 
son and ant red sang in 
unison at the front of the 

stage. When a flash 
bomb went off to signal 
the end of the number, I 
go)te thought the deadly 
combination of rain and 
electricity was about to 
cause Serious con- 
sequences. Happily that 
wasn't so. 

They encored with a 
long gutsy version of 
')nightly Quinn' batur- 
Ing various In- 
strumental breaks, aud- 
ience 'tagalongs and 
duelling guitars. That 
was It, "Good night God 
bleats" Brest ovation, 
powerful set. God 
bless* After whet he did 
with the weather? The 
band only played for 
some 50 minutes, but in 
that time they won a lot 
of friends. Gooten 
Nacht. JIM E V ANS 
CHELSEA 
Dingwalls 
A QUIETISH night. 
Surprisingly few people 

, turned up to see a band, 
who In my opinion, must 
be one of the best to 
come out of the new 
wave batch. I mean, 
how many gigs can you 
go to feeling like death 
warmed up with a 
throbbing head and sore 
throat and come out 
feeling alive? And it 
was't the booze. 

Chelsea originally 
comprised of Jean 
October, Billy Idol, 
Tony James and John 
Tows - the latter three 
split to form Generation 
X. 

The new line - up of 
Chelsea is Jean October 
(vocals). Carey Fortune 
(drums), Henry Daze 
(bass) and James 
Stevenson (guitar), and 
they currently have a 
single out (on Step - 
forward Records) called 
'Right To Work.' 

'Right To Work' Ish't 
their only great number - most of them are 
potential singles like 
'Curfew,' 'Pretty Va- 
cant,' 'No Admission,' 
'The t.,ner,' 'High Rise Living: Government,' 
'Get Out And Walk' 

The band look like 
they mean what they're 
Singing about. And the 
audience, Instead of just 
getting off on the music 
because the lyrics are 
Inaudible, ran actually 
bear the word.. 

Check them out. 
ANGELA RIPPER 
l0cc 
Hammersmith 
SAW THEM at 
Knebworth last sum- 
mer. It was efl so 
clockwork. They didn't 
warm me In that cold 
night ar. 

Saturday night and 
another venue, Ham. 
mersmith Odeon, a new 
Ilne - up Eric Stewart, 
Graham Gouldman, 
drummers ,Paul Bur. 
gees and Stuart Teak. 
Pianist Tony O'Malley 
and guitarist Rick 
Fenn, and a sew 
philosophy: Cobblers to 
sterile stainless steel 
perfection. Here were a 
more relaxed tees, 
obviously not too coo. 
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,.led shot maklag 
Ow odd medalist. 

Pew, unlashed the 
show with Second small Fee The ta+u 
Sapper a reeky an a 
¿ark Ranee on heat. 
Therr.fbr, I doubt 1f 

many people mhiesi the ~ewe of Lot Creme 
sad Kevin Godley. Then 
a few more stream 
)leers, Honeymon 
With B Troop,' and the 
rtlnsalams Wall Street 
Shuffle,' ene of the 
hand's h. ea. 

For me, Eric Stewart 
was the Man Of The 
Mash. Looking more 
+ ette than of hate, la 
figure hugging drain- 
pipe Pans he played 
. nine exquisite eutar 
even though the strings 
kept breaking. His 

orals were by ter the 
bent fantod.. to Mr 
O'Malley and co) the 
men with the golden 
larynx. 

Now a six piece, they 
sound meatier beater 
bouncier, even the 
blander songs have 
(wen given more depth 
by thenew boys. A Floe 
band. 

Expecting to climax 
ail the way to euphoria 
on bar's family favour 
ices like 'I'm Not In 
Love' and 'Mandy,' 
surprise surprise I 
found most of the 
material from the new 
album 'Deceptive 
Bends' more thrilling. 
The lusciously fluid 
Feel The Benefit' being 
the highlight and also 
the hornier 'Modern 
Man Blues,' the latter 
oss encored twice 
because, said Eric 
%dessert, "We're a new 
band and we don't have 
any more rruterial."He 
wasn't kidding. 

The only numbers that 
had me snoring were 
'The Things We do For 
love.' People In Love' 
(both strictly for MOR 
lovers) and 'Waterfall' 
tone big drip) which, for 
some unknown reason, 
made me think of 
tomorrow's visit to the 
launderette. 

OK, so Inc are not the 
kind of band whose 
music takes you by the 
scruff of the Deck and 
kicks you square In the 
panto. it's more subtle 
than that. When they 
performed some of those 
singularly beautiful me- 
lodies It nude me feel 
good Mettle. JAN ILES 

TOM PETTY AND 
THE HEART- 
BREAKERS 
London 
TOM PETTY and the 
Heartbreakers. were a 
long time in appearing 
after the triumphant 
exit of the support band 
the Room Town Rats at 
the Rainbow. But the 
slow handclaps roared 
Into applause when the 
curtain 11fud. 

Petty opens the first 
number at the key- 
board., alongside his 
full time keyboards nun 
Dan Tench I thought 
the first sung 'Luna', 
was a low key choice for 
starters but the aud 
loner loved It. It didn't 
lake long for the panto 
quicken - Petty came 
upfront and played 
guitar beside bus 
player Ron Blair and 
guitarist M Ike Campbell 
an they slipped Into 
'Surrender'. 

Throughout the entire 
+ how, I kept thinking 
how much like the Byrd,. 
they were - with the 
same distinctive harmo- 
nies and riffs, but with 
more gut.. Undoubtedly 
they also have the stage 
presence, the charlsnw 
of a Big Band. Their 
reputation and publicity 
haft grown enormously 
since their teat UK 
performance., when 
they supported Nils 
i ulgren, and Tom Petty 
is a tainted singer and 

romper -et rutty . His 
playing complimented 
Campbell's superbly 
welL (yntpb11 snok all 
the solo. searing parts 
and Petty took the 
chunky blasb. 

But best of all wan the 
work on 'Jaguar and 
The Thunderbirds'. The 
bass takes the dominant 
part at the beginning 
before the guitar and 
plano comes la and 
builds up the sound. It'. 
also where Petty breaks 
nut and alp, around the 
stage like firefly. It's 
difficult to reconcile his 
aggression with his 
slight figure and the 
lighting give* a perfect 
backdrop to his stage 
theatrics. But it's also 
here that I began to 
think it was all too well 
worked out, that we 
were getting taken in by 
the mechanic» of it all. It's not that I'm 
deliberately 'tatting here 
picking hole. In a 
faultless performance 
(because rmsically and 
visually the band was 
excellent) but I just 
thought that it wasn't 
sweaty enough. 

When they performed 
'American Girl' the 
likeness to the Byrd. 
wax even more obvious 
(especially since Roger 
McGulnn has also 
recorded the song). It 
wºsn't until the encores - 'Shout' and 'Route fie - that I really began to 
get off on the band. 
Their precision, ability 
and effort certainly 
makes them a head- 
lining outfit. I just don't 
know H they deserved 
the hysterical reaction 
they got from the 
audience. 

Oh well, Tom Petty 
has got lovely legs. 
ROSALIND RUSSELL 

CORTINAS / 
SKREWDRIVER 
London 
AS THE leading ex 
ponentes of new wave 
move away from the 
clubs and underground 
record labels young 
bands move Into London 
hoping to follow In 
their footsteps. 

The Marquee Is 
cashing In on the 
music's new found 
popularity. 

Skrewdriver, from 
Blackpool, Illustrate 
just hOW lots the 
standard Is becoming. 
In many ways they are 
the cliched punk band. 
The lead singer acted 
the stereotype die - 
contented youth, while 
the rent of the band self - 

consciously pogoed 
when thy remembered 
that they weren't sup- 
posed to stand still. 

Their songs. Well, 
they're bent forgotten. 
But it seemed ironical 
that their new single Is 
called 'You're So 
Dumb'. 

Originality is the 
prime ingredient needed 
for a group to be 
promoted from the 
competitive second divi- 
sion and West Country 
schoolboys The Cortinas 
showed that they have 
enough to win the 
promotion battle. 

Their own corn. 
positions are aggressive 
without being too simple 
µ gi 'Fascist Dictator 

hlbt they d splayed a 
refreshing sense of 
humour. 

They are remarkably 
competent for their age 
musically especially 
lead guitarist Mick 
Fewins whose smooth 
and disciplined licks 
made a strong ~treat 
to the rough, energetic 
rhythm guitar work of 
Nick Shepherd. 

Yen The Cortina', 
certainly have a lot to 
offer. See them before 
they too move out of the 
clubs. - PHILIP 
HALL. 

Lumbering blimp 
bumps again 
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LED ZEPPELIN 
New York 
AFTER TWO and a half years off the road, Led 
Zeppelin's return to New York's cavernous Madison 
Square Garden proved once again that live, this 
band la still a lumbering blimp. 

Whereas on previous tours the major problem had 
been it general hollowness in sound (since there's no 
rhythm guitar and the Jones / Bonham rhythm 
section Is n plodding and inept one), this time the 
spoller was that old demon, excess. 

For over three hours (without intermlwlon 1) the 
band exercised their egos, shamelessly padding the 
evening with a drum solo that I felt like I needed a 
change of clothing to get through, plus many solo 
guitar feedback sections that were inexcusable 
coming from a guftarIst of the stature Of Jimmy 
Page. 

To be lure, there were moments of greatness. 
Overall. Robert Plant's voice was the strongest I've 
ever heard it live, and when Page wasn't prancing 
about, his guitar work justified his role as one Of 
rock'sprime six -stringers. 

Particularly jarring was his work In 'No Quarter', 
delivered in all Its dissonant glory. 'Kashmir' was 
another highlight, with its Alfred Hitchcock 
Influenced riffs enhanced by eerie lacer lights. Also 
appreciated was a brief acoustic section, if only to 
break up the general ear -bleed level of the rest, 

It's hard to believe moments as stirring as these 
could be ruined by the rest of the evening - but the 
Incredible self - indulgence of the band, allowing 
such atrocities as a 10 minute plano solo from John 
Paul Jones, and the over - Confidence of Page, 
accounting for his mostly throwaway solos this 
night - assured an overall negative response 

Still, with a rock audience that never falls to 
confuse loudness for power and quantity for quality, 
the lumbering blimp can always reign supreme. - 
JIM FARBER 

Take some crackle out of 
Your pop. 

To produce an LP costs thousands of 
pounds. 
With a cartridge in good condition you 
can enjoy every penny's worth, but 
frequently the cartridge Is forgotten about. 
Asa result sounds and crackles are 
produced which shouldn't be, and the 
quality of reproduction deteriorates. 
While replacing a cartridge is easy, 

a choosing a new one to replace it can 
cause some confusion. 
There are hundreds to choose from and 
they all appear to be offering somethings 
special or different 
But at this point it's worth remembering 
one particular factor. 
Namely, that the most accurate repro- 
duction comes from lowering the effective 
mass of the moving parts of the cartridge. 
This allows the stylus to easily accelerate 
and decelerate in order to follow the 
complex modulations of the record 
groove. 
Or, to put It añother way, the smallerand 
lighter the cartridge, the better the 
reproduction. 
And ADC cartridges are about % the size 
and weight of other magnetic cartridges. 
This is largely due to our exclusive Induced 
Magnet system which replaces the heavy 

conventional moving magnets with a tiny " It 
featherlight armature 
The result is more accurate reproduction 
and less distortion. 
It also means that high frequency 
resonance can be damped electro- 
magnetically. 
The ADC OLM30 Mk2 cartridge is 
designed for low to medium priced semi- 
automatic and manual players, and high 
quality record changers. 
At £16-31 (inc VAT) it's a smafi price to pay 
for what you'll hear in return. 

ADC OLM30 Mk2 SPECIFICATIONS 
Output at 5.5cros/sec 5mV 
Tracking force range 1 to 2 grams 
Frequency response 15Hz to 20kHz ±30B 
Channel separation (nominal) 24dB 
Stylus tip Sphencal .0005- iadius 

Distributed by BSR Limited. 
Powke Lane, Cradley Heath. Warley. 
'West Midlands 864 50H. 
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The ADC Induced 
Magnet system 
The stylus - 
assembly IA) moves 
within the confines 
o1 the pole pieces (B) 
and induces tt- A V 
magnetic flux 
Because there is no mechanical linkage 
the mass of the stylus Is reduced, 
increasing vertical and horizontal 
compliance 
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DJ Jingles 

SENSATIONAL NEW 
jingles from the ROGER 
SQUIRE'S STUDIO, tai- 
lor - made Jingles, 

featuring your diem 
name, Jingles, specials 
created to order and now 
brand new Jock ID's 
Jingle your way to 
success with Roger 
Squire's attention 
getting Jingles - Tele- 
phone Tony, 01.7228111. 

FREE AND EASY 

DISCO DEN 
57 HIGH STREET, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD 

OLD TOWN, HERTS HP1 3AF 

Tel. (0442) 59659 
1300 

Ctemeee Hewett ........ .. .. .... nay 
Swan... Onm Ow. - 05 
Oed Mace Den .. neº 
Aere.n. 505 - 015 
Aweue, SDSIDO wen Stereo [K] 
ESC Dam 51) , 72óa 
PAL Sweep a.0 M tern [710 
PAL Sup.. Cana. I SPEi . _, , ntl 
FAL Super Power Conga. ISP25I [190 
FAL Dees Bob. I um pebl ER 
FAL Deco Be.., lR..tenet.. New} . 01 
FAL R5,1.n. Lyw 
FAL A.nemwc Rhythm Lyn. ... . . 722 

ape Lyme _ ., (W each 
Rope Hans Flaw B.. 02 
EMso - Sweeny. Fe. O US Pone.. Enabeh e_ *man 
Carideo M.,. Boa . . . .. 000 each 
Way FSN. A Bon. .., C110 inch 
Why RSC Horror - - 020 each 
Warp ern. 070 etch 
Mb MMAITO .. - 060 

7202 

H b M 2. ,2 DC 0013 each 
HUHS.17DC . n0o each 
Mb HAwful Merin . .. ,. C125 each 
H bHt,ISBR. - n5t..ch 
M bM Mold Ea.. Urn . n6O 
S..H1en Manus E A, . . 

B ev Pe1500 [001 
lime 000 Some.. ED . 000072. 
Pvt.. two 3000 .. 
inter 200 .. .. .. .... ......... . ....C]2 
Aw...l Seen . . 

Optb 100E1- .. . 

Oahe 2508 135. 

WHEELS AND CASSETTES AVAILABLE 
MAIL ORDER. HP. DELIVERY BY SECURICOR 

10% DEPOSIT. UP TO TWO YEARS TO PAY 

1 

Mobile Discos 

OSCAR J ANDERSON - 
Q1-0701213: 
KURILEN KO, STOKE - 
(0782)812004. 
'MJ'S DISCO - To book 
ring 027 974880 or 01-272 
0310. 
CAROLINE ROADSHOW - 01-521 2322. 
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE - 8079149. 
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE - 8079149. 
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE - 8079149. 
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE 
-8079149. 
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE - 8079149. 
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE - 8079149. 
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE - 8079149. 
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE - 8079149. 

SOUNDS 'INCREDIBLE - 3079149. 

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE - 807 8140. 

DAVE JANSEN - Tel 489 
4010, 
LINDSAY ROGERS - 
Ludlow 2170. 
RAY JAY DISCO - 01- 
524 4975. 
NEW SOUNDS roadehow, 
any occasion - Ring 
Harry, 01.251 3371. 
NEWSFLASHI MAD Hat- 
ter mobile disco - 01-254 
8812. The tops for you. 

FIRST CLASS DISC 

JOCKEY REQUIRED 
FOR CONTINENTAL 

WORK 
Strawberry Productions 

Dumtabie 
(0512)605572 

ROIL YOUR OWN CABINETS? 
ADAM HALL (RIO SUPPLIES 

Mali Ord.. Service for 
CASTORS:FEET[HANDLES COVERINGS: FR ETCLOT0000 ILLS 

LOCKS, CATCHES. HINGES SPECIAUSED HARDWARE 
CORNERS PIPINGS TRIMIETC. 

OUANTTTY DISCOUNTS 
9172 abin SAE ter Illunr.ted Cate loyu 

Unn 4 Stemma Won.. Gnlno.. Rod. SoOIMnd-oeSee 6DA. 

GRIMSBY DISCO CENTRE 
154 VICTORIA STREET, GRIMSBY 

Tel: 0472 44304 

SAL IVSP Decks 
Pulsar Modulator 
Chronic Delaware 
SAL Microbins E95 Each 
SAL it 124 C145 Each 
ICE Mono 1000 Amp 1150 wensl E96 
Radio Microphone. Complete System C250 

Stage Lighting Now Available 

NEWSTOCK 
EZT7 
E165 
E290 

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME - CASH DISCOUNTS 

WE ARE IN URGENT NEED OF SECONDHAND GEAR 

ADVERTISE 

HERE I 

talk to 
Jackie 
Barnes 
on 

01-439 4061 

NOW! 

-You'll enjoy 
it 

DJs REQUIRED 
IN LONDON AND 

SOUTHEND 
Lunch -dm. and .v.nIn0 

won. 
Mull hev. .men 
pD.. .etc.. be well .Paten 

nd be otter 211 

Alto nay get .liras 
m onto Iron July.. 

T.laP6pM 
Porters Bar 

17714!729 

W iDisco 
Tweedy Road. Bromley, Kent 

Tel. 01-464 9216 

DON'T MISS THE' SILLY 

SUMMER SALE AI AMAZING 
* BARGAINS! 

SAT. 25th JUNE * - 

I 
PLUS THE USUAL SUPERB 
RANGE OF SOPER BARGAINS 
FAL, SOUND -OUT, T.K. ELECTRONICS 
CITROÑIC, OPTIKINETICS 
ETC. ETC. 

Illlr 

ACCESS. B'CARD. MAIL ORDER CREDIT 
GENEROUS PART EXCHANGE 

10% DEP. UP TO 3 YEARS TO PAY r 
ifwRafa ME 

j LIghtmo 
300n 

Probably the finest ' disco lighting system available today. 
,SmrdraLOhl,pulen lUMcr 

manual buttons and a mditmay mlp1H I Name ' Address 

dir 
C 1 our lhuwhn4ad.ennem;nl foe our luatolmrlqhenpbroehur. `rtMN AMrr~~~~~~r~rWI 

Lig hts, 300 - WSJ ea . 

.. `O / 
Price £72.00 plus VAT I 

zero 88 lighting Rd 
115 Hatfield Road. 5t <mar0. Ilene, ALT (JS 
Tel 51_06,..,. 107171 63727 1 

Rogar Squire's 
England's most experienced, most helpful, and most 
competitive disco equipment suppliers. 

`ato"t4P'' 

stoc pE0 NP v 

DISCO 70 complete package 
n 

buildt-t- in amp 

Complete with h/phones, mm 
6 lead- lust plug in ONLY £215 
Abo includes FR(( Found ro rho 

DYNOGRAPH 
OUTFIT 
AIR latest sensation 
In disco hghbng 

Inc 10 wheels 
.72nd 2 r01.a1301 £45 

only 
£310 

PEIZO 
HORNS 

Only 
£9:75 

5KHr3OKH3 

BARGAINS GALO 
DISCO UNITS 
SAL adeo.uOer(100W) [169 
5AImKOIV. f111 
DJ moo Vow 075 
D.KoaOund Mepmer 100W 075 
CubonR: Na.,.. lrnl Cl 59 
5m,dOwVIIITOW} f250 
Sound Gut 170W 6 170W 011 
bete, Ro.d.how 200 [STO 
M.... SeconO Nono awpMn, 
M..» on 61er. 

free 
Squire 3ch sound to lite 
controller worth £24 

1 IF YOU BUY A COMPLETE MONO 
DISCO SYSTEM FROM OUR RANGE 
Limited periód only while stocks last 

STURDY'DISCO RECORD CASES 

SINGLE1180) ..... 19.25 
DOUBLE (350) .. .111.50 
TRIPLE (500) . 115.00 
LP (50) . , 19.25 

all supplied with detachable 
latching lids- great value 

free, 
3/4 channeÍ_ 

. sound-to-lite 
NAMESIGN' 
WORTH £39 l'I I 

custom made with .your disco name 
IF YOU BUY A COMPLETE STEREO DISCO 
SYSTEM FROM OUR RANGE 
For limited period only. 

your name in lights,. 
ILLUMINATING 

NAMESIGN 

LIGHTSHOW'PROJECTORS 

RE AT ROGER SQUIRE'S DISCO CENTRES 
AMPS 

SOter. PA100 [69 
Cam. P100 (15 
HH SI SO [95 
Sound 0tl1/OW 023 
50111010 
FAL SO [34 Colowea Spot. 
Squat CWumn. 100W (77 S0 Dino Minn 
SOuu. n,nneter 100W [ee /72.01. M.chlnee 
e ALT IC AND MANY MOPE 011euands 

a1LUMINATIMG DISCO FRONTS 
FAL (Swam) Owe Bo. rag 
Stu. mulhptllwn [115 
MISCELLANEOUS 
fleeinrme SIIenS Iron [6.50 
Fo9 MNlnne, from 436 

bon Cl SO 

Iron CaS 
loin [al 

only 07 

Tutor IIE 
pan .IUe6n.e11l 

£10 off 
ONLY E49 

e £10 off ONLY E75 POWERFUL 250W PROJECTOR (IBC2 rotatoli) 

other projectors from £30 complete 

ZERO 
2250 

SOUND 
TO LIGHT 

omdnl 
petlaGa 

Oka) 

K C0n11011.., MIN 
41015. aUHnV cate b leadt Olp.ys 150ONLY 

£107 ntbte 

11 45 PROJECTOR 
"HI -STANDS - 

very sturdy and available 
with T BAR (illustrated) 

or with CROSS BAR 
for use with 2 stands, 

take£ up to 8 protectors 

DISCOSOUND 
ROADSTAR 

cs 
mono 
or stereo °,\' 
from £395 

PLEASE NOTE 
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT. 

PLEASE RUSH ME YOUR LATEST PRICE 

ins cassette deck 
& sound to lire 

ee i 

mono 
125W 
stereo 

110W 1110W 

UST WITH DETAILS OF SPECIAL OFFERS 

EASY TERMS ACCESS BARCLAYCARD AMERICAN EXPRESS COD EXPORT ' GENEROUS PART EXCHANGE 

LONDON DPW Mdn 

ROGER SOUINE'S DISCO CENTRE 

176 Junction Road N 19 
!WOO ..hnl P. Iua Met 

Telephone 01 272 7474 
4.6, 51 111 7.r -on -m P., 

BRISTOL [bite Mans 
ROGER SOUIRf'S DISCO CENTRE 
125 Church Road Redfield 
I «es Tram And of 1132 

Telephone 0272 550 550 
4,, 1.09,.., dr Tony 

MANCHESTER CD:eltion, 
ROGER SQUIRE'S CISCO CENTRE 
251 Deansgate 3 
1 m ,e/ 00111 Cdy!Antra 
Telephone 061-831 7676 
Ask 1a John Funk 0, Ned 

no postage stamp required 

MAIL ORDERS (AND HO) 
ROGER SQUIRE'S (MAIL ORDERS), 

Barnet Trading Estate. 
Park Road. Barnet, Hens 
Telephone 01-441 1919 
Mad Orson N510, NN moo 

r 
Piny, asna 1.1451 Pate 1101 400 Oelali5 01 
Special fie,. lo 
NAME - 
ADDRESS 

P051 Ihn cOupOn to 
ROM SOUIRES 
MOPES! 91pd' HRH 1445Y1 

BIG BRIGHT 

001 Roo. uph. 0750 
Fo,w.rd end R...ne Flaw So. 

0550 
Auto Recen. Flow Bo, f3 50 

Poet b PKAIn, 035 on *rich Rem 

I SATURN LIGHTING 
It1 CNUBWGN ROAD 

IIUGSTOGNTON 
L 11(11(1011AlIOI. DIVON 1 

RADIO SUCCESS 
CAN BE YOURS 
with .h. help al JEFF 
BENNETT. M.ernwe...l redue 
OJ and newyawt er f 

the et 111 Yú'S who Iator mor n Remo COW.% 
We 0.0Mr.'IBC helped many DJ, Imo 'IBC and CommercW 

Radio 
WHY NOT YOU? 
Ring 01-7!28111 ' 

end . .. to cur Smneh 
M din.pny Ka,G.I.y v he .uu Rn. Encw 

Roger Squire Studios 
SA Charlton Street 
London NWIGJN 

T."slwn. 01 772 el n 

For oil leading makes 
of Lli3Co Equipment 

COOKIES 

DISCO CENTRE 
132 West Street 
Crewe, Cheshire 
Tel. (0270) 4739 
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by JAMES HAMILTON 

JAMES GOES 

DOWN TO 

THE FARM 
MOBILE JOCKS have been asking for 
more coverage of good MoR party. 
music. So what better way of klcking off 
than by recounting how I got a village 
Jubilee party geing last Friday at 
Righter, Hampshire? 

Among a complete cross - section of 
musical style*, the big hits for this 280 - 
strong mixture of ages (and classes) 
were surprisingly un - ordinary. What 
really got the ball rolling was the 
W ur eels' 'Farmer Bill's Cowman' (EMI 
7&1') / Yetties. 'The Jolly Ploughboy' 
(Deco LP SKL 5283) / Son Of Morris 
On 'A Jockey To The Fair' (Harvest LP 

New Spíns 
DONNA SUMMER: 'I 
Feel Love' (OTO GT 100). 
The disco sensation that's 
sweeping the nation, thin 
fantastic Kraftwerk-like 
synthetic burbler Is now 
rushed out on single, 
ahead of schedule. 
PETER BROWN: 'Do Ya 
Warm& Get Funky With 
Me' (Tit XB 2185). 
Spaced - out subtly 
thudding funky monster 
US disco smash - really 
different and good. 
Freaky long rhythm flip 
loo! 
NEW YORK PORT 
AUTHORITY: 7 Got II, 
Po 1/2, (Invictus INV 
5312). Extltinglyenerget- 
ic funky rave, huge on 
Imports al ready. 
BO KIRKLAND AND 
Rune DAVIS: 'You're 
Gonna Get Next To Me' 
(LP 'Bo and Ruth' EMI 
INS 3007). The eagerly 
awaited full length 
version that discerning 
jocks prefer, In all Its 7.10 
glory! 
DANNY WILLIAMS: 
'Drncin' Easy' (Ensign 
ENT 3). Better known as 
'That's Martini', the 
popular commercial dit- 
ty's been given a few new 
words and a lovely disco 
lope. 
MOO'IORHEAD (Chiswick 
MIS). Another pogo- a . go, 
- go punk 12-incher (Orel 
13,000 copies), and it's 
noisily true to type. 
MARLENA SHAW: 'Yu - 
Mr / Go Away L1ule Boy' 
(LP 'Sweet Beginnings, 
CBM 81844). Beautiful 
sophisticated 'moocher 
wtth scene setting rap 
Intro flit CREATIONS 'Mr 
Disco Radio' (Motown 
TISO 1075). Great perky 
Chelan" type bouncer, 
much fresher than the 
disco fodder 'Tailgate' 
topalde (which hat been 

o -don 1: Inch l 
(LITTLE 'A 

Wan et. la 
- 
r 4 ' tarsi 

SHIM 2012). 
Georges Moustakl 'La Philosophic - Batucada' (Polydor LP 2488105) had 'em conga lag later, then the big one came during a mix of Saleoul Orch 

'3001' (Salami) / Van McCoy 'Soul Cha Cba' (H&L). They kept right on through the entire Taboo Combo 'New York City' (Decce LP SKIS 5227), 
conga lag over the tables and chairs even! Some hardy swingers even continued to Jitterbug right through Lionel Hampton 'Hemp's Boogie 
Woogle' (London LP ZGL 120). These 
need careful timing, but - used right - 
they do work t 

BILL FREDERICKS: 'Lovers' (Polydor 
2058895). Jittery little 
jumping rhythm Bee 
Gees chanter, kinda 
catchy. 
RICHARD HEWSON OR- 
CHESTRA: 'What Shall 
We Do When The Disco's 
Over' (Splash CP12). 
Slinky chlx on another big 
beat pounder. 
MISTA CHARGE: 'Deep 
Love' .(Target TOT 194). 
Gently grooving under- 
stated little niter with an 
accumulating power. 
LES PENNING: 'The 
Hellish Grenadiers' (Pol. 
ydor 20588921. Folksy 
flute romper, ideal for 
country dancing! 
GLEN CAMPBELL: 
'Sunflower' (Capitol CL 
15920). Jauntily thump- 
ing MOR by Neil 
Diamond. 
JAMES TAYLOR: 
'Handy Man' (CBS 5969). 
Lovely smooch tempo 
reworking of the Jimmy 
Jones oldie. 
PURIFY BROS: 'Slow 
Dancing' (Mercury 
6187535). Soulful disco 
version of the much - 

covered slowle, originally 
á minor US hit for the 
'Funky Kings. 
FLEETWOOD MAC: 
'Dreams' (Warner Bros K 
16969). Cool little rhythm 
ticker from the top of the 
U8 charts. 
BT EXPRESS: 'Expose 
Yourself' (LP 'Function 
At The Junction' EMI INS 
3009). Out of five fast 
tracks - all with those 
trademarked swirling 
strings over brass and 
chants - this speedy 
"temper possibly stands 
out most. 
BRAINSTORM: 'Lovin' 
la Really My Game' (LP 
'Stormin' RCA PL 
12048). Ultra - fast 
storming US disco hit, It 
)etas the full, WOW - 
starting, 'Wake Up and Bed '' y'r killer 
r ill B :j41 'Con \eve 
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hisco hates .., 
tie. I NOEL EDMONDS (pictured) visits Coventry 

Tiffany! this Thursday (23), while Rokotto - a 

f 

Scottish based Mace group on a par with the JALN 
Band - are worth catching at Portsea Town Hall 
(24), Tarries Marquee (25), Stonehaven Commodore 
Hotel (26), Aberdeen 

/ Ruffles (27) and Folke- 

IP 
) ` stone La Clique (29). 

Saturday (25) sees Dave 
Duncan at Mid- 
dlesbrough Draganora 
Cleveland Suite, Marc 
Roman at Wrotham's 
Spring Tavern, Inc Simon ¡7 
at Tamworth Rugby Club 21 
and - every Saturday - 
Slim J1m Magain and Go - 
Go Gordon Lyle playing 
solid oldies at Paisley 
Valentino'! Disco 2. On 
Monday (27) Vic Vomit 
commits punk rock 
attroclties at Yardley's 
Yew Tree, John DeSade is 
at Ashford's Ben Truman 
and Jimmy Mack has a 
new Mon/Fri/Saturday 
residency at Sheffield 
Tittanys. 
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THE WURZELS: even got the bulls rolling 

Don't be a new 
wave 

Kiñg Canute!-' 
says Stuart of Wakefield 

STUART HODGSON of Wakefield Raquels is at it 
again, giving fellow jocks some very sound advice. 

Recalling his own early days as a disco -goer In the 
mid -sixties, when the big split came between mods and 
rockers, he can see that the same sort of split is 
happening now between punks and - er? - fusiliers. He 
realised his presentation of the usual old heavy rock 
classics was indeed getting stale, he's livened It up no 
end by playing the good new wave groups - who, as he 
so accurately observes, are extremely similar to the 
good 'R&B' rock groupsof that sixties period. 

His advice to Ibng-Inthe-tooth DJs who are trying to 
resist change, is to get out some of those old records by 
the likes of Them, the Who and Yardblyds, and then 
compare them with The Jam, Stranglers. Ramones 
etc. 

As Stuart says, "They're just another generation 
feeling suffocated by the older generation's ignorance 
of their feelings. Hell, we've all lived through It too! 
I'm a 27-yearold punk with lots of new friends, 
admittedly a lot younger,.who can at least appreciate 
the similarity of my feelings. " 

LES ARON, of the Bognor Regla based Life Discos 
tram, has been getting so Into rock 'n' roll that he now 
has regular rock 'n' bop nights every Friday at 
Worthing's Ambassador Bowl Woody end Tuesdays at 
Lancing's The Place - phis monthly spot on 
Chichester Hospital Radio. 

1 PRETTY LITTLE ANGEI. EVES, Curtis Lee 
Marty 

2 ALL GROWN UP, Crystals Phil Spector 
3 AIN'T GOT A THING, Sonny Burgess Cbarly EP 
4 SLOW BOAT TOCHINA, Emile Ford rye (deleted) 
5 SW'ANEE RIVER ROM, Billy lee ItileyCharty 

LP 
MY LITTLE SISTER'S GOTTA MOTORBIKE, 
Crazy Cavan (hart/ 

7 APACHE, Shadows EMI 
8 ',movie IN TAI N. Alley (lab Phil Speslor LP 

KF,LSPP ON COMING, Flying Parente Alaska 
Ip ñ!Ati s; Olt', Buddy Holly MCA 

CONTEMPO 
TRIBUTE 

CONTEMPO Records' 
new 'Disco Parrty!' album 
((LP 540) copies a recent 
Creole set in naming every 
one of its mailing list DJs 
in a tribute on the sleeve. 
That apart, what's in the 
grooves should help sell it 
too, as it's made up 
(mainly) full length 12 - 
inch versions - the 
biggest title of the 
moment definitely being 
Cloud One's complete 
'Atmosphere Struts'. 

Others of use are 
Ultrafunk 'Gotham City 
Boogie', Rice And Beans 
Orchestra 'Rice And 
Beans Theme' and a 
modern disco medley by 
Sam and Dave of 'You 
Don't Know Like I Know 
/ Hold On I'm Coming'. 
Tony Gregory 'Dance On' 
and Alvin Cash 'Ali 
Shuffle' are rao recent 
singles included. while 
other cuts are by JI 
Burnes. Armada Orches- 
tra. Tamiko Jones, and 
Sparky and The Inner 
Citizens. 

HOT VINYL 
LES SPAINE has another 
funky all 'tighter this 
Saturday (251 at Liver- 
pool's all new rebuilt 
Timepiece, which last 
week was visited at the 
same time by Delegation, 
George Chandler, Realis- 
tics and Real Thing 
'whose next 'Love's Such 
A Wonderful Thing' u 
great, sex Led. 

His hot tmport tips are 
Flavor 'Magnifico' / 
'Push The fast' (Jupar / 
Motown LP), Juice 'Feel 
Like Good Music' 
(Grnxlt'l. Emaaoru 'Best 
t)j' My Love' (CS 
Colton ina LP), Lady Lora i'rai Your (rm. 
, . v' f 1i -fig 

t v 

1 

MIX MASTER 

u 

CHRIS DUKE(BFPO47) Inning In Donna Summer 
plays to huge crowds of 'I Feel Love' (GTO) Is to 
service families In Ger. mix it between Isaac 
many with his NATO Hayes 'Disco Connection' 
Front Line Disco, and (ABC) and Can 'I Want 
suggesta a good way of More' (Virgin). 

Midlands - 

hit back 
MIDLANDS DJs have 
responded strangely to 
my recent comments that 
too few of them bothered 
to contribute info for our 
disco chart and the 'DJ 
Hotline' 

Not least among them 
has been Pat Martin, 
head of the area's 
powerful Professional 
Nightclub DJ Associ- 
ation, who had in fact 
been frustrated by many 
previous attempts to 

reach me on the 
telephone. 

Now. I am happy to 
report that the Assoct-1 
anon will be publicising 
on this page Its weekly 
choice of power play 
single, which by all 70 - 

odd DJ pteinbers Is 
"guaranteed saturation 
disco play" (GSDP for 
short). 

This week's GSDP In 
the Midlands area is the 
Commodores 'Easy' (Mo- 
town). . . so be warned! 

Hotline 
. DONNA SUMMER 'I Feel Love' (GTO) explodes 

for Roy Hughes (Leeds Pentagon), Dave Harding 
(Sunderland Genevieves), Steve Day (Bow Prince 
Albert), David Brooks (Muswell Hill Pebbles), Keith 
(Haywards Heath), Strathclyde Disco Assn (Glasgow) 
and many more . Bob Marley 'Exodus' (Island) 
gels Jimmy Mack (Sheffield Tlffanys), Jonny King 
(Bristol Scamps), Stewart Hoofer (Preston), Jon 
Taylor (Norwich Cromwell!), Keith Tyler (Sunderland 
Mecca), more . Cloud One 'Atmosphere Strut"' 
(Contempo) adds Dave Simmons (Preston Scamps), 
John Fuller (Norwich), Terry Emm (Dunstable), 
Tricky Dicky Scenes (Soho Spats), more . . MCA 
have 12 -Inched 5000 copies of lato 'Another Star' (II - 

MCA 302)". , , Herndon 'Rock Me' (Magnet) adds Jeff 
Bennett (Swansea Townsman), Citrus House (Swansea 
Trafalgar), Larry Foster (Hackney), Steve Ingram 
(Weybridge), Robert John (Hereford), Colin McLean 
(Glasgow Shuttles) . Biddu should hit again with his 
up -date of Raymond Lefevre's 'Soul Coaxing', out soon 

. Paul Nicholas 'leaven Is On The 7th Floor' (RSO) 
lifts Stuart Mason (Leeds), Mike McLean (Eagleaham 
Eglinton Arms). Mark Rymann (Swansea 
Cinderella!). Keith Black (Warwick) , , Bobby 
Marchan 'Disco Rabbit (Gonna Bump With No Big Fat 
Woman)' (US Mercury) answers Joe Tex for Bob Junes 
(Chelnsaford Dee -Jays) . Pat Martin (Coventry 
Ttffanys) is Orst on CJ and Co 'Devils Gun' (Atlantic) 

North Midlands DJ Assn (Sheffield) are also un La 
Belle Epoque 'Black Is Black' (Italian EMI) . Stave 
'You And Me' (Cotillion) adda Sterling Vann (Stepney 
Old Globe), Dwight Wizard (Southend ?hlvagor), Jeff 
Thomas (Swansea Penthouse) . . Fat Larry'(rmtre 
City' (WMOT) adds Tommy Terrell (Blrminehart.l 
Tom Ruaneil (Klrklntllloc h), , St Bernal,_t Eieup)t! 
.we110 OtouthallI Is forn-t.dr,ti as tightly s tl 
commercial Ashton but adds ' ' tar _ e I 
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Good time Bell 
ARCHIE BELL doesn't leap on to his feet, 
jurrp around or give you a 'hip' rap as you 
walk into a room. 

He's proud of his current string of 
Gamble and Huff - based dance hits, but 
there's a lot more In Bell's mind than titles 
like 'Everybody Have a Good Time' would 
suggest. For a start, there Is the 
elaborately packaged 12 Inch single that 

( Bell is taking a good look at. 
'I'm sure It gives better sound reproduction," he 

said repeating what be had been told about the virtues 
of the oversized singles. 

"But It alike. me aria great misuse of vinyl. It takes 
oil to make record.. In 25 years. when oil is rare, what 
will people think of this kind of Indulgence? What will 
we make records from then? Wax paper? 

"In some ways, thing. have progressed. Have you 
ever seen those old 78e? They are so heavy they break If 
you drop one. You ran bend one of these thingis in half 
or use it ah a frl.hee and It'll soul beta me piece. 

"At least the British don't waste ae much cardboard 
on album .leaves as the Americans. Myself, I use 
tapes. They last a lot longer, although you can't alwaye 
programme them the way you'd like to. 

Eastern promise 
"Sure they can break, sure. But look how malty 

albums made now scratch. Why, some of them are so 
poorly erode that you buy them already scratched!" 

Bell and hla Media' unexpected Melt comes after a 
recent middle eastern tour. "No, there wee no shortage 
of oil there," he noted. "The wealth la staggering. But 
because the money - and the Indu.iry resulting from It 
- are eo new, the Arabs have been bringing In advlsers 
and worker« from all over the world. There'. a large 
English speaking population, particularly on the 
construction sits. 

"It reminds me of the German army base where I 
was stationed - all men and all suffering from cultural 
isolation. do the Saudi. have started bringing groups 
over to boost morale. We have a female percussionist 
named Sunshine. You can't imagine what a difference 
it made having her In the group. " 

"1 gut a lot of narrlage proposal.," veld the 
attractive mualclan, her eyes sell rolling al the 

"Itr. . like the record Industry," mused Bell. "A 
record company Ma wine, dine and then they II sign 
you. You get pampered until they start wining and 
dining someone sloe . 

"Sunshine kept getting promises from these guys 
who were going to leave their wives Immediately. But 
If they had gal what they wanted, they'd soon have 
!ergotism her." 

Bell was still finishing him military aervlre when 
'Tighten Up' broke as a worldwide hit 10 years ago. 

Upon returning to the States, Bell found be had lo 
clear out several bogu. 'Archie Bell and the Drills' 
before being able to work himself. A few more hits 
came his way, but then dance music fallout of favour. 

"1 was a fifth rate citizen. When Gamble and Huff 
took us on, we realty didn't have a lot going for u.. It's 
no tun feeling like a third of a man because you're 
destined to remain a me silt wonder for the rest of your 
life. 

';But those guys in Philly made me a new man. 

PhWy Is having it. ups and downs. It started as a 

family and there', still a lot of love. But once you 
introduce the mighty dollar music often takes a back 
eat, because a few people can start getting greedy. 

'r get upset when one Is blamed for the other. This Is 
strictly my opinion you understand, but I think AI 
Gress and Phil Wynne of the Spinners used going back 
to the church as an excuse to a cop out. They say they 
want to preach rather than sing. Well, If they 
understood God, they'd know that he had given them a 
very precious talent and they should use It. 'Not 
everyone can preach," he said, covering herself. "But 
fewer can sing the way those two can. " 

Bell put his money where his mouth was. He Is 
Intensely involved in the B'Hal faith. His religious 
brothers Include Seals and Crofts and England Dan 
and John Ford ()ploy. 

"There's no clergy, no colour barrier and no formal 
church," he said. "I heard about It from an 8e - year 
old white woman In Mississippi. 'Tat was about five 
year. ago. One of the things the B'Hal's believe le that 
women should be rulers. U women ruled the world, 
there would be no wars, because they wouldn't acrid 
their own eons to die. 

"We don't believe in abusing ourselves or others. 
Only eat as much as you need, rather than make a 
glutton of yourself. Try to unite with your fellow men or 
women. Try to bring things back to basics. We're all 
human, we all need to eat and have water to drink. 

"I'd rather know my young son had sex than took 
drugs. One is natural - although it involves 
responsibilities - but the other is destructive. Things 
like that are the beets of my lifestyle." 

Bull Is an observer of life. Throughout the Interview 
he noticed little thing. going on outride the window, 
from the mating of two pigeons to the commonplace 
workings of a nearby offl ce. 

He Is knowledgeable about everything from nature to 
the business structure of the record Industry. Does he 
feel peeved that his serious side doesn't come across on 
his records? 

"I guess I have gone on a bit about other things 
today. Sometimes, I just get carried away. Sure, I'd 
like to do more. I'd like to record some of my own song. 
and ones by as many different Phlly writers as 
peen hie. 

"Btmny Siegler, who wrote 'Everybody Have A Good 
Time' Is a fascinating man. There's much more to him 
than that song. But your question means delving back 
Into the restrictions of the business again. 

Responsibility 
'This is going to mind like the old cliche, but things 

haven't really improved for the black artist. Things 
are moving in a circle. In the fifties, B&B stations were 
formed to play the black music that, could never get 
aired on Top 40 radio. 

"Now that barrier hae_broken, but the flood Is going 
the other way. Black artists aren't getting any larger 
siloe of Top 40 radio. But white artist» are getting more 
1í8B airplay. If they're already In the Top 40. do they 
need It? 

"A decade ago, a black artist with a loyal black 
audience could sell 100,000 singles and have a pretty 
good Ilfe. But today you need to e=on over and sell 
more. How else can you afford a decent stage show? 

'revere. and the Bee Gees cut the same song and 
one will sell 900,000 copies, while the other will sell two 
million. 

"So, H I'm dole g well with dance record., how far can 
I expand without becoming like so many other artiste? 
Sure, I've been exploited, but I've travelled around the 
world and learnt about a lot of other countries. 

"I'm not obligated to finish an army bitch, nor to sing 
what I don't want to, 1 take the responsibility for what 
we do. We ran dance and sing - now you know we ran 
think too. Now. that Isn't gonna stop anyone from 
having a good time, Is it?" ROBIN BA'I'Z 

YOU'VE' ALL heard world's about - or read - 'A 
Tale Of Two Cities' find 
now you're about to read 
a brand new story called 
'The Tale Of Two Gigs'. 

I won't tell you where the first s 
one was held, so that I can be as 
rudeas possible without being 

66« suedd . Having good ones and 
bad ones lull all part of disco work 

CHAPTER ONE - a 
bad one. Wee Saturday 
evening with over 100 
miles of storm -swept 
motorway to drive down 
and I'm very tired and 
have a sore throat. 

Arrive at the gig after 
two and a half hours to 
find a large hall which 
would have needed a 
cup anal crowd to create 
any atmosphere. 

The punters were 
being charged a ridi- 
culous price for the 
entry In the gig which 
followed a week of total 
celebrity saturation in 
the area - everyone 
from the Queen to King 
Kong had put in an 
appearance. 

The scene was set for 
disaster. The gear I had 
to use was diabolical 
(wish I'd taken some of 
my own), but even 
worse were the back-up 
Jocks. I have seen some 
bad ones, but what did I 
do to deserve ,the worst 
example of an ego 
tripping self Indulgent 
unprofessional so called 
DJI have ever seen. 

I'm not prone to 
exaggeration but to stop 
people paying this twit 
money, he should be 
prosecuted under the 
trades descriptions act-. 
Not one record did he 
play 'without talking 
through the beginning, 
end and middle. 'lb top 
it all, his remarks were 
totally unprofessional 
and I hope for the sake 
of would-be disco goers 
someone takes him one 
dark night to the 
knackers yard, never to 
return. 

Jock number two was 
half asleep. He had 
never heard of the Bo 
Kirkland and Ruth 
Davis hit single, nor 
Garnet Mlmms or T - 
Connection. Shall I go 
on? Sadly, there Is one 
part of the country 
which doesn't know 
what it's missing. 

CHAPTER TWO - a 
goodie. Most gigs ARE 
goodies, but sometimes 
when something goes 
wrong you think to 
yourself: 'Vincent, 
you've blown It'. 

My faith in the very 
high standard of club 
DJs was revived at the 
White Hart, High Street, 
Acton, West London. A 
fabulous sound system - which made me quite 
jealous - some really 
great music and a crowd 
out to have a good time. 

Local Jock at this 
venue Is Steve Lyons 
who's working hard to 
build up fats Tuesday 
night following. 

From Chapter One's 
disaster of being asked 
for the Muppeta followed 
by the Rolling Stones to 
even more daft records 
for an alleged -soul'gig, 
the Acton crowd really 
kneiw where it's a!_ Idris 
Muhammad, The Floa- 
ters, Dennis Coffey - all 
relatively new stuff - 
are an example of some 
of the requests. 

Thanks Acton, you did 
a great Job in Con- 

ortest 
oOk(6yRo 

Robbie) 
Vincent 

ROBBiE VINCENT: two sides of disco 

venting me I hadn't 
gone nuts. A super night 
which I will look 
forward to again in the 
near future. 

If you're a Jock you'll 
know what these two 
chapters of the shortest 
book ever written are 
about. The Goodies soon 
make you forget the 
baddles. 

A couple of months 
ago I wrote about Tony - the best dance floor 
groper I've ever seen. 
He operates at the Tithe 
Farm, Harrow which I 
visited again recently. 
Trouble Is, his reputa- 
tion Is spreading and 
since I discovered him 
he's become a bit of 'a 
celebrity. He can't cope 
with all the women who 
want lo find out if it's 
possible lobe undressed 
by this elastic man 
without even noticing itl 
Nice problem to have, 
keep it up Tony, 

I said Tony Etorla 
would have a big hit and 
I hope Cyril Wayne who 
manages the Founda- 
tions (among other 
things) will not forget 
the ti he owes me, and 
pay up like a gentle- 
man, Talking about 
Tony, he'll be with me at 
the Headstone Hotel, 
Harrow on Sunday June 
28) to make a personal 
appearance. Should be 
a good night. . 

It's nice to see the 
'twirling' outbreak le 
spreading across the 
dance Doors, especially 
up at the Royalty, 
Southgate, north west 
London. I must get the 
Robbie Vincent Forma- 
tion Twirling Dance 
Team together - I'm on 
the look out for 100 mph 
twirlers over the next 
couple of months. 

Now, on to one or two 
sounds that get. the 
Robbie Vincent seal of 
approval. First _Is an 
enormous - if not 
Number One smash on a 
fatly new label called 
Eñsign. Called 'Dancen 
Easy' by Danny Wil- 
liams, It's released July 
1. If you're Into 

J 

pop/soul/disco or what- 
ever, go and order a 
copy now - and don't 
forget who told you 
about It first. It's great 
and might remind you of 
a well known advert. 

The Average White 
Band have teamed up 
with Ben E King in the 
States and release an 
album July 7. Already 
out In the States and 
here on 'Import Is an 
excellent single 'Get It 
Up (For Love)' on 
Atlantic. 

The Dennis Coffey -LP 
will do well, along with 
the 'Spring High' cut 
from the new Ramsey 
Lewis LP. Also out soon 
Is an -album that's been 
around since last Octo- 
ber on Import by the 
Emotions - a goodie. 

And how about going 
back 12 months to 'Keep Smiling' by Gabo 
-Szabor and then coming 
right up to date with 
'The Floaters' on ABC 
with 'Floal On' and 
'Morning Noon A'nd 
Night'. One of the best 
titles this year Is 'Bite 
Your Granny' on Ameri- 
can Roadshow - it's 
released via United 
Artists here'. 

One or two bits of news: 
Heatwave go Into the 
studio next month to 
start recording their 

`new album. Reports 
from Cleethorpes say 
Rod Temperton is writing well. And 
talking about writing, 
thank you for the 
interesting letters my 
Radio One show have 
moved you to send, 
Feedback Is always 
useful. 

Finally, It looks another 
busy month on the road. 
Shall look forward to 
seeing all my friends at 
The Royalty, Southgate 
on Saturday, July 2 
The Red Lion Uxbridge 
Road, Southall Friday 
July 15 and, last but not 
least, the Tiffanys' 
crowd In Harlow on 
Sunday July 17. I'll be 
elsewhere, so until we 
meet on the road, In 
RECORD MIRROR or 
on the air - keep 
true kin 1 
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Volume 1 

100 Super Stereo Jingles * Deep Dynamic Voice 
Oven * Countdown Et Flashback Jingles * 
Sonovox Jingles * All Original Material 
Stereo LP Version E4-99 inc. VAT + 30p P&P 
Stereo Caserte E5.75 Inc. VAT + 30p P&P 
Send a postal order or cheque for your copy to: 
East Anglian Productions 
7 Horsey Rd., Kirby le-Soken, Frinton-on-Sea, Essex 

DUALITY SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED 

ATTENTION 
ALL MOBILE DISCOS IN THE LEICESTER AREA 
Are you Interested In joining the Leicestershire 

Association of Disc Jockeys? 
If so please phone Leicester 760993 

or night 354232 or write to: 

EBA SPEAKERS 
VULCON WORKS, 9 LAYTON ROAD 

LEICESTER 

THE FIRST MEETING IS ON TUESDAY 28th JUNE 

pm at 
THE PIPPIN INN 

ROTHLET, NR. LEICESTER 

* J `I:ie * 

SAC4 - Sequencer 
1000 warts per than, E56.70 

(a. 

g 1 u Q Í 

New Super Mlnl-Bin - - --I 
with twin Pieeos SA3 - Sound to Light 0146.80 

N4 

1000 watts per chen. ES3A6 

CHALLENGE ! 
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SMItEY6,CARDIfF 
ONTUeSOAY2,JUNL 

FREE banks of ~meow,* 
te .rgo,rAnnelne ap.okM 
.Mich beer our new Cu.rom 

sr cabinet 

for rarefies What phew. 
Discapae., Raspare 
ós5.1 549011(0633, 

SENO 16p FOR NEW CATALOGUE AND 
READ ABOUT ALL DAVE 5IMMS GOODIES 

Disco 
Insurance 

At lest. eompnhen.iue 
inineco ca rr ran be 

.no.d for your disco 
equiem.,ir end record. Th 
poll.; le pecked by Lloyd. of 
L ondon and I. u.ry 
corhpthlv in take. Drop ue 

line and on; Ill send you 
our mprehniu brochure. 
nee eheet nor {trope., torn, 

Roger Sevin's Disco Insurance 
55Cheriben St London Nwos,N 

ri0 ;fir C1 01-1211130 

ROCK LEAD 
GUITAR TUITION 

Your owl, teacher m your own home. BRAND NEW 
correspondence course recorded on CASSETTES 
specially created for ROCK and ROLL and HEAVY LEAD 
styles. My unique course will save you years of 
struggling on your own All the MODERN SOLOS and 
LEAD RUNS are played for you on tape to hear and 
practice with. This is actually better then going for 
private lessons ash enables you to have the lessons over 
and over as many times as you wish. You may also write 
to me at any time during the course for free advice. No 
music reading involved. A satisfied pupil wines: Dear Mr 
Wilcock, your ROCK LEAD GUITAR COURSE es lust 
fantastic) I am now able to play quite well and a friend 
and I have started a group. G. Mitchell, Cheshire. 

Please send me by return post 
Beginners Section One E4 95 
Intermediate Section Two £4.95 
Advanced Section Three E4 95 
Advanced Section Four E4.95 

Or COMPLETE C15.80 SAVE 04.00 
I enclose Postal Order/Cheque/E 

NAME 

ADDRESS. 

Post Mon to: lack Wilcock Tacking Tapes, 46 Stanley Read, 
Mansfield, Notts MDII IAA. Callen welcome MomSat 
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BASINGSTOKE WINCHESTER ALDERSHOT 

GUILDFORD 

FARNNAM 

iA324) 

LET US PUT YOU ON THE 

ROAD TO SUCCESS 
Visit our Showroom nest to Ash Vale Station. 
We are .open between 10.00 em -6.00 pm Mon to 

Sat Closed on Tuesdays. 

SOCODI MUSIC 
Complete Optikinetics and Pulsar Range 

in stock 
Liquid Wheel Projectors from E35. Complete Disco 
Systems from E169. Disco Stands 125. Auto Sound 
to Light tai. Record Cases, 300 singles [13 50. 50 
LPs £12. 3.4 Es 12 way Light banks C7 30. E9.65 Er 124. 

CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE ONLY 10% DEPOSIT 
Discount for Cash, Part Exchange, Mail Orders. 

Barclaycard, Access 

9 THE FRIARS, CANTERBURY, KENT 

Tel: 0227.60948 

4 t fa Designers E7 Suppliers of 
stage and special effects 
lighting 

166 Chiltern Drier Remrlands Suellen Surrey England 013900051 

r Col 
-PROJECTORS A` 
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CONTROL 1111i TS UMKY 
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Doh WOW +nor 

The incredible SD5 Stereo Disco ...£315.60 

a' 'r. aa1L-, t 

y44:cf. 

The New UQUIDATORS 
100 watts - £75.00 
250 warts - E99.99 

SOUNDLITE6 - New 
totally automatic 

Sound to Light - E79.40 

PROJECT ELECTRONICS LTD. 5 The Grove, 
Ealing, London W5 5DX, Tel. 01-567-0757 

GET 

RESULTS 

ADVERTISE 

HERE ! 

TO ADVERTISE 

IN THIS FEATURE 

RING JACKY 

BARNES ON 

01-439 

4061 

PANDORA'S BOX 
Everything from a Fuse to a Full Disco Shop 

BOUGHT, SOLD, HIKED AND PART EXCHANGED 

STOCKISTS FOR PULSAR, MAZE, OPTIKINETICS, 
PLUTO, SOUNDOUT, F.A.I., MATAMP, D.J., 

GOODMANS, CELESTION, ALTEC, AND GAUSS 
a 

SPECIAL'OFFER FOR THE DISCERNING 
DJs 

Immaculate custom built disco system - complete - sis 
oaths old - original cost E7,000 plus cases. WOOED 

AT E1,700 + VAT. Port eschonge possible. 

Soundout Series III Deck, Mono + Amp [342 + VA 

IAL System SO C16S + VAT 

Matamp Mark IV Deck EDS + VA 

More Super Stereo 140 + 140 Console C432 + VA 

Large Range of loudspeakm, Projectors, Amps, Liam, 
etc. 
tight Ranks 3 Nay £6.00 
Light Drinks 3 -ay SC E6. S0 

Light Boni.. 4 say IS 07.93 
light Banks bray IS C11.D5 

light Banks 12 ray,EO 07.00 
Choice of 10 colours of loo watt PAR, f1 amps [2.61 
Choice of 10 colours of 100 wort reflector lamps L1.I0.E1,40 

MOT Imports and Secondhand Records 

48/49 COWICK STREET 
ST. THOMAS, EXETER 

TEL. (0392) 72480 

LIGHTING CONTROL IS OUR BUSINESS 
LET US HELP LIGHT UP YOUR BUSINESS 

2iso 

Reliable, versatile, many simple to use operations, i.e: 
sound to light, sequence, audio sequence. Full and Half 

Brightness. Marival Buttons. 
MODULATOR £165 + VAT 

ZERO 3000075 + VAT 
The 3 Channel 

Unit Built to Last 

. 
1___ 

_ _ .'}' o 

o o o 

,----, j o 

1ú 
., w 

O ° minimum 0 

Everything you ever wanted. Even full independent 
dimming, cross fade, etc., etc., etc. 

Cut out this ad and send to us for details 

PULSAR LIGHT OF CAMBRIDGE 
STANLEY ROAD, CAMBRIDGE - Tel: 0223.66798 - Telex: 81697 

PULSAR 
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GARNET MIMMS 
has lived in funky 
Philadelphia as long 
as the Queen has 
ruled England. 
Which meant that 
tracking down the 
leader of the hitmak 
Ing Trucking Cam 
pany wasn't too 
hard. Mirmns talks 
slowly, and his deep 
Voice was so cos 
polling that It came 
as little surprise to 
know he recently did 
a stint asaDJ. 

Mimms realty entered 
the Soul Hall of Fame In 
the early Arties, when he 
and Jerry Ragavoy came 
up with definitive 
tortured ballad celled 
'Cry Baby'. In those 
days, Minims w -as backed 
by the Fnehanters. If you 
haven't ever heard 'Cry 
Baby', drop what you're 
doing and rush to your 
local record shop, you can find It on a UA 
compilations. Make sue 
you sit down and catch 
your breath, otherwise, ~no' agonised, per 
suasive style may take 
your breath away . 

Broke up 
Minus made It tours 

of this country, between 
that big hit and 1972. The 
Enchanters broke up, but 
Stf7nms never had any 
problems adapting to 
various backup bands. 
lie hasn't toured here 

by ROBIN KA7Z 

STARTING 
OVER AGAIN 

The Garnet Mimms way 
since 1972. because "no 
one has sent for me". 

Work continued to 
dribble in, after several - 
changes of record label. 
But ernes were getting 
harder and harder. So In 
1971 Mimes enrolled In 
broadcasting school. For 
a year, he did a morning 
show In Trenton, New 
Jersey. And if you think 
Mimms had It easy, 
consider the fact that he 
was up in the middle of 
the night to make the 
daily drive over the state 
border. 

"It was the announcing 
that really made me miss 
performing." he said with 
conviction. "I'd hear 
these awful records that 
were going paces and It 
made me much. more 
determined." 

So Minims joined forces 
with Jeff lane, the man 
behind Brass Construc- 
tion. Lane came up with 
the disco sounding 'What 
It Is' and Minnie and his 

Trucking Company were 
back on the road. 

'There's a big diner. 
ence between working 
with Jerry Ragavoy and 
Jeff Lane," he observed. 
"With Jerry we'd record 
all the Instruments and 
backing singers in the 
studio at once. Three 
days, of course, you do It 
In layers, which isn't as 
much fun. But Jeff will 
not force you to record 
something you're unaore 
of, wh Ragavoy 
would always have you do 
It to see what the results 
were. 

Spirituals 
As Ragavoy also 

produced fellow Phil- 
adelphan, Lorraine Elli- 
son, I wondered if there 
was any chance of duet? 
"I did speak to Lorraine 
few months ago, but she's 
gone back to singing 
spirituals." 

Minims noted that 'Cry 
Baby' still gets lot of 
airplay on oldies stations 
In America and yes, it has 
affected his attempts for a 
comeback. "Having been 
a DJ myself, I always 
make the rounds of radio 
stations when I can. And 
I hear .it W the time. 
'Garnet, you should be 
singing ballads'. I like 
ballads a lot. rd like to 
see them collie back. Bed 
it's hard to get ballad 
played on radio." 

I suggested a surefire 
winner, which seem to 
have got bit lost, the add 
lambert and Potter song 
for the Four Tops and 
Tavares 'Remember 
What I Told You Tb 
Forget'. "Funny you 
mention that particular 
one," said Minims of the 
tearjerking ballad, "Jeff 
and I were kicking that 
song around ohly last 
week. We're going to 
record in New York soon. 
An album Une up isn't' 
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GARNET MIMMS AND TRUCKIN' COMPANY: on 
the right tracks 

'definite, but the to iative 
songs are the Smokey 
Robinson song, 'Happy 
lady', plus 'I Know What 
You're Going Through', 
'Another Place, Another 
Time' and 'Somebody 
Someplace'. I'm very 
excited about the whole 
project. 

The Trucks' Company 
hall from Washington DC, 

where they are still 
based. They consist of 
something Rogers, 
Doene Thompson, Kelly 
B rendt, Norman 
Minefield and Joe Ander- 
son. If ~ma hits the 
UK In the future he will 
bring the group with him. 
And what that mesas is 
new start for glowing 
Garnet. 

yakety 
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DESPITE CRIES of 
outrage, The 'Supremwes' 
will continue with %stays 
Green and Scherrle. 
Payne plus the new girl 
they choose to replace 
Mary Wilson. Why, no 
one knows, because both 
Payne and Green have 
the power to become solo 
artists. Green's volee Is a 

near perfect rival to that 
of ~Mee William.. . 

Yours truly gave Michael 
Jackson a tour of London 
by night while the 
Jacksons were here. At 
Trafalger Square, 
Michael stuck his head 
through the open sum roof 
to get a better glimpse of 
the statue! . Law- 
rence Hilton Jacobs, Of 
'Cooley- High' tame 
seriously Ill with hepatitis 

More on super 
Se. says Green. Seem. her 
mother, Vivian, Is the 
vocal coach behind her 
phenomenal vocal din- 
dpline Ron Towns- 
end, now departed from 
the Fifth Dimension, is 
working with a female 
group called Wild Haney. 
Townsend was nearly 
mauled to death by his 
own dog, who has since 
been put down .. . 

Construction producer, 
Jeff Lane axon to produce 
his own television show 

Eugene Record 
about to produce the 
Staple Singers. 
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day. We n... elm peg** of soul. dace. rock end pop end country 
mu. The booked cone IU1111 year (1.10.0 month* rip. lOver.o..1 

1 ywn75 Wholesale .nd overtime weicom., 

BELOW IS A SMALL SAMPLE TO WHAT YOUIL FIND IN OVA 
BOOKLET 

SICTIOII ONE 

OUR TOP 10 

POO IMPORTS lop IACN 
1. Tog* - Lao In The ion 

Lan 
F K101 Dee- Bed Day ChM 
3. Fleetwood Mac - Dreams 
4 a.,CICIRotSn- 

Ded000n 
5 /0u .love l Thin Limny- Cowboy Song 
7. Ledsenpekn- TremPkd 

Under root 
a Abu Coop.,-1r.Hot 

Tenure 
P..,., Frampton -I'm In 
Yell 

10. EJ-0 - T>oY. 

SECTION Two 
OUR TOP 10 ROCK SINGLES 

70o tACN 
1 Strang n - eon,.. i R - Feel. W The 

3, Sono Miller - Jet /wane( 
Klee Caen P Loos 
Sun - Chary Bab, 
Sunwe-OW Flt Bay 

7 D 540.1 ,,,Sumer, -5,,, 
a Pet Tinware - Rock AM Bco 

5.w 
Surbuck -Fwºbedy Be 

10 M ne 
In TM 0N 

SECTION TI MIS 

OUR TOP 10 DISCO IMPORTS 

ii, IACN 
1 The Lover - Dimome e 
a La Pertrplemweee - he 

You' Baum Poem 

1 Slave - Slide 
4 Donna Summers - I Feel 

Lw 
S. Harry Deel - Uh Huh 
a Men Production -Woe 

fiwy DAco 
7 CJ bCo -DoW.Gun 
a Dance All Night - Forest.V 
5 Pater Brown - Do Ye 

Wane Gat Funny With M. 
10 Boron arm lowed Is 

Rae% My Game 

SECTION 211011 

OE DM 
Ac. - How Lang IM%I 
Argent -God Gm Rock And 

Rae To You (7091 
Lan Berry - 1.2,3 (BOP/ 
Jerre BIAIn - p rams IIip) 
Bob and Earl - Hale. 

SIM% ha,) 
Rig Spier - Chenelr, 

lace lOTo) 
Jame, Brown - Sn 

Meclao,171% 
Freddy Cannon - Way Down 

Tent. KW 
Jimmy Carlo(- Tropodye fart 

E 
8Cl.ptt ISM. The 

weI 
Cock Rebel Make Me 

Se. F70. 
Sam Cooks - (Nand.", 

Wand 1.0p) 
C.C.e _Po,d Men WOO 
B obby Dann - TlenW I0) 
O.)ek b The Dominoo- 

Leyte Mel 
OVERSEAS ile M sevee gn 
nog. We have 0. ,..wt 
tenons In Jo UR Root, Son, 
Deco, Dub.. 950,100. 

POS rJPACKAYG r tos record. K0 P3., a - E1p Crones tab Pw 

AAOrd n yob, by nYm 
tus Met amo you ....Moo ter woo*. 

BEND YOUR P 0. OR Cpe 
13 act 

tOOnV 
tOORLTTR 

ANY OF ME /WOVE 

RECORD CORNER (Dept. One) 
27 BEDFORD HILL. BALHAM 

LONDON SW129EX 

GOLDEN OLDIES - RARITIES 

Beni. lady M.donne (psi . E1 50 
Bmtl.. Eleanor Rigby Ipcl.. n 50 
Bodes. Pep.rbeck WM. 

Ipcl .. El 50 
Been.. Herd Days Night Ipclft 50 
G. Hern.on you loci .. 1150 
G Hern.on Bangle Dub (eel. SD 

J. Lannon No s Dream (Oct nos 
J. Lannon Be Bop A LutelpCU E1.50 
Reline Stone. Out ó/ Time 

pct nog 
Rolling Stones Fool to Co 

Rolling Stones Honky Tank 
Warman (pc) . 

000lnq Stone We Love You 
1pc).. n 50 

Rolling Stones. Paint h Black 
ná0 

Rollin° Stone, lest nee 

Rolling Stone Red Roomer 

Lad Zap Rock n Roll feel, . El 50 
led Zap Black Dog (pc)., El 50 
0 Bowie Rebel Rebel... . .75p 

Bed Co. Can tGn Enough ...70p 
Redbone Witch Green el 

New Odarif - 70p 

Prince Beier Big5 .70p 
B Sabbath Am I Going Inane rip 
Creedance Proud Mon Ose 

Beetles. Do You Want To Know 
A Secret 

G. GIln el Dean, Know loved 

1 Brown 5e Mechtne- - .75p 

Who. Behind Blue Eyes .... BSp 

10cc Not i Love. .75p 
Grand Funk_ Good b tot e.. 75p 
110, Do Ye . . ..15p 
Crwn. Crossroads . .. .asp 
Eddie b Hot Rods Teenage 

D.pre."on 
O Newton John Whet I. Ule, 70p 

J Welsh Rocky Mounuin 
W.Y No 

Led Zap. Immigrant Song asp 

Fetid Plink Heartbreak Hotel asp 
Fleetwood Mee Go Your Own 

D. Bowl. RnR Sueb. .. 75p De.p NM* Mu Deep, 

S.Gpo. Roll Over Lay Down Mountain High ,55p 
:Uwe . , . n.01 11. J. Krame, Bed To Me. ..15p 

5 Goo. Paper Plan . 7í)p B J. Kramer. Keep You 
5 Duo Down Down rip Snkned . . .r.75e 
M WdWma. Cle.kul Ge. nip L Gore Les My Party 1'3 f E1Á0 
Snot. ye Spen Thorns. the J.(ennon Mind Gam.s lad -NO 

Rhymer - , Bop Hot Buner.Apecbo . , rap 

Result wind King. o. Speed. , Rip E Clayton Wills b Henri Aye 
Hewh wind Psychedelic lie) 70p 

Warlords . , , . 70p Rosy Music See. Life ,. 70p 

Kiel a Lola , Ipp Rey Stevens The Sow. 75p 
Prelude Anon» cola Ruh 75 a Monllow M.ndn 75p 
Bal Co Morin On ,1115p a Flack. Ming M. Sohto hop 

Young Rascals Cromer( .. lop 

Rush your POgICf.ques I* to per egio POP) to 

REDDINGTONS RARE RECORDS 
20 Moor Strnet.'Oueensway. Birmingham B4 7UH 

021-643 2017 

16OpÁll Singles 60 
Thousands in stock inn: 

Albano. Fleetwood Mac 
Apache/FBI . Shadows 
Leyte Derek b The Dominoes 
LocomotionLittle Eve 
Your Song Elton John 
Serener', On The Shore 

Acker Bilk 
All Beetles It Rolling Store' 
Silver Machine Hawkwlnd 
I'm not in Love . ..10 CC 
Knight. In Whna Satan 

P(ocul Heron. 
H Ho S.W.. lining Jell Beck 
Plu. ell the latest rm... 
Add 5p Per Single tor 
Postage and sand PO/ 

Cheque wnh Order or Can 

STIRIO ELECTRONICS 

324 Banish Toss Road 

London NMS /TN 
Telephone Ot 4E51341 

All LP. 104011 and Post Frw 
?Op Stamp., or Free Catalogue, 

RECORD AND TAPE 

EXCHANGE 

LP. 'end Tapes of every hold 
bought, sold end ..e hanged. 

40 tenon IM Gus. London 
WIt 

20 P.M., RdyNnlholl w 
Gs. W11 

90 CAeewk Rm0 Shear.. 
fun. WI7 

T.lephona 01.749 m. 

CASSETTE 
LEKDING LIBRARY 

D.ten, end 
Free Lapeer Ceubgrw 

ham 

RENTACASSET[E 
PORE So 3 

DM 
ORSET 

MISSED THAT NIT SOUND 
WHILE IT WAS AROUND ? 

GET IT FROM THE DEALER 
WITH ALL THE CLASSICS 

All the singles listed below are ONLY 50p each and ale 
but a small selection from overn2,000 buts lasted at 

incredible prices. SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST. 
JOHNNY BRISTOL - Hang on In thus baby 
CHI-LITES - Ibmidey gel 
COMMODORES - Machine gun 
DE ODATO - Also .prech ~bun. 120711 
DONNIE ELBERT- When did ourlev. go " 

ARETHA FRANKLIN - Spam. Harlem 
GOLDEN EARRING - Nods by. 
BILL MALEY - Rock .round the clock 
ELTON JOHN - Robe. helm. 
GLADYS KNIGHT - MlanieM mein to Georg,. 
MANFRED MANN - Mighty moon 
PAUL McCARTNEY - Helen wheels 
MUNGO JERRY -1n the Summertime 
OLIVIA NEWTON JOHN - If not for you 
MIKE OLDFIELD- In duke ere" 
BILLY PRESTON - Thais the wey God planned a 
OUEEN - Ka)., Queer, 
DIANA ROSS - Them. from ManoaYny 
SHIRLEY b CO - Shame. .nom., shame 
SUPRIMES - Up the l.dder to the roof 
SYLVIA - Pillow t.11 
TEN CfI-An loan sake 
THIN LIZZY - Whisky In the ter 
TIMMY THOMAS - Why teen's we Ile. together 
BARRY WHITE - Navel newer goons gN. 55 up 
STEVIE WONDER - His MM.. known all 

Postage Et Packing 2Sp extra, any number Dl réc orris LSGN 
100 DIFFERREIU 

KTA SIN ISINGLES E13 
1Plus t2 it Overseas> 

OLDIES UNUMITED,6/12 Stafford Street 
SL Georges, Telford. Shropshire TF2 9J0 

PLEASEQUOTE DEPT I` 

° 
11°1 

eae 

ttl`p 
f°T ttdDT teee 

10,09 s °0 
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VA"MTe 
01"A 4 * 
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Personal 

G -U Is. long 
haired, blonde girl for 
friendship. 15-18. - 
Surrey, Hamplhtre- Sus- 
sex. lap 10p. Box 
90. i099 
GUY 1L would like to 
meet up with rompan - 
shill for Jam Concert, 
June 28th. - Box No. 
11(D. 
LONELY GUY, seeks girl 
1e -II Sussex arm. Please 
write Bee No. U01. 
HOW TO get girl friends. 
what to say, how to 
overcome shyness. how to 
date any girl you fancy. 
S.A.E. for free detalla' 
Dept. RM, 38 Abbeydale, 
Winterboane, Bristol. 
DISILLUSIONED DAM- 
SEL seeks noble knight 
for friendship / corre- 
spondance: Kim, 68 High 
Street. Willingham. 
[mamba 
GUY (19). attractive but 
mad seeks bird for 
camping, horsing July or 
August South West Into 
punk and wombles. - 
Box No. 1097. 
GIRL 18. wants someone 
to write to In Navy or 
Army, single male 19-23. - Box No. 1098. 
RATHER QUIET guy 
(23) sincere, not bad 
looking seeks girlfriend. - 101 Elgar Avenue, 
Surbiton, Surrey, KTS 
lis. 
GENUINE NICE guy 
5'6' , 25, seeks sincere 
girlfriend 16-30, to be with 
for lasting friendship. - 
Rlehard, 417 Lodge 
Avenue. Dagenham, Es - 

POSTAL FRIENDSHIP 
Club, Introductions ar- 
ranged by post for all 
ages. Postage stamp for 
our tree colour brochure 
to: Miss Chldgey, Dept 
Disc. 124 Keys Avenue, 
Bristol. BS7 OBI,. 
SCENE: THE penfrlend's 
magazine. Various In- 
terests, Latest Issue 45p.' - SCENE (M) 62 High 
Street, Harpenden. 
Herbs. 
BEAUTIFUL GIRLS 
from Europe, Asia, Latin 
America. want corre- 
spondence, friendship, 
marriage. Sample photo+ 
free. - Tanned - 
Verlag, Box 110660/S. D 
100. Berlin 11, Germany. 
UNUSUAL PEN. 
FRIENDS, exciting, dlf 
ferent! Highly com- 
prehensive services 
available Continental 
and other departments. - For brochures send 
SAE (RMs) PO Box 54, 
Rugby, Warwlckahlre_ 
SUE CARR'S Coun- 
trywide Friendship Agen- 
cy for the unattached over 
eighteens. - Details: 
Somerset Villa, Harre+ 
gate. Tel: 0423 83525, any 
time. 
POLY'! NE RECORD 
covers. Send now for 
competitive list. - 
Crane, 66 Queens Road, 
Petersfeld, Hants. 
ABRA CONCERT photos, 
Incredible value, set of 
eight exciting good 
quality photos, 7 x 5 only 
[2 + pap 25p. - Send to 
Ivan Long, 22 Sparrow') 
Herne, Bushey, Herta. 
JANE SCOTT for genuine 
Mends, introductions to 
opposite sex. with slncer 
itl7 and thoughtfulness - 
Details free, stamp to: 3 
North Street, Quadrant, 
Brighton, Sussex, BN1 
3GJ- 

MIllell 
t ointalller LYil inn. 
1tN FreenJdr,p, I mes ~des Da Bien, 1 .,r pe'. 

Ila dorm name ~Jul end I 
eduhle ern rot for MI airs 
n all Seed leo las 

1 
color twkr ,l c A dn.. Nu,. -1 
n or. INtrIew 

M 
IMO 1 RBI I 

U. imeo. ME. I tinco Ms 
1 Tel: NaT MILI 

YOUNG MAN 21, seeks 
girlfriend 18+ In West 
Yorkshire. Write 30 
Scholemoor Lane, Brad- 
ford 7. 
QUIET GUY 19, wishes to 
meet or write to On of 
British or Continental 
nationality. All letters 
answered. - Box No, 
1093, 
MALE, 21. Student 
wishes true love. Write: 
J. D. MacDonald, 2A 
Belle Vue Street, Black- 
burn. 
SHY LONELY male 18, 
seeks loveable girlfriend 
for lasting relationship 
17+ In Leeds or Bradford 
area. - Box No. 1094. 
GUY 1a, wishes to meet 
any foreign girl in the 
Middlesex area, shy girl 
preferred, photo if pos- 
sible please. - Box No. 
1095. 
JACKSONS FANS want- 
ed for penfrlends s.a.e - Music Fans Club, 10 
Charlton Road, Tetbury, 
Gins. 
YOUNG COLOURED pop 
fan male 23, English 
seeks honest girl for 
friendship. - Box No. 
1072. 
LONELY COLOURED 
guy seeks girlfriend 17 
upwards. - Box No. 
1092. 
GUY 19, seeks girl (15+) 
to write and meet. 
London area. Has own 
car. - Box. No. 1096. 
DOVELINO PARTNER 
catalogue. Select your 
own partners and pen - 
friends. For free sample 
photos s. a. c. to A16 P. O. 
Box 100 Sutton, Surrey. 
penfriends. For free 
sample photos s. a. e. to 
A16 P.O. Box 100 Sutton, 

-Surrey 

Records For Sale 

LATEST RELEASES; 
Albums [1.75p Jam. 
Little Feat, Marley etc. 
Singles lop s.a.e. Paul 
Monaghan, 98 Aspen 
Gardens, Hammersmith, 
London, W6. 
JACKSON 5 deleted U.S. 
album. Highest offer. 
("Indianna"). Andrea, 
73 Kelmscott Lane, Leeds 
15. 
RECORDS (45's) from 
25p - Large s.a.e. - 
T. S. M. Records, 220 
Victoria Road West, 
Cleveleys. Blackpool. 
T. REX ORIGINAL 
Prophets Seers and Sages 
In excellent condition but 
Sleeve Damaged highest 
offer secures. 5 Main 
Street. Stanton by Dale, 
Ilkeston, Derbys. 

TONY HANCOCK / 
Goons / Round 77íe Horne 
/ Dads Army / Jolson / 
Garland - Massive 
collection of nostalgia for 
sale, stale interests; 
(Soundtracks). - 18 
Richmond Road, Taun- 
ton. 
It" SINGLES, limited 
editions, oldies etc. For 
catalogue, send 10p 
(deductible from first 
order) + large s.a.e. No 
bootlegs. Adrian!' 
Record, Wlckford, Essex. 
LP's FROM 20p, singles 
from 5p. - S, A. E. 
Thompson, 24 Beaufort 
Avenue, Blackpool. 

OLDIES SALE, private 
collection. - S. A. E. 
Dave, 23 Lyndhurst Road, 
Cheaham, Bucks, 
PASTBLASTERS) Al. 
ways 1,000s of rock, soul, 
pop, Tamla - S.AE. 
24 Southwalk, Middleton., 
Sussex. 
SOUL SALE: All U. IC labels including demos, Send large S.A. E. to Sounds Good, Oldies - Specials, 51 Alfreton 
Road, Nottingham. 
lea DIFF g ENT new 
pop single. only 14.50 mcl 
P&P cheques etc. - A. 
Simmons, 21 Cann Lane. 
Hethemett, Norwich. 

CHA RTBU STE It 8' 
GOLDEN Oldies avail- 
able '56-7'. A must for 
collectors - a Godsend 
for D. J,'a S.A.E. - 
Disk ery 85-87 Sesteen 
Road, Hove, Brighton. 
Callers welcome. 
STARTING A disco! 
Need the records? Com- 
plete collecUon, oldies, 
newles, good condition, 
1,003 boxed, car sleeves, 
[390 0.V. N. O. - 01-868- 
7577 evenings 
BAY CITY ROLLERS. 
English and American 
records and souvenirs for 
sale. Send S. A. E. for 
details: Don, 137 South- 
end Road, Wlckford, 
Essex. 
RECORD' FINDING 
service. Those you want 
and can't find. Any 
artists. - any records. 
Send S. A. E. stating 
wants: Don, 137 Southend 
Road, Wlckford, Essex. 

For Sale 

IMPORT MAGAZINES. 
S.A.E. for lists. Ex- 
ample: 'Cream' 12 Issues 
per year £9.63 (sample 
copy 70p). Graffiti, 9 Shalbourne, Mar. 
!borough, Wlltshlre. 
FLAMIN GROOVIES big star, Raspberries, 
Dwight TwlUey Band, In 
'Barn Balsam' magazine, 
plenty facts, pies, dis- 
cographies, only 34p 
Including p & p from - 
Brian Hogg, Flat 1. 
Castellau, Dunbar, East 
Lothian, Scotland. 
SUPER - COOL 'Font 
for President badges 30p 
each plus s.a.e. -.John 
Beecher, 41 Elm Road, 
New Malden, Surrey. 
GET YOUR revenge! 
Today's fanzine new 
ourlook New Wave. 
S. a . e . lop - 78 Fairmount Road, 
Grimsby. 
COLOUR CONCERT 
photo's Bands available: 
New Genesis, Floyd, 
Ferry, Heep, Tubes, 
tizzy, Harley, Tull, also 
Bowie, '74 and '76 Kiki, 
Purple, Blackmore, Dy- 
lan, ELO, ENO, Essex, 
Hall / Oates, Emmylou, 
Harrison, Sah6, Kiss, 
Zeppelin, Nazereth, 
Queen, Stones, Sparks, 
Stewart, 1occ, Who, '75 
and 78, Wings etc, s.a.e. 
stating Interests for 
proofs to - Dick Wallis, 
159 Hamilton Road, 
London, SE 27. 

Records Wanted 

ROADHOUSE LUES 
single (demo) wanted 
now, your price paid. 
Glyn, 80 Walnut Road 
Torquay. 

SECONDHAND SIN 
GL ES wanted - Send list 
to Dave flanks' Records, 
Z23 Willlamt)orpe Road, 
North Wingfield, 
Chesterfield. 
ALL YOUR unwanted 455 
and LPs bought or part 
exchange for new 
records, large collections 
urgently required. Send 
records with SAE - F. L. 
Moore Records Ltd, 197a 
Dunstable Road, Luton, 
Bedfordshire. 
CASH PAID for your 
singles, LP's and cas- 
settes. Send list and SAE 
for immediate cash offer - J. Marsh, 368a Kenton 
Road, Kenton, Middx. 

Musical Services 

LYRIC WRITERS. Me- 
lodies to Lyrics, together 
with Deomonstration 
recordings by profes- 
sional Musicians. Climax 
Music, 74 Lavender HUI, 
Enfield, Mlddx, 

LYRIC WRITERS! 
Turn your words into 
popular songs. - Details 
(s. a.e.) 168 Godstone 
Road, Purley, Surrey. 
LYRICS WANTED by 
Music Publishing House. 
11 St Albans Avenue, 
London, W.4, 
SONGWRITER MAGA- 
ZINE. - Free from 
International Song - 
'writers' Association 
(RM), Limerick, Ireland. 

Fan Clubs 

FOR INFORMATION 
about the Dutch popgroup 
Earth and Fire, contact 
their fanclub - P.O. Box 
3140, Utrecht, Holland. 
CLIFF RICHARD Inter- 
national fan club. Join 
now - P.O. Box 4164, 
Amsterdam, Holland. 

Wanted 

CILLA BLACK pen - 
friends age 18 upwards - 
Donald Holgate, 4 High 
Elms Lane, Garston, 
Watford. 
WANTED DESPER- 
ATELY David Soul 
concert tour brochure. 
Please write, giving 
details, price, condition, 
ate - Miss Kearley, 33 
Keel Drive, Slough, 
Berks. 
JACKSONS / OSMONDS 
concert photos wanted - 
Andrea, 73 Kelmscott 
Lane, Leeds 15. 
URGENTLY WANTED 
Record Mirrors, pre 1978 
(with charts). Please 
phone - Atheretone 4297 
after 6. 

Special Notice 

I'M CONFESSING I Love 
You Al - Sher. P.S 
Happy Birthday! For 
Monday. 

QUEEN: YOUR concerts 
were fantastic! - Jayne, 
Uttlehampton, 
HAPPY -BIRTHDAY 
Jimmy Lea and Noddy 
Holder. The Glasgow 
concert was great. Good 
luck to you all on your 
comeback. Best wishes - 
Mike and Linda, Elgin, 
Scotland. 

S+tuations Vacant 

LYRIC WRITERS re 
quired by recording 
company. Details 
(s.a.e.) - 30 Sneyd Hall 
Road, Bloxwlch, Stafford- 
shire. 

Pen friends 

TWO MALES early 
twenties seek two sincere 
ladles for friendship, 
happiness and enjoyable 
social life - Steve, 83 
Bevan Avenue, Barking, 
Essex. 
AMERICAN PENPAIB 
wanted for American 
crazy girl (20) - Andrea, 
73 Kelmscott lane, Leeds 
15, England. 

For Hire 

DISCO EQUIPMENT. 
PA systems, sound to 
light (nits. reasonable 
rates - Newham Audio 
Services, 01 - 534 4064. 

Disco Equipment 

SAI IVS deck, tape, 
microphone speakers, 
100w sound - out 
amplifier, will split, [770 
ono - 01- 888 7527. 
QUALITY SPEAKER re- 
pairs - 01- 254 933L 
WE HAVE the biggest 
range of disco equipment 
In the UK. complete disco 
"systems from [185 - [800 - 
From Roger Squire's 
Disco Centre, London, 01- 
272 7474: Bristol 0272 - 

560550; Manchester 061 - 

8317678. 

RECORD MIRROR 
ADVERTISEMENT 

DEPARTMENT 

Tel. 
01-439-4061 
ACCOMMODATION 

TO LET 

LONDON FLAT - 
GIRL REQUIRED 

TILL OCTOBER 

OWN ROOM 

RING 01-969 7431 
Evening 

0,) 
SONGTHIS IS R CFIANCE 

Of 

WRITERS 
ETIME 

THE OUEEN'S SILVER JUBILEE INTERNATIONAL SONG 

CONTEST AND MUSIC FESTIVAL 

BIG CASH PRIZES 1 e n.®. ma E50a ill Ear 
PLUS MANY FABULOUS CONSOLATION PRIZES 

WAND FINAL AT THE FREE TRADE HALL MANCHESTER 
TO BE JUDGED BY RECORD PRODUCERS MUSIC PUBUSHERS. 

RECORDING ARTISTES 
s TOP ARTISTES TO PERFORM THE FINAL SONGS. 

ANY TYPE OF POP SONG IS EUGIBLE DOES NOT HAVE TO BE A 
JUBILEE SONG. 

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE A GOOD SINGER OR MUSICIAN A 
SIMPLE UNACCOMPANIED VOCAL 15 SUFFICIENT FOR OUR JUDGES 
Bus Song Comoº has ben, arranged In coNohnon will the Queen's S,Iver 
J ubrlee Roped and Pen of the proaedreell Bp a * Bus wonnMI, clime 
So peased oft now lot ow [Mew brochure end nn y bate whet. me 
one Teu NO doted. 

Name . 

Address 
QUEENS SILVER JUBILEE INTERNATIONAL SONG CONTEST 

do Mc Gorr 
II Noon Stroet. Manchester Me0 SAT 

Tar 081.773 e91sl0e1.766-903 
Cooddhl Name «. Muse 1977 

MORE NEW* 
ANGELS! 1* 

( r 

* 
mss. Cise5D3 Me 2[1.10 

T 
Add 2E. 112 pomra) 

Sp each Erin Poets, 

41 CARDS & POSTERS * y 72600e ['NW T 1111111/611,141 4 

4-4,14,. * 
Copy for all advertisements must 

be received by noon 8 days 

before cover date 

SMALLS - order form & advertisement rates 
Rents and Conditions 

Under the headnll% 
FAN CLUBS, PEN FRIENDS. SITUATIONS VACANT, 

RECORDS FOR SALE. INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE. 

SOUND EOUIPMENT, 
~on. owe,. a nonncanerim ep per ward 

Under the sea raw 
SPECIAL NOTICES, PERSONAL TUITION, 
RECORDING. 

and ocher made on r5enents lap per word 

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS 
une all ~Ada IDO no, wed 

Aber Fun tree. 
'w .sas In Ban Pepe Sp per mud me-. 

BUB NUMBERS 
Altuw ram words pha S. rasa, tae 
SEMI DISPLAY ~men 
ISM M sang. column ,n. 
SERBS ntSCOUNTS 
5w Nee s,v11ns 
7% b 13 rrolv,s 
01 b IB..svs,s 

17% b S7 newtons 

T1r PAya,M mama.. tn note .lo s,Mbew advenuomenn n mew ~Bon 

, T 

PLEASE PUBLISH my advertisement undo/the heading for ¡ 
insertion's) commencing issued dated 
I enclose a cheque/postal order for 

MIRROR 

ALL SMALL ADS MUST BE STRICTLY PRE -PAID 

. to cover the con made payable to RECORD 

e 

Y4éme 

Address 

Name and address when Included In advert must be paid for 
Send completed form to. Small Ads Dept. M. RECORD MIRROR, 12 Sutton Row, London 161. 

1-- Record Mirror for the best results' - - - 
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I,1FP. Pi the fast lane has 
ground to a halt. 

1t's half past two In the 
afternenn, the MI Is jammed for 
unites, amt there are still tail mils 
to Olee fast. 

This Is life on the road - 
IlLeralty. The key word Is 
boredom,a N ec ekeycepalien 
onto rellevIeg It. S Wereo 

somewhere along the 
troll. a race develops. 

Eddie and the Hot Rods 
are huddled In their 
transit among dgarett' 
ends end sweaty sage 
Clothes. Support 
group Radio Stars are 
taking turns to drive 
themselves, In a smart 
brown saloon. The Het 
Rod. might be topping the 
bill, but Radio Stars have 
the acceleration power. 
They soon overtake, 
hovering alongside jest 
long enough to pas. over 
fag. 

last night's gig in 
Manchester - the second 
night of a short British 
tour - was a bit ropey. 
The sound wasn't quite 
right, the hall was half 

Jubilant 
Tonlght'sturns out to be 

better. The hall Is sell 
only half full, but then 
most Glaswegians have 
headed south to Wembley 
to see Scotland beat the 
saasena cha. 

The ones that are left, 
however, are determined 
to haves suitably Jubilant 
evening. 

For a warm.up group. 
Radio Stare are pretty 
damn hot- Lead singer 
Andy Elllaon, a veteran 
from the day. of John's 
Children (Marc Bolan's 
first group). has a nicely 
manic presence, hopping 
oft the sage at regular 
intervals to go walkabout 
In the audience. 

The group have a 
collection of cheerful, 
witty d)ttiee and a really 
punchy, guitar orl- 

MAROO Dl 
a record label says 

the Rods' Paul Gray 
rotated sound. They're 
very new: proof of this 
comes when, asked back 
for n encore, Andy 
admits "We don't have 
any more songs, so we'll 
have to do 'Dirty 
Pictures' again." 

The Rode bounce 
onstage, and launch full 
blast Into their art All 
very high speed, high 
energy and good sweat 
but after while It begins 
to sound a tiny bit 
predicable. No number 
really builds on the one 
before - it'd too much an 
one level. The result is 
that it stars o I hot and le 
back to boiling point by 
the end - but somewhere 
In between, there's an 
energy gap . for the 
audience, not for the 
band. 

Still, the kids are 
drawing every ounce of 
energy and excitement 
from the show, and by the 
second encore they all 
seem happy enough with 
what they've seen and 
heard. 

These are two groups In 
the middle league of rock 
- Radio Stars are 
nettle:. stll in the third 
division, but pushing 
hard for promotion. They 
have a small record 
company, Chiswick, who 
believe in them. 

Andy and the group's 

bassist Martin Gordon 
used to be with band 
called Jet They were on 
CBS: "But It's difficult In 
a big company like that to 
get noticed. That's why 
we picked small 
company this time." 

It seems to be working. 
In the two months they've 
been together, the group 
have done two major 
tours - a German one 
with UFO and now this 
one. Things can only get 
better. 

In comparison, the 
Rods' position is more 
difficult They're doing 
all right, you understand, 
but both on and off sage, 
there's an uncomfortable 
feeling that they're just 
not going anywhere. 

Earlier this year, they 
were voted 'Morel Promis- 
ing New Group' in 
RECORD MIRROR's poll 
and It looked as U they 
were all set to move into 
the Big League. 

But six months on, It 
just hasn't happened. 

And if they aren't 
exactly despondent about 
the situation, there le a 
definite atmosphere of 
dissatisfaction. 

Back In the hotel bar 
the Rods' bassist, Paul 
Gray, pale face, plastered 

down black hair 
begins( to talk about 
punk music. 

1 A / I 

HOT RODS: Island castaways? 

With good reason . .. It 
seems that the Rods are 
Island's second biggest 
act nest to Bob Marley. 

So what's gone wrong? 
I'd already heard Roda' 
manager Ed Hollis 
complaining that Island 
had dono no promotion for 
the tour. 

Paul confirms this and 
adds that, at the moment, 
the group are constantly 
touring England and 
Europe. 

"It's getting ridi- 
culous", he says. "Llkeln 

signed a five year France, where we're 
contract with Island. bigger than we are here, 

But things have gone we found ourselves going 
wrong somewhere along back and doing exactly 
the line and now, "We just the same venues twice in 
want to get away from the just a few weeks. 
label. But they won't let "We're touring Europe 
us go." far too much. We want to 

"The journalists have 
created It". he says in 
disgust 'And It's done us 
harm because people 
think we're punk and 
won't give us bookings. " 

He seems strangely 
bitter for one who's done 
so well so young. 

I say I've heard that the 
Rods have some problems 
with Island, their record 
company - and suddenly 
the reasons for his 
bitterness come pouring 
out 

It seems the Rods have 

V' h. 
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move on, go to America. 
We need somewhere new - a new challenge. Here, 
we're just retracing our 
steps.' 

So why don't the group 
head for America? 
"Because Island won't 
pay", he says. "They 
won't give us the three 
grand we need - yet they 
will pay out Incredible 
sums on groups like 
Rough Diamond and the 
Ian Gillen Band. We've 
heard stories of amazing 
amounts, like million 
dollars advances. 

"Those kind of bands 
are like three years ago. 
It seems Island are Just 
living off nostalgia." 

Record -wise, the situ- 
ation sounds even less 
hopeful. Apparently the 
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band wanted to make their neat album Uve. but 
island WE no. 

"And that's why we've 
put out thaw, live EN". 
says Paul. "But by hit 
we're putting out all the 
live traed that would 
have been on Ow album " 

Not exactly a ~sr 
wry solution, hut at least 
the music la gotting 
aovo... 

Were renordlag Ike 
new album after tat. 
tour", says Paul. , 

"They've told us we have 
six weeks to dttit .. 

Depression 
"You know", he :aye 

auddenly, "they've ban- 

ned our roadies from 
going Into the offices' We 
were nearly banned too 
because we kept going In 
and hassling them to do 
some work for us. 

"Because we aren't a 
smooth, sophisticated set 
like Cat Stevens, they 
don't want to do anything 
for us. And It's Impossible 
to get anything done 
about It You can never 
get through to Chris 
Blackwell - he's always 
sway in Jamaica. 

"When we signed with 
the label they promised us 
W kinds of thing», but 
they Just never hap. 
paned."` 

Re shrugs hopelessley. 
What can you do when 
THEY are against you? 

Teenage depression 
and no mistake. SHEILA 
PROPHET 

ISLAND SPOKES- 
MAN Rob Partridge 
commented, 'This Is the 
first I've heard of any of 
this. Obviously, we can't 
reply to specific allega- 
tions until we :discuss 
them with the band 
themselves, ''I feel that there's no 
point in making any 
comment about a situ- 
ation which may turn out 
to be just a storm in a 
teacup." 
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NEXT WEEK: Has God got a sense of humour; or will J Edward Oliver be struck by lightning ? 
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